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About the Book
The beginner student of Vedanta is likely to see
a contradiction when on the one hand the
Upanishads teach Brahman or the Real Atman, the
One Absolute Reality without a second, on the other
his own experience and knowledge is that of a
universe of manifoldness and variety.
In these Essays, the revered Swamiji helps the
student to understand the teaching of the
Upanishads correctly, by stressing on the saying of
the kt1OJl'ers if the traditional method 'That which is
devoid of all multiplicity, is explained by means of
(deliberate) superimposition and rescission' and on
the doctrine of the distinction of the empirical view
and the vedantic view. Thus the earnest student
would be able to see how Vedantins who seriously
hold on to the Upanishadic teaching of Advaitic
Brahman can talk in the same breath of aZ'i{fya and
1llqya, cause and effect, God and creattlres, states if
consciousness and pure consciousness and such other
distinctions which can apply only to a pluralistic
Universe.
That our author is flrmly rooted in the tradition
of the past Masters like Gaudapada and Shankara is
obvious from the fact that the Essays are more like a
garland of beautiful flowers with numerous and apt
quotations from their works as well as the
Upanishads stringed together by a common thread
of thought.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTE TO FIRST EDITION
These essays were originally proposed to be published
in the 'Adhyatma Prakasha', the Kannada monthly
journal of the Institution. But on second thoughts, it was
decided that, in view of the importance of the subjectmatter, they had better be brought out in a handy bookform.
We hope that the work will be deemed to be a valuable
introduction to more voluminous productions such as 'How
to Recognize the Method of Vedanta' already published
in the Karyalaya.
Holenarsipur
21-7-1971

Y. Narasappa
Chairman, AP. Karyalaya.

PUBLISHERS' NOTE TO THE FIRST REPRINT
The copies of the fIrst edition of 'Essays on Vedanta'
had been sold out long back and there has been a demand
from the readers of Vedanta books in English both from
India and abroad. The book is now reprinted after making
necessary corrections.
The students of Vedanta will fInd it very difficult to
capture the main teaching of the Upanishads by reading the
various commentaries on them, as they are too numerous
and embody conflicting interpretations by the Bhashyakaras
and their sub-commentators.
As our author writes in his Indroduction, it is most
necessary to discover the cardinal doctrine and the distinctive
technique or the method which governs all the modes of
approach to reality in the Upanishads. With his deep insight
in to the Vedantic lore he suggests that the students of
Vedanta should carefully note the distinction between the
empirical or the vyavaharic view and the Sastraic or the
Paramartha view of the Vedanta. He writes in the concluding
Chapter that the language and style specially devised for
suggesting the nature of Brahman, which is unobjectificable
by word or thought, and the negation method called the
Adhyaropapavada Nyaya must be thoroughly understood, if
the study of the Upanishads is to yield any tangible or
beneficial result.
Needless to say that the present book serves as an
excellent introduction to the central doctrine of the
Upanishads and to the One Method of approach uniformly
employed in all of them in leading the inquirer to the
intuition of the Absolute Reality which is his very Self.
The Karyalaya intends to reprint its various books as
and when demand arises, and therefore solicits suggestions
from the readers. The readers are welcome to visit our
website www.adhyatmaprakasha.org to learn about the
activities of the Karyalaya.
Dated 30th July 2008
PUBLISHERS
Holenarasipur
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INTRODUCTION

The Nature of Teaching in the Upanishads
The Upanishads superficially read, seem to be
intended to teach something about what they call
Brahman or Atman, about the universe, and the
individual soul, but the varied expressions and style of
exposition employed in them, is so bewildering that one
is apt to doubt whether they contain any system of
thought uniformly propounding any definite doctrine
or whether they adopt any dialectical method leading
the seeker to the principle they propose to teach. The
language and style adopted to teach Brahman is
apparently very confusing. All these works teem with
various narratives, epigrams, symbolic expressions,
metaphors and similes, which do not smell of any
dialectical approach to truth. True, we do meet with
dialogues conversations and discussions and debates
sometimes; but everywhere it appears to be a display of
dogmatic arguments and analogies. On the other hand,
we find express statements like IThis knowledge is not
to be attained (or cannot be co~futed by) reasoningl ~
iefiuT <ijRl:(Iq~£jI). IThis can be well understood only when
taught by another I (Yl'ml~~61 ~ n') «fiT:~-~).

Conflicting Interpretations
The numerous commentaries embodying the
conflicting interpretations of the several Bhashyakaras
whose followers are extant to this day, only confirm
this impression. For any scholar skilled in exegetics
might bring out any additional system of his own with
impunity out of these utterances of the ancient sages, if
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only he could adduce cogent reasons to show that his
system is consistently built. And no one can rule out
the legitimacy of the ingress of any system or systems
in the future, each one of them resting its structure on
the foundation of consistency and even on some
individual intuition and experience to be gained
through spritual discipline.

Is there a Cardinal Doctrine or a Method,
adopted in the Upanishads?
In these circumstances, it is most necessary to
discover the unique doctrine and the distinctive
technique or the method, if there be one at all, which
governs all the modes of approach to reality in these
writings. If one could succeed in this attempt, that
would he the source to provide the critical student of
Vedanta with a clincher to help him out of this
apparent maze.

The Evidence of the Sutra-Bhashya
Actuated by a curiosity to find out the truth of the
matter, and prompted by an instinctive feeling that
there must be some doctrine a nd some method peculiar
to all the Upanishads, I began to make a diligent
search in the Bhashyas of the great Sailkara, the earliest
writer on Vedanta, whose commentaries are available
even now. As for the doctrine, it did not take a long time
for me to find it out. For the introduction to his SfltraBhashya contained this unequivocal statement:
~:~~I("aCfl('CjfOl<:lrnRlq'd~ ~~~ II
"In order to destroy this source o[(a11) evil, one has to attain
the knowledge ofthe unity of Atman. To this end, all the Vedantas
(Upanishads) are begun."
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The meaning of this proposition is crystal-clear:
all the Upanishads have the uniform purport of
teaching the doctrine of the One Atman, on attaining
which knowledge, one's ignorance is wiped offfor good.
And another statement in the opening of the
commentary on Vedanta Siitra 1-1-5, makes this equally
unambiguous remark:~

~ C!~I<=(1~I¥lI'1i

~~k'll~llfihl~I\I1"'lHi

~

~ fI+lRa1'1 1+I"*1(Ullfq CfllllljfQC!~i ~ 4401fiF1~+l1l
"So far it has been concluded that Vedantic texts aim at
producing the intuition of Brahmatman (the Infinit e Self) ; that
they are syntactically construed as teaching the 'Brahmatman' as
their one purport, and culminate in Brahman which is without
any connection with som ething that has to be done. "

This proposition means that the Upanishads
serve the sole purpose ofteaching the nature of the Self
as Brahman in contradiction to the individual self, and
that this knowledge of the Infinite Self, precludes the
possibility of any duty to be done after its attainment.
Of course this is to intimate that in Sankar a's opinion,
Upanishadic passages urging a person to do some
religious work in order to attain some r esult, h ave
nothing to do with texts teaching the nature of the One
Infinite Atman. This is in consonance with the
previous statement in the Introduction which says that
all Upanishads have the one purpose of teaching the
doctrine of the unity of S~lf. But is this his individual
opinion or has he any traditional background for his
view ? Even supposing that he is supported by some
tradition, how are we to reconcile ourselves to the fact
that there have sprung up so many other Bhashyas
each professing to' inherit a tradition of its own and
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claiming to be the only correct interpretation of the
Upanishads?
In the first place, there are Upanishadic texts
proclaiming the unity of Brahman or Atman in the
most unmistakable terms: "That which we perceive in
front is the Immortal Brahman alone : that which is
behind is Brahman (alone) ; to the right and to the left,
is Brahman (alone) ; that which is spread out both
below and above, is Brahman. All this universe is
Brahman the best" (Mu. 2-2-11), "And now, (is) the
instruction concerning Atman itself. Atman alone is
below, and Atman (alone) above, Atman (alone)
behind, and Atman (alone) in front; Atman (alone) is to
the right, and Atman (alone) to the left. All this is
Atman alone." (Ch.7-25-2). Secondly, one's misgivings
about the dualists are laid at rest by these two slokas
from Gaudapada, the traditional grand-preceptor of
Sankara:f61R:1~I~C46j~ ~ ~ ~ I
~~mO{Fw.~11

~~~~~~I
~~~0{Fw.~ II rTr.CfiT. ~-~\S, ~~.
"The dualists (who follow the Samkhya or Vaiseshika,
Buddhists of Jains etc.) firmly cling to their respective systems
and contradict each other. But this system is not contradicted by
them. For non-duality is the only Reality while duality is only its
appearance. For them it is duality alone both ways (i.e. as Reality
or appearance). Therefore this system is not contradicted by
them." GK. 3-17,18.

As for the texts teaching the creation of
multiplicity, Sankara himself quotes two traditional
sl6kas from Gaudapada:-
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q~li';f6If-'!lf0j\'I{j: ~ "'-I1Rnl?Ol41 II
i3lTP1: ms~ ~ ~: ~ II

<Tr.enT.

~-~c.,

"As for the creation narrated variously by means of
illustrations like clay, metal and sparks, it is (only) a device for
leading (the seeker to the truth of unity) ; there is no difference in
whatever way (we look at the matter)."
[Sailkara has adduced this verse in corroboration of his view
that the effect (universe) is nothing other than the cause
Brahman. (see SBh. 1-4-14, p.163]

:aHIR"II£f£fI~W~:Jr~~1
:a:t\i1"1PtS::"I~~"Iad ~},~ ~ II

<Tr.enT.

~-~~

"When the individual soul awakes from the beginningless
illusory dream-sleep, then he realizes his unborn sleepless,
dreamless, non-dual nature." GK. 1-16.
[This is adduced to corroborate Sailkara's position that the
states of creation, sustentation and dissolution of the world, are
all illusory and not reaL See SBh. 2-1-9, p. 191.]

Two more examples may be cited to emphasize
the fact that, according to Sankara's tradition, the
Srutis make use of empirical examples of cause and
effect relation only to repudiate all real causality and
to establish the Vedic non-dualism, their enunciation
of brahman as the cause of the birth, sustentation and
dissolution of the world, being only a deliberate
imputation of causal nature - a device to convince the
critical enquirer that everywhere the so-called
material cause, is the only real entity imagined to
appear in diverse ways like an actor on the stage (~
ftc{ o £foti';I'Uftl;;;:f".i ~ I SBh. 2-1-18, p. 207)
(~) ~ ~IO;;;:IR©;j ~ WTO: ~ I ~ 0{ ~ ~IO;;;:iR"I~ CflP.l
'fl1(OIl(""I"li tr.:f ~12("q:ijR;;;:I<ft OfT ~ II
~ m. ~-~-\S, 'IT. ~t;~.
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"(Objection:-) Is not Brahman devoid of sound etc., the cause
ofthe Universe?
(Reply :-) Certainly; but the effect with sound and other
characteristics, never exists either before creation or even now
except in its essential nature as the cause." SBh. 2-1-7, p. 189.

(~) ~, 1:NT \:4c't<'tI~I'tI~ll'1i Jl~I'tI~II01~F'I~ 1:NT :q

IlJI1fWlch1;:::'t1<{l011~ ~~s~ ~J!01I!f4~qF'lI~ ~
Olljq!(dlF'lI~ ~ ~ SI~o4Rf{~Olimcf ~
~ II

~ 11T. ~-~-~'d, qT. ~~~.

"Therefore it has to be concluded that just as ethers like a
jar-ether, are non-different from the universal ether, or just as
mirage-water etc., are non-different from barren soil etc., being of
the nature of appearing and suddenly disappearing and
undefinable in their apparent nature, so also this diverse universe
of things experienced and experiencers etc., does not exist apart
from Brahman. SBh. 2-1-14, p.197.

References to the Traditional Method
in the Bhagavadgita
The above-mentioned citations from the SutraBhashya, not only give us an insight into the main
doctrine stressed in all the Upanishads, but also
disclose the method of approach adopted in those
writings to teach the Absolute (Brahmatman). For
while the Absolute is strictly without a second, we see
here the deliberate superimposition of causal nature to
Brahman, as a device to teach unity, and the
abrogation of this property of being a cause by
effectively negating the existence of the effect apart
from its material cause. As Sankara contends in his
Bhashya (on 2-1-14, p. 196) : ~ ~ rn;:q ~: I 05f
~ ~ ~sftt SlwARf{~OI ChP~\J1'('If'4'mcf ~
II' "This is an illustration used to teach the

lWRt
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nature

of

Brahman.

From

the

expression

V tictirambha(lClm' (made up of words) used here, we

have to infer that in the case of what is illustrated also,
the non-existence of all effects apart from Brahman (is
meant)." Can it not be surmised from all this that
Sailkara is referring here to a traditional method ·
common to all the Upanishads making use of this
device of deliberate imputation of certain properties to
the Absolute just to reveal its real nature, the
imputation being subsequently negated when that
purpose has been achieved ?
References to this method are actually to be found
in the Acarya's Glta-Bhashya, to justify this hypothesis.
There also, Sailkara discloses his anxiety to defend his
view on the strength of the traditional method. For
example, in the course of criticizing the view of certain
thinkers who are of the view that it is impossible for the
mind to grasp the Atman, as He is formless, and that
therefore permanent stay in Right knowledge is
impossible of attainment, that teacher says:
~ ~ ~~Sli:{I'"I{~iiIOiI~ 3JY;ii~i:{I~10i1~ ~
iij~foiq'"llfhtli'£lOii ~P4tt5Hilc1jGOf'ti('P'~; iiQq{hllOii ~ ~-

W~HlI~tilo6lf1P1
cH+6I~H"4Iti)q~..q: II'

~g~Pfo{i

3:Wnm ail("ii~i1':<F>'"IR\~~ol
ift. ~. ~~-~o, qT. ~~~.

"True, it is so for those who have had no access to the
traditional teaching handed down by the Gurus (the master
teachers), for those who have not studied the Vedantas, whose
mind is completely attached to the external objects of sense, and
who have not taken the trouble to understand the nature of the
valid means of knowledge. But for those who are of the opposite
nature, it is altogether impossible to conceive the real existence of
duality of the nature of subject and object; for they see nothing
other than the Consciousness of Atman."
GBh. 18-50, p. 281.
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And he concludes,
"Therefore cognition is quite well-known, and the cognizer
also is quite well-known. Therefore no effort is necessary for the
attainment of knowledge; effort is necessary only to remove the
idea of the self touching the not-self. Therefore perfect stay in
Knowledge, is quite possible of attainment." GBh. 18-50, p. 28l.

It is evident that Sankara is referring to the
traditional way of teaching Atman by removing what is
not the property of the Self. This he affirms in so many
words elsewhere :~

~

aA

~

3i(1\4:Sihj.mlqoISiI5if.\OIJCfi~ot

54ISiI0l4SiI\"~ot:~Of~ II

1ft. ~-~l,'{fr.

~~.

"As for the Sastra, the ultimate means of knowledge, it
attains the nature of being a valid means of knowledge by
removing what is not the property of that Atman, and not by
directly reminding the nature of something previously unknown."
GBh. 2-18, p.16.

A second reference to this Sampradaya (tradition)
is to be found in Sankara's Bhashya on GIta 13-2, where
he takes up for criticism the misinterpretation of the
Glta teaching "Know the Kshetrajiia to be Myself in all
the kshetras, 0 scion of Bharata ! (ffl ~ mAA
trof~ ~)". The follower of that school admits that
Kshetrajfi.a is certainly ISvara, and ksetra is something
else which is the object ofkshetrajfi.a alone; "But", this
follower of the other school contends, "as for myself, I
am a transmigratory soul subject to pleasure and pain;
and I have to bring about the cessation of this samsara
by attaining the knowledge of both kshetra and
kshetrajfi.a ; and then realizing the Kshetrajfi.a, the Lord,
I must get and stay in the nature of that (Kshetrajfi.a)."
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Sankara makes these scornful observations with
regard to this view :"He who thinks thus and he who teaches (another) that he is
not the Kshetrajiia-he who holds this view- is a learned fool who
hopes to make out that both bondage and release as well as the
Sastra, would be meaningful (only that way), that slayer of the
Self is himself lost in confusion and confounds others, because he
is not in possession of the traditioal method of the teaching of the
Sastras; for he is thereby giving up what is expressly taught (here)
and presuming what is not taught. Therefore not being acquainted
with the traditional (method of interpretation), he should be
ignored like a fool, be he ever so learned in all the Sastras."
GBh.13-2, p.195.

Here the Glta teaches that the knower of kshetra,
though seemingly an individual self, is really the same
as Isvara or the Witness in all beings. Sankara says
that one who twists this express statement to mean
that this Isvara is to be meditated upon (~), and not
to be directly known as the Self, is making both an
addition to and a subtraction from the true meaning.
One who has been taught in the right way of
interpretation, would never take such a rash step of
misinterpreting the teaching. Evidently, Sankara is
here thinking of the traditional teaching of GauQapada
with regard to Upasana (meditation of Brahman). For
GauQapada has these two statements to make
concerning the subject :· ~~~~0RRr1

;Q1~F<I'~HI1i ~ ~~:

"fJff:

II

"The seeker who is dependent on meditation, depends on
the born Brahman: for him, all this is the unborn Brahman (only)
before creation. Hence he is known to be a poor (knower of
Brahman)."
GK.3-1

xiv

3W~ ~J1"If<!l\!~\!~: I
i3qlfl.flqRQ~ ~JOlj"hJOq~1 II
"Seekers of Reality are of three grades- the lowest, the
mediocre, and the best. Therefore, this Upasana has been taught
(for the benefit ofthe first two)."
GK 3-16.

The Upanishads themselves teach that the
Brahman meditated upon should not be considered to
be the Highest brahman in its genuine nature ; ~
~R4~qlfl~' (Ke.). This is a refrain of the Upanishadic
teaching.
And lastly we meet with a statement of Sankara
which actually alludes to the true traditional method
by its significant epithet. In commenting on the §loka
~: ~ ~
13-13), he writes :-

em.

"The collection of specific features in the Kshetrajna due to
the different conditioning associates is wholly unreal and
therefore He has been taught to be known as neither being nor
non-being, by denying that (specific nature. But here) even the
unreal form is presumed as though it were the property of (the
Kshetrajfia) the knowable just to bring home its existence (by
describing it by the expression) 'It has hands and feet everywhere
etc.'."
Accordingly, there is (this) saying of the knowers of the
traditional method (~~ ~~) 'That which is devoid of
all multiplicity, is explained by means of (deliberate)
superimposition and rescission ~1{'lqlq".lIq:I~~~<R;-t.

It would be profitable to note that both the
superimposition and the negation, are used by the
Sastra or teacher as a device for revealing the true
nature of Reality which is inexpressible and
inconceivable. This is not' an attempt to remove any
manifoldness that actually pertains to, or coexists
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with, Atman. It is only an apparent manifoldness. As
Gaudapada, proficient in all the techniques of the
traditional method, crisply remarks:
~~~~;r~:1
JOII£1IJ01I3!flia, ~~: II

~~~~~I
~~~~;r~11
"Manifoldness, no doubt, would have to be removed, if it
{really) existed. This duality is only Maya (a false appearance),
(there is) Non-duality alone in reality. The thought-construct (of
the distinction ofthe Sastra, master and the disciple to be taught),
would have to be removed if it were the (actual) superimposition of
some one. This is a doctrine devised (only) for the purpose of
teaching. When (Reality) is known, there is no duality whatsoever
(in fact)."
GK. 1-17, 18.

The Two Standpoints
This traditional method of teaching the Absolute
is responsible for the language and style employed in
the Upanishads to amplify it still further so as to make
the teaching intelligible to the student. Narratives,
mnemonics, enigmatic statements and illustrations,
are all made use of for the purpose of adhyiir6pa
(deliberate superimposition), which may be supposed
to serve as a device to negate some superimposition of
the human mind, and when that purpose has been
served, the deliberate superimposition is invariably
abrogated. Throughout the course of teaching, certain
concepts are employed to indicate the inexpressible
and inconceivable Absolute which can never be
objectified by the mind, and language applicable to
ordinary life is employed in special senses by extending
the significance of the words in order to make them
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suitable to suggest the relation of the phenomenal
universe to the Absolute. This doctrine of the
distinction of the common sense or empirical-view
(~) and the Vedantic view (mmft) or the Really
real view (tI1WmtCfiri~), is one of the most useful
principles consistently used in the traditional method
of the Upanishads. Sankara was only following in the
footsteps of his grand-preceptor Gaudapada in making
use of this distinction in his Bhashyas. For Gaudapada
had already resorted to this device of superimposition
from the empirical standpoint as a means (~) and its
final negation, when the intuition of the Absolute
unborn Non-duality (~) is achieved:~l:N~RI~dlR\ ~~~: I
~ ~ ~ II

~. q;r. ~-";(~.

"Since (the Sruti) negates whatever had been used in
explanation before, by pointing to Atman as 'This Atman is the
one described as 'not this, not that' for the reason that all that is
not to be taken (as truth). The Unborn shines forth of Its own
accord."
GK. 3-26.

The Present Work
While I have referred to the Traditional Method of
Vedanta in several works! before, this one has been
written with the sole purpose of offering an
Introduction to the central doctrine of the Upanishads
L Readers interested in the subject may be referred to the
English Introduction to the 'Miil)(iuhya·Rahasya-Vivrti' (Sanskrit),
'How to Recognize the Method of Vedanta' and '8ankara's
Clarification of Certain Vedantic Concepts', published by the
Karyalaya.
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and to the One Method of approach uniformly
employed in all of them in leading the enquirer to the
intuition of the Absolute Reality which is his very Self.
It is hoped that the beginner will find here ample
material to enable him to discern how this method
works in the the other sub-varieties of approach not
noticed here.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviations for the names of the Upanishads have been
given on pages 7-8 of this book. The other abbreviations used in
the work are as follows :.
~. G.
The Bhagavadglta.
~. CfiT. GK.
Gauc;lapada's Karikas on the Mal).c;liikya.
tf.
The Pancapadika.
lIT. p. or pp. Page or Pages.
1l. OfT. M.N.
Mahanarayal).a Upanishad.
Vishnu Pural).a.
Ft.~. V.P.
Sankara's Bhashya on the Vedanta
~ llT. SBh.
Siitras.
C.P.B.
The Central Philosophy of Buddhism.
VS.
Vedanta Siitra
Bh.
The Bhashya on that work.

ESSAYS ON VEDANTA
1. VEDANTA
1. I propose to write a series of essays on Vedanta
for the benefit of readers who would welcome a
connected account of the important and the essential
ideas in the Upanishads and the methods of approach
adopted in placing them before the enquirer.

The Upanishads have been also called 'Vedantas'
partly because most of them are to be found at the end
of the Vedas, and partly and perhaps especially
because they contain the ultimate pronouncement of
the central philosophy of the Vedas.
2. The word 'Vedanta' itself is rarely found in
the classical Upanishads. I have come across two
passages which deserve our special notice:

(~)~m~~~'
~(5WHlI~ ~ ~~(4(f4(t4'~ ~ ¥:

"

~. ~-~~.

"This is the supreme secret in Vedanta which has been
urged (or taught) of yore. This (teaching) ' should not be
transmitted to anyone who has no self-control, nor again to one
who is neither one's son nor disciple." Sve. 6-22.

This is from the SvetaSvatara Upanishad. We are
told here that the teaching contained in the Upanishad
is a traditional secret, fit to be revealed to qualified
seekers only.
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(~) ~i:{I~foI~I'1tlf.i~:
*:I.OIH'P'i)."'iH1l4: ~: 1

~~Q(I~CflI~
~: Qf(~.."qPi ~ II
"Those who have perfectly ascertained the nature of the
entity revealed by Vedantic Intuition, the endeavouring aspirants
whose mind has become purified through the Y £ga of Sanny lisa,
they are freed from all circumscribing limitations, having become
perfectly immortal at the ultimate end of life." Mu.3-2-6.

Here Vedanta-VijfUina, has been explained by
Sankara as 4i:{lfflli1f.i(1fo1~""1 (intuition born from the
teaching of the Vedantas) and therefore it appears that
Sailkara takes the word in the sense of the Upanishads.
In his Introduction to the SUtra-Bhashya, he writes:l~: ~ ail~~Cfl('i>lfol'iW~R\Q"(14 ~ ~ ~~ II'
-~

"In order to destroy this source of evil, all the Vedantas are
begun so that the knowledge of the unity of Atman may be
acquired."
Intro. SBh.

It is evident that Sankara means to say that all
the Upanishads aim at helping the aspirant to acquire
the knowledge of the one Atman.
3. In this series of essays, I shall uniformly use
the word Vedanta (without an article) to denote the
philosophy of the Upanishads known by that name.

4. 'The word Upanishad' also is used in
different senses in Sanskrit.
(~) ~s~ ~ t(1I~Qf.ifil~ ~ss~ ~
~~: II

m. t.-t-'li.

"Virocana went to the Asuras. To them he told the following
Upanishad: 'The body alone is to be revered here, the body alone
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is to be ministered to."

(~)

Ch.8-8-4

~1!;('4iit;J«""'~~f~"RlF.Iij~I"'ifl](I@ Cj~~Wloli

m.

?ll11qP1q~ II'
t;-t;-~
"Therefore even now they talk of one who never makes gifts,
who has no faith and never worships in these terms 'Alas ! he is
asuric in nature.' For this is the Upanishad of asuras."
Ch.8-8-5.

In both of the above-cited excerpts the word
'Upanishad' means a doctrine.
(~) ((1f4lqPtq~ ~ ~ murr ~ ~ ~ ~ I'

1· ~-~-~Q.
Of Him the Upanishad is ~ ~ the real of satya (or
the pral)as)."
Br.2-1-20.
II

Here the word 'Upanishad' means a name.
Brahman's significant name is 'the real of satya' (i.e. of
the prii1)as which are made up of the five elements),
because praI)as are known to be satyam (made up of sat
and tyat) and Atman is the reality underlying the
pranas.
"Now, therefore, we are going to explain the Upanishad of
Samhita (euphonic combination)."
Tai.1-3

Here 'Upanishad' means 'meditation.'

.'

(~{~WPttjilll' ~. ~-~, ~-~ Q.
"This is the Upanishad.". Tai. 2-9, 3-10.

Here the word 'Upanishad' means the supreme
secret, to wit, the knowledge of Brahman.
(~'~m~o~~crr;;ro'dqP1qa:~~RlII'
~. '11-~.
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"(The disciple:) Please tell me the Upanishad, sir.
(Master:) The Upanishad has been told to you. We have told
you the Upanishad of Brahman itself."
Ke.4-7.

Here also the word 'Upanishad' means the highest
secret, to wit, the knowledge of the nature of Brahman.
5. Sankara himself means the knowledge of
Brahman primarily and the portion of the Vedas
usually called by that name in a secondary sense,
whenever he uses the word Upanishad. We quote a few
sentences below to illustrate this :(Q,) ?1 ~ ii4~fc4iQlf( I3qq"f4k~~ ~:WT: trrij:, ~
lf4\itri\IlI(Ii\~lIiQ~~ f.i~lIdqRl ;

tR

qr ~ ~ ; ~

~ijl(<t;l(oi qr ~ ~Cjijl~ffi ~~I~lqRl ~Wf.iq1.1 '3qf.i~~

~II

~.3F-l.

"Whoever approach this Brahmavidya with faith and
devotion, identifying themselves with Brahman as their self, (this
vidya) chops off all the evils befalling them, such evils as entering
the mother's womb, birth, aging and disease. Therefore it is called
'Upanishad'. Or it is so called because it takes the seeker to the
Highest Brahman. Or it may be, it is so called because it destroys
for ever the source of the miseries of Samsara, such as Avidya
(ignorance). For, the root 'sad', with the prefixes Upa and ni is
said to mean all this in grammar."
Mu. Intro.

(~

~

<t;laq))qf.iqii:tf"I~i

~ ~

~I

""fiT.3F-l.
"Now a brief commentary on the chapters of the
Kathakopanishad, is begun to render them easily understood."
Ka.Intro.

[Here Sankara calls the literary work by the name of
Upanishad. He has called his commentary by the name ofV[tti to
show how his explanation, though brief, makes the meaning of all
the six chapters (called Vallis, literally creepers) more intelligible
than in a former Vrtti by some other author.]
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(am oolJIf44I(OI.I?04"HiI<:{'1I~ I:jqPi'l4~ fiti~?04419'd~

~~~l ~.~.aror.
"This word 'Upanishad' is the fmal fonn of the root 'sad'
(meaning to shatter) to go, to loosen - with these prefixes 'upa' a nd
'ni' and the suffix kvip added on to it.
Ka. Bh. Intro.
[This derivation of the word is for elucidating the several
functions ofBrahmavidya. This same derivation together with the
explanation of what Brahmavidya (does for one who acquires it,)
recurs in Sankara's Introduction to several other Upanishads. We
have chosen the Kathak6panishad-Bhashyaas a sample.]

@ ii1qPitlj ...~41 :q C;<Ufittcql~(1!l~(dfll~~'4Qj~fClqq,

Rm

~ I ~ ~ I:jqPitlj ...ij~'1 Rm~~? ~ I ~!ffi~
~~Cfl~tlj4~~WII: ~:, I:jqPtq ...~ii><:{OjI"'4i 'OJ"~~ ~

~ ~ ~ f.:r~ ~ ~~: ij~m:~jlil~

~tw.rnt~'1141'111t

~~~~l

(fqf:q~~<f ·~·~~.'m!}l~ l'(~-~-~~ ~ II tfiT.~. aFi.
"By the word Upanishad is denoted the knowledge relating
to the entity to be known as propounded by the work which is
(here) proposed to be commented on :
(Question) :- By the association of which ofthese meanings
then, is this knowledge denoted by the word 'Upanishad'?
We reply :- This knowledge is called Upanishad by the
association of this meaning, that it shatters, that is, kills or
destroys avidya (ignorance) and other evils which are the seed of
samsiira (bondage) ofthose aspirants for release who are free from
passion for objects seen or heard of (= of this or the other world)
and have approached (upasadya) the knowledge denoted by the
word Upanishad hereinafter to be expounded, and investigate it
intently and with a finn resolve. Accordingly it is going to be said
'Intuiting Him one is freed from the jaws of death' (1-3-15)."
Ka.Bh. Intro.

<t

'("'(htif64~'i'~oll"l qr !ffi~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :q ~

.liifil~'1~~~1

~.~.3F1.
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"Or Brahmavidyii (knowledge of Brahman) is called
'Upanishad' by the association of the meaning that it leads the
aspirants for release possessing the aforesaid attributes, to the
highest Brahman."
Ka. Bh. Intro.

(3) ~:, ~ ~srn:, ~ ~ ~
~:

f61.1i'p:flIf\M~lrn~("6j'1

c«ur

rr4Cilfl\lHiii1,(I!!q~Ci1~f4

~ ~:~ ~ 3iCiflla>Mi!("6j'1 ~~Iqla?l~ ~
~f!lfOl~lfq ~~ I

{M

"l

owffit ~ ~~'

(~-~~) ~ \I

tfiT.m. aR.
"Or again Agniviydii(the knowledge of virat) is also denoted

by the word Upanishad, because itis associated with the meaning
of this root. For the knowledge of this Agni, the creator of the
world, the knower born of Brahman (HiralJYagarbha), which is
the subject matter of the second boon chosen (by Naciketa)-leads
to the heaven (of Virat) and thus enfeebles or loosens the many
evils such as residing in the (mother's) womb, birth and old age,
repeatedly occuring in other worlds. For the Upanishad will
declare so (in the sequel) : 'Those that reach heaven will attain
immortality' (1-13)."
Ka.Bh.Intro.

6. The following extract from the commentary on
the Kathaka explains why the word Upanishad should
be deemed to have been used in a secondary sense
when applied to a literary work :~ "l i3qPtti""0~'1 ;w..~ ~ ; ~

~~~:'~~liN~:1
3ifOl~IRtifll'(~fOI~I'(OII~: ~ ~ ~

Rm<rT ~

~ I ~ ~ 1"1""0~~lqq~:,'~ ~~ I

~ Rm<rT ~ ~ i3qPltif"0~ 0Jffif 1 JPt ~ mP-n -

~"

tfiT. m. aR.
"(Objection :-) But students (and teachers) apply the word
'Upanishad' to a literary work also, as when they say 'We are
studying the Upanishad' or 'We are teaching the Upanishad' !
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(Reply :-) This is no defect. For the meaning ofthe root 'sad'
viz. destroying the cause of sarhsara etc., cannot properly apply to
a mere work whereas it is appropriate in the case of knowledge.
And it is consistent to use the name for a mere work also which
treats of that knowledge. This usage is similar as when it is said
'Ghee is verily life' (Tai. Sam. 2-3-11). Therefore the word
'Upanishad' is used in its primary sense when applied to the
knowledge (of Brahman or Virat), it is used in a secondary sense
when applied to a work."
Ka. Bh. Intro.

7. The reader will note that the word 'Upanishad'
in these essays, will be used uniformly in the sense of a
literary work unless there is a specific statement to the
contrary. While the Upanishads in this sense are
numerous, we shall quote in this work only the
classical Upanishads which Sankara (the earliest
commentator whose works are available) has
recognized, and which are universally respected as
authoritative by all Vedantins.
The following abbreviations should be noted in
the quotations cited :-

1. ~. ISa.
The
]saviisy6panishad,
Sarhhit6panishad of Vajasaneyins.

the

2. ~. Ke. The Ken6panishad, the Upanishad of
the Talavakaras.
3. CfiT. Ka. The Kiithakopanishad, the Upanishad of
the Kathas, of the Krishna Yajurveda.
- 4.!!_ Mu. The MUIJcjakopanishad, the Upanishad
of the Atharvanas.
5. :It Pro The PraSnopanishad, the Upanishad of
the Atharvanas, regarded as part of the Brahmana
explaining the MUI)<}aka, part of the Mantra-portion.
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6.m. Ma. The M aJ)(Iiiky 6panishad, of the Atharvaveda, on which the famous Gau<;lapada has written his
Karikas.
7.~. Tai. The Taittir.ry 6panishad,
Taittirlyas of the Krishna Yajurveda.

of the

8. ~.Ai. The Aitarey6panishad, of the Aitareyins.
9. m. Chao The Chand6gy6panisad, of the
Chandogya, belonging to the Sarna Veda.
10. ~. Br. The Brhadara1)yak6panishad, of the
Kal).vas, belonging to the Sukla Yajurveda.
11. ~. Sve. The SvetaSvatar6panishad, of the
Sveta.wataras, belonging to the Krishna Yajurveda.

9

2. THE TEACHING OF
THE UPANISHADS
8.
What do the Upanishads contain ? As
contrasted with the previous portion of the Vedas
dealing with religious works and hence known by the
name of Karma-kanda, this portion is called the
Jiiana-kanda, because it mainly treats of the
knowledge of Brahman.
9. Jiiana-kanda deserves to be called Brahmakanda, because it treats of Brahman as distinguished
from Karmas or rituals. The words Jiiana and some of
its synonyms such as Vidyii or Pratipatti, are used in
two different senses. The primary sense of the word is
know ledge of the real nature of Brahman. The
secondary sense is meditation or active exercise of the
mind in staying it on Brahman or some other object
and thinking about it as enjoined by the sastras. We
shall confine ourselves to the first sense before taking
up the second for consideration.
10. The distinctive teachings of the Upanishads
regarding Brahman, are not mere theories advanced
by doctrinarians but statements of facts verified and
· verifiable. These are summed up in the following short
text from Chand6gya :

'« ~ ~sfOlilct<:{k+4fi1~ ~ ~ l{ am=m ~ ~ II

m. ~-l-~.

This text which is repeated nine times in this
Upanishad, contains the following truths:
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(1) Brahman which is referred to by the name of
Sat (Pure Being) here, is AIJima (the most subtle
principle). The seeker has to proceed from the grossest
aspect of the universe until he realizes this subtle
principle.

(2) Aitadiitmyam idam sarvam :- The whole
universe has this Brahman for its essence. Just as a
piece of cloth has threads only for its essence, and yet
people speak of the piece of cloth as though it were
independent of the threads, it is this Brahman or Pure
Being alone which is the essence of the whole universe,
and yet people talk of the universe as though it had an
independent existence of its own.
(3) Tat Satyam :- Brahman as Pure Being alone is
real. The word real in common life, means that which is
known through some valid means of knowledge and
has some practical efficiency. Water is said to be real,
for instance, inasmuch as it moistens our cloth and
quenches our thirst. But strictly speaking, this is no
test of reality. Things seen in a dream may satisfy this
test during the experience of that state, but we all
know that their reality is sublated as soon as we
awake. A better criterion of reality, therefore, would be
that a thing should be considered to be real only when
our idea of its ascertained nature, is never likely to be
cancelled. More of this anon.
(4) Sa Atma:- This Brahman alone is the (real)
Atman. The word 'Atman' in Sanskrit means the Self.
That which one considers to be one's self and
designated by the word'!, in common life, is scarcely
ascertained definitely, though it is the one thing of
which one is quite sure. The body, anyone of the senses,
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the mind and the intellect, are each imagined to be and
spoken of, as one's self, the 'I' so called, as the occasion
may arise. The Upanishads declare that the real I or
the Atman which eludes our grasp, is common to all
creatures and that is Brahman alone.
(5) Tat tvam asi. 'That thou art'. This is the last
word of the Upanishads. This 'I' of which we are so sure
and yet unable to spot out, is the only Reality which
underlies all phenomena as well as the innumerable
selves felt or imagined, and it is that alone that each
one of us really identifies ourself with. It is the only
'One without a second', the 'Advaitam' as it is called in
the Upanishads.

(6) This Atman is ultimately described as ~ ~
(sa esha netinetyiitma), the Self which is so
free from every specific feature that no concept can
comprehend it, and so no word or sentence can express
it. Yet it is the only entity that is undeniable, for any
one that would be the denier would himself be
essentially That.
~RI~rql("+ilf
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11. All the six cardinal teachings of the
Upanishads enumerated in the previous section might
be summed up in the short and pithy epithets usually
assigned to the unique wisdom contained in the
Upanishads. The following are some of those epithets:
(1) Brahma- Vidya, Wisdom concerning the Supreme
Entity; (2) Adhyatma-Vidya, Wisdom of intuiting the
all-pervading, all-comprehensive, all-enjoying, allextensive Reality; (3) Atmaikatva-Vidya; Wisdom of
intuiting the Unity of Atman; (4) BrahmatmaikatvaVidya, Wisdom of intuiting the unity of the Infinity
and the Self in one; (5) Bhiima- Vidya, Wisdom of
intuiting the absolutely Infinite Reality_
12. The Upanishads heap up the highest
encomiums upon this unique knowledge of Brahman:
(~) jlt;tfO!i.H5IIfd ~ II

~. ~-~.

"The knower of Brahman attains the highest."
TaL 2-1

(~) ~~~ I tfr~~~~~1 ms~

~Cfi11fI'!.~ I ~~ II

~. ~-~.

''Whoever knows Brahman - Reality, Consciousness, and
Infmity as hidden in the highest akasha in the recess of the heart,
he accomplishes all the desires simultaneously as the all-wise
Brahman."
Tai.2-1.

(~) ~mJt~o"

- l11f ~ ft?l~CUIi~~Ii~ ~ ~ Ft~ I
JPl Qf'ld"'041~"'1

~ lIT ~ awmro:~: ~ \ifomT P\({\4fl1fd,

~~II

~. ~-~.
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"This has been said by the B-shi (mantra) : 'While in the
womb I have known all the births of these gods. A hundred iron
fortresses guarded me. (Like) a hawk, I have come out of them
swiftly. Vamadeva proclaimed thus even while he was in his
mother's womb !"
Ai.2.5.

(';J) 1:frcrr~~

QiL+ii"1ii"1ofi m~~~

~II

~.';J-~.

"Whoever knows this (wisdom) thus, destroys sin and
establishes himself in the infinite greater Heavenly World (i.e.
Brahman)."
Ke.4-9.

(0~~sq~~~~~1
~ gmT ~s~ fcI~~ls~ 1:fr ~ II

CfiT. G.-~~.
"Then Naciketa got this wisdom fu"ld also the entire
technique of the Yoga imparted by (the God of) Death, and having
attained Brahman, became free from the taint ofhirth and death.
So does anyone else also who knows it exclusively as pertaining to
the Atman (inward Self)."
Ka.6-18.

!i.

(~lH{~If.tm{l4fo1(1i5lRlei*~~~~ II
~-~-~.
"He (HiraDyagarbha) told the Brahma-Vidya the goal (or
refuge) of all the branches of knowledge, to his oldest son
Atharvan."
Mu. 1-1-1.

(~) ~

tit

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~i~ISt~fcl1.~

~ I omt~omt~~~swfr~ II
~.F~-~.
"Whoever indeed, knows that Highest Brahman, becomes
that very Brahman. No one in his family, is born who is not a
knower of Brahman. He crosses grief, crosses sin and is freed from
the knots of the heart, and becomes immortal."
Mu.3-2-9.

(~) f4~I"1I("Ji1

m: ~~~: JrrU1T ~ ti5lRlePi ~ I ~

~~~~~: w:f~~if61~~RlII

51".

';J-~~.

"My dear young man, whoever knows that Akshara
(imperishable Brahman) into which the knowing self (Jiua) along
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with the Devas (gods), the senses and the primary elements enter,
that omniscient one enters into everything."
Pr.4-11.
.ll. G.-\9.
"It is only so much. I know this Supreme Brahman. There
is nothing beyond this."
Pr. 6-7.

(~o) OR~L~"ffl<:f~~j~lf+IIRI tr~~~~~o:r
~~~~ l-mrm~tr~ II

~. ~-'d-~o.

"Evert now, whoever knows this in this manner in the form
'I am Brahman', he becomes all this (universe). Even the gods are
not able to prevent him from becoming so, for he will have become
their very self.
Br. 1-4-10.

(~~) If

en

IN ~ -mrms~Slffis~sw:iT ~ ~

~~~~~<:f~~ II

~. 'd-'d-~t....

"Now this same pervading, unborn, Atman, is the
undecaying, undying, immortal, fearless Brahman; Brahman is
well known to be fearless; one who knows it thus, becomes verily
that fearless Brahman itself."
Br.4-4-25.

(~~) tr

en

IN ~ ~ ~ ~

f4Gt 1'1~ I{"~{ffi{k~tl~

~~:tr~~~~~~~1
aN

its~

%{C04{IGtI'1~

Jt4;C6j"f\I~~I;() ~ II

~

~

~

~

m. \9-~t...-~.

"One who sees thus, indeed thinks thus, and understands
thus delights in Atman, sports in Atman, rejoices in the company
of Atman and finds the highest bliss in Atman, he becomes his
own king; his movements in all the worlds would be just according
to his will and pleasure. As for others who know it otherwise, they
have others to rule over them, they attain perishable worlds and
will have no unobstructed movement in any of the worlds."
Ch.7-25-2.

13. Brahman or Reality is the All. This is the one
theme which the Upanishadic seers have dealt with.

THE Au.
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Reality has been given many names, but it can never
be contrasted with unreality as second to it. Reality
knows absolutely nothing beside it. Hence it is called
'Advaitam '. This word should never be considered
either as the absence of duality or a something other
than or opposed to duality. Advaitam means the All,
the whole, where the 'all' does not imply quantity or
number, and the 'whole' does not imply some parts or a
number of individual things bundled up.
14. The following extracts would illustrate the
uniformity with which the Upanishads sing the praise
of this glorious truth again and again:
"All this, whatever phenomenon there is in this world,
should be covered up by this Lord."
lSa. 1.
[This. is an exhortative statement of truth. If one is an
earnest seeker, what appears to be the universe, would be realized
to be really Brahman itself. 'Jk' (by the Lord) should not be
interpreted to refer to the theological God who is apart from the
world. As will be seen later on, Brahman and Isvara are
convertible terms in the Upanishads.] .

(~li4~~~4i1d ~li4Wlf~li4W~~ I
~"f~~~~11
~. ~-~-~~
"Whatever there is in front of us, is Brahman the immortal
alone; that which is behind is Brahman alone; towards the right
and the left, is Brahman alone. What is spread out below and
above, is Brahman alone. All this is Brahman the best (allpervasive)."
Mu. 2-2-12.

(~) IN ~ ~ IN JjGtlqfii~d ~ ~ ~ "f 1ffl ~

~

ClI1~"ChI~1

arrq)

~1J1tfl~\1I41JiIf.:l

"f

~muft;;r

I

oflG1I;ft~Hlfdl ~ "'IIO$G1Ifi1 "f ~ "f ~ ~1~1JlI1f.:l
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'<W<ffiJR: ~~~mfUr~ ~ t«rlST ~~~ I ~

~~~~~~:~~~~ II~. ~-~-~.
"This Brahma, this Indra, this Prajapati, all these gods,
these five gross elements, viz., earth, air, ether, water and fire - all
these creatures small and minute, the seeds (of evolution) the eggborn, womb-born, sweat-born and sprout-born, - horses, cows,
men, elephants and whatever creatures moving or flying about
and that which is fixed (plants etc.), all that is guided by
Consciousness, takes its stand in Consciousness. All the world is
Consciousness-eyed. Consciousness is the support (of all),
Consciousness is Brahman."
Ai. 3-1-3.

"The Infinite is bliss; there is no bliss in the finite."
Ch.7-23-1.

(~ ~ ~1;::qN~tjftt ~1""4",~on~ ~1""4QIl1I~I~ tr ~S~

(hH""4N~tj~""4"'~On('tj""4~I~I~ ~

tiT

~ ~ ~ ~

~~tr~:~~~~~~qy~~11

m.

\9-~'!/-~.
"Where one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, knows
nothing else - that is the Infinite. Where one sees something else,
hears something else and knows something else - that is the finite.
What is Infinite, indeed, that is immortal; that which is finite is
mortal."

"In what sir, is He (the Infinite) established?
In His own glory, or rather, not even in (His) glory."
Ch.7-24-l.

«() aNRf ~ ~ ~«flaJrlilqftt!l«kSiI 1J~
j<<<fI«kSiI ~ ~ ~ whr.1I

m_ \9-~~-~.

"Now, therefore, the teaching by Atman himself: Atman
alone is below, Atman alone above, Atman alone to the right,
Atman alone to the left, Atman alone, is all this." Ch.7-25-2.
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(~) ~ ~ ~~&Ik&llll
"All this is essentially this Atman."

(t)~~for~1I
"All this is Purusha alone."
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il. ~-'!f-~.
Br.2-4-6.
~. O(-~-~ 0
Mu.2-1-10.

[Brahman is called Purusha here.]

(~aro"f-{~~~~: I

(f~~~lNrlllcn~: ~~ II
"Know that Purusha worthy of being known, in whom (all)
the Kalas (parts) are fixed like spokes in the hub of a wheel; so
that death may not harm you."
Pr.6-6.

"All this is the Purusha, all that which has passed and that
which is to happen in the future."
P. Suktam-2.
"All this is pervaded by that Purusha." Mahanarayana, 12.

15. But what is the standard by which we are to
judge this teaching about Atman? And what shall be
the thought-position of the person who judges the
universe? This is fundamental to an enquiry of the
system that can be derived from the study of the
Upanishads. The external world alone as we perceive,
conceive or imagine it, would be our universe if we
confined ourselves to the senses as our standard, and
the study of life, sensation and mental phenomena,
would be mostly limited to the inferred phenomena
bearing that name, besides excluding the conceiving
mind as well as its owner whoever it be. And if a person
were to include himself together with his own mental
phenomena also in this whole, his method of enquiry
would have to rely upon reason based upon a study of
his own mind also. This would of course be fairer, for
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any philosophy that deserves the name ought to find
out a concept based upon an assessment and
consideration of the worth of all the phases of life. But
even then he would be reckoning without the host.
What is the real nature of the philosopher, and with
which standard has he to measure or weigh this whole
before coming to a final conclusion? That is the crux
that we are faced with here. When we take the little I
that each one of us is aware of within one's self, the
infinite number of such individual selves that we deal
with or infer, present a challenging enigma, neither to
be dismissed as mere appearances like unto those of a
dream, nor to be accepted as convincingly real entities
like our own self of which we are so proud. This limited
self in us, moreover, cannot be directly observed and
studied like the perceptible phenomena nor
immediately felt like the psychic phenomena such as
our emotions or ideas. All the same, our intellect is able
to reason about this to arrive at the conclusion that
would help us to infer the character of other minds and
their owners. This conscious individual subject as
opposed to the knowable objects, is what has been
called the 'ego' in metaphysics; but Atman or the real
I in us, is quite distinct from the ego according to the
Upanishads. Sankara writes thus in his Siitra-Bhashya
concerning this distinction:

"G 3ffim ai~i''"P~~(P"l('6(I1t i3qf.i4~q ~ ~flljqq?\~ I ;r 1
~ >I~m('qlit 1 ;r ~~("q'"l~(P'l<t\iO<lRl)4;ol ~ ~:,

tm:, ~:, ~:, ~ ~ ~

~ssnn 1310: ~;r~~~: II

orr

~:,

~ lTT. ~-~-'d, lfT. ~o.

"(Objection :-) Atman being the object of the concept I,
cannot be rightly Claimed to be known exclusively in the
Upanishads alone.
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(Reply :-) Not so, for we have refuted this view by pointing to
the Witness thereof. (To explain :-) As other than the agent (of
actions) who is the object ofthe I-concept, the Witness thereof who
is in all beings, one and the same, changelessly eternal Purusha,
the Self of everyone, has never been ascertained by anyone
through the portion of the Vedas dealing with injunctions (of
religious works) or through the Sastras of speculators. Hence He
cannot be denied by anybody."
SBh. 1-1-4, p. 20.

16. Sankara is here referring to the well-known
text from the Svetasvatara Upanishad:
~~:~~:~~H:HIrSlII

~~:~:

wJt ~~f.fTT~ II
~. ~-~~.

"There is one Deva (the self-shining entity) hid in all
creatures, all-pervading, the inmost Self of all beings, the
Superintendent of all actions, residing in all beings, the Witness,
the Conscious Principle, non-dual, and attributeless." Sve.6-11.

Here is the unique teaching of the Upanishads
that ISvara or Divinity is the Witnessing Self of each
and every being and therefore in no need of any proof
for his existence. Atman directly intuits Himself by
Himself and is His own proof. Not only this; being the
very essence of intuition, it is through His light of
consciousness alone that men and other creatures go
through every transaction of their life :
~~ss~~efilf~ fclq~JlRlII
~. '11-~-~.

"It is with the help ofthe light of Atman alone that this man
sits, moves about, does actions and returns."

Br.4-3-6.

17. Intuition, then, is the ultimate standard
by which we have to judge. There is nothing beyond it
and there is nothing which does not come within its
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purview. The perceiver, perception and the percepts;
the conceiver, conception and the concepts; the feeler,
feeling and the objects felt; the subject willing, the act
of willing and the acts willed; the experiencer,
experience and the objects experienced - all these are
comprehended within its embrace.
We have to see in the sequel how this grand truth
is taught here by the Upanishads for the benefit of
those who are not able to understand it as soon as it is
mentioned.
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4. THE METHOD
18. There are two ways oflooking at the universe.
One is from the stand-point ofthe senses, the mind and
the intellect. This is the partial view of the common
man and is known as the Loka-drshti (the view of
common sense), or Vyauaharika-drshti (the practical
view of human procedure). This view is also called the
empirical view, because mostly it relies on observation
and experiment. Though useful for practical purposes,
it restricts itself, as we have already seen, only to a
part of the universe. The other view is known as the
Siistra-drshti (the view-point of the Vedanta Sastra or
the Upanishads), or Paramartha drshti (really real)
because it covers the whole of Reality.
The Upanishads employ both these views when
they attempt to enlighten the seekers of truth, the view
chosen depending on the level of the intellect of the
particular seeker. And as these compositions are not
systematical treatises containing logically arranged
reasoned thoughts, but only records of the effusions of
the Rshis to express their various spiritual experiences
just as they occured and came up to their minds, it is
ofteIl difficult for the beginner to decide which point
of view they are adopting on a particular occasion.
19. Besides, the Reality taught by the
Upanishads being unobjectifiable by word or thought,
words used in common parlance or in the other systems
which do not recognize the distinction of the two view-
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points referred to above, are used in special senses to
suggest certain ideas peculiar to Vedanta exclusively,
and therefore it becomes very necessary to determine
the meaning of such words as used in the Upanishads.

20. Moreover the language and style of the
Upanishads has to be studied before we determine the
nature of their teaching. Universal truths are often
couched in the form of narratives in order to contrast
them with empirical notions. Instead of logical
propositions and sustained arguments, dialogues,
debates and discussions are frequently utilized for
the purpose of leading the enquirer to the deeper
truths which have to be verified or to be gradually
arrived at by reasoning based on partial intuitions.
Mnemonic formulae, symbols and fanciful
derivations, are freely used, which the unwary reader
is likely to pass over lightly or misinterpret unless his
attention is drawn to it by a teacher.
21. The most important technique employed
here, is necessitated by the nature of Brahman which
is strictly absolute, that is unrestricted by and
unrelated to anything else. This is not because its
nature is such that nothing else can contact it, but
because it is the All and there is absolutely nothing else
beside it which can restrict, qualify or modifY it or can
be related to it; or even compared or contrasted with it.
lt is
"Without parts, without activity or change, undisturbed,
free from all defects, untainted."
Sve.6-19.

The Absolute can neither be described by words
nor conceived through thought-forms. In fact, there
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are neither words nor things to be expressed by words;
neither thoughts nor objects to be thought of, beside it.
The so-called empirical world of words and thoughts
along with their objects, does not exist apart from it. It
is in fact an appearance essentially one with the
Absolute. The Upanishads do not dogmatically assert
or presuppose the existence of Reality and then
undertake to prove it by specious arguments as some
theological systems propose to do. They have no
postulate to defend as against any postulate of other
schools of philosophy. Nor do they utilize any critique
of reason to defeat and show the hollowness of all
rational systems. As the Kathaka Upanishad declares,
Reality has to be known through intuition which is
universal; and this intuition dawns or manifests itself
as soon as one knowing it, suggests it to the qualified
seeker:
"This knowledge is neither attained (nor refuted) by
speculative reason or debate. It is easily intuited my dearest boy,
when taught by some one other than a speculator."
Ka.2-9.

Nor do the Upanishads rely on Prama(las (valid
means of right knowledge); for Brahman as has been
already seen, lies beyond the sphere of the senses and
the mind. Brahman as the Self of all, is self evident and
is in no need of any canon of evidence. In this
pre~icament, the Upanishads have devised a means of
teaching this Absolute Reality which, as It is, can
neither be taught or caught through any empirical
means. This is the use of the method known by the
name ofAdhyiir6papavtda . rvyaya.
.
22. This . rvyaya
.
works in two steps. The first step
is the use of words expressing objects to indicate
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Reality by negating the opposite significance. For
instance in the sentence
~ ~ Sf& I

tft ~ .f.fftf ~ ~ ~ I ms~

~~~I~foI~ll

~.~-~.

''Whoever knows Brahman as Reality, Consciousness and
Infinity as placed in the cave of this subtlest Akasha, he attains all
desires simultaneously, as the All-knowing Brahman." Tai.2-1.

The words Reality, Consciousness and Infmity
suggest Brahman here by negating what is unreal,
unconscious and finite respectively. By the collocation
of these words, we are told that Brahman is of the
nature of 'Infinite Reality and Consciousness' and since
it is the Atman or the Self of each one of us, we can
conclude that the Sruti requires us to know that our
real Self is Brahman of this nature. Thus while the
words retain their significance they exclude all that is
unreal, insentient and finite; and since they refer to
our very self, the proposition seeks to convey the idea
that our finite individual self, which is sometimes
conscious and sometimes unconscious, is not meant
here but only the true Atman the Witnessing Principle
that is the self of each one of us, is Brahman, and that
the Highest Reality is Infinity and Consciousness in
one.
23. The second step of the Adhyaropapavada
Nyaya is to superimpose some property deliberately on
Brahman and from that stand-point to negate what is
more obviously seen not to pertain to it. And when this
nagation has achieved its object, the original ascription
is itself rescinded by assuming the thought position of
another superimposition which enables us to see it
through.
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It must never be forgotten that Brahman or
Reality according to the Upanishads, is not something
other than what we conceive as this familiar world. It
is the only reality of this apparent world. Only, the
human mind has a natural inveterate tendency to
project and regard this phenomenal world alone as
real, and to consider it as a bundle of real and unreal
things. The Upanishads take advantage of this
tendency called Avidya (Ignorance), and taking an
apparently real thing for the really real for the timebeing, discard some other thing, the obviously unreal
:lS unrea.l, and then reject the reality of the apparently
real also by assuming something else to be really real.
Thus, according to this method, the apparently real
becomes a means to determine the really real, while all
the while the method keeps in mind that Brahman
alone is the one absolutely real entity.

We may illustrate this by means of an example
taken from the Chandogya Upanishad:
~~~

ll'f ~ ~

f4liil'<:tI(AluT

mm

~ Ifij'tf;~6j ~ II
ID. ~-~-'«f.
"This is just as, my dear boy, by means of one lump of clay
known, all that is made up of clay would become known; the effect
is merely a play of words and that it is all clay, is the only truth,"
Ch.6-1-4.

Here clay being taken to be the material cause of
all things made of clay, is shown to be the only real
substrate underlying all the effects such as a pot or
pitcher which are also considered to be real on account
of their causal efficiency. As a matter of fact it is only
clay that gets so many names owing to different sizes
and uses to which these earthen-ware are put.
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Here apparently clay is taken to be real,
relatively to the vessels, but when taken to be an effect
it becomes in its turn a mere play of words. Sankara in
his commentary on the Glta, says :
~ ~:q~ Hf"14Sll uj ~Rti:4;Ulljq~&~~ (NT
wn~: 'fl1(Olct(Rti:<f;Ulljq~&~ II
lfi. +fT. ~-~~.
"J ust as the form of an earthen pot being examined with the
eye, is not seen apart from clay and is therefore unreal, so also
every effect is unreal because it is not known to be distinct from its
cause."
GBh. 2-16.
{Evidently the reality assumed of clay is only relative to the
effect pot etc., but, relative to its own cause, clay is also unreal.
This is the Apavada ofthe reality of clay.]

This example from the empirical world is used in
the Upanishads to draw the conclusion that the world
having Brahman for its cause, is unreal because it is
not known to exist apart from Brahman or Atman. The
causal relation between Brahman and the world of
course
is
another
'adhyaropa I
(deliberate
superimposition to be abrogated later on), the truth
being that Brahman alone is absolutely real.
24. This is the technique of the method used by
the Upanishads when they intend to take the enquirer
from the known empirical world to the unknown
Brahman. But when that becomes known as it actually
is, when Brahman is not an object at all, when one
knows it, or rather intuits it directly without any
medium at ail, how should one express the nature of
Reality ? Here is the answer in a Sruti quoted in the
Sutra-Bhashya
SlIcq;~01I :q~: ~: fI?{6(il~~6( ~ ~ ~-

'{{

~ ~ ~ fI" ~ ~ if ~ fuWt <n wftit <nCRR ~~:
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~ ~ ~;r ~ I ~RTs1:n:n{,~f"(~ II
~ m. ~-~-~\!), lIT. ~~~.
"And it is known through a Sruti that Badhva questioned by
Bashkali explained it by means of not speaking alone :- He said
"Teach me (Brahman), revered siL" He kept silent. When
questioned a second and a third time, he (Badhva) replied' We are
really telling it, but you do not comprehend it; this Atman is.
SBh. 3-2-17, p. 358.
devoid of all multiplicity'."

25. The best, way of expressing one's direct
intuition is silence. This is what is meant by all
negating texts such as 11 ~ ~RI~f4k<li1' "This is the
Atman who has been described as Inot this, not that"
(Br. 3-9-26), • ~<Ii~06l~W<li<ndSl01~('ISlil~J:t •••' 'Neither
gross nor subtle, neither short nor long, not red, not
viscid I (Br. 3-8-8). The negation of some property does
not necessarily mean the absence of, or something
different from or opposed to what is denied. 'Neti neti I
(not this, not that) denies everything possibly
conceivable. Does not this sweeping, absolute negation
lead us to the absurd position of denying even the act of
denying and, what is more serious, to the denial of even
the denier himself ? This repugnant conclusion and
absurdity would certainly follow, if we restricted
ourselves to the language and thought of empirical life.
But here, only the apparent reality of everything
phenomenal is negated and not the transcendental
ground on which everything phenomenal is
superimposed. Even when everything else is negated,
the real Reality remains untouched by the negation,
because by intuition we know that everything
phenomenal is really Brahman which is beyond all
language and thought and therefore can neither be
affirmed nor negated. Denial of everything is only the
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other way of saying that silence is the best way of
describing Reality. Accordingly Sankara in his SutraBhashya writes:

o:r ~\1~IRRI ~ ~
~ ~s~ II

I o:r.~ ~ ~

~ m. ~-~-~~1llT. ~~~.

"There is no appropriate way of describing (It) other than
this, hence 'not this, not that'. (To explain:) For, indeed, there is no
description of Brahman other than the negation of the
phenomenal manifold."
SBh. 3-2-22, p. 366.
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5. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
(Agama and Reason)
26. The application of the method has to be
considered now. This will illustrate how Vedanta
utilizes the distinction of the empirical and the
transcendental standpoints in its procedure to convince
the inquirer that Brahman is the only ultimate Reality,
and that the epistemological and ontological facts are
not affected in the least in spite ofthe Vedantic teaching
that Brahman or Atman is the only Reality.
27. Does Vedanta accept the Pramal)as, valid
sources of right knowledge? This question does not
arise here because pramal)as are accepted only by
those who are dealing with objects of empirical
knowledge and Vedanta is not interested in proving or
disproving the reality of the objects or disputing the
nature, number, or validity of the pramal)as. The
empirical world as it appears to all, is accepted only as
a device to lead the seeker to the really real Brahman
and then where the non-dual Atman alone is intuited,
the pramal)as as well as all phenomena, will have
become one with Reality. As the Sruti says:
~ .~~w.mr~~~

.......~~fcr~ I

~·fQ\1:(nF;fill("~0I1~~t~ •••••• ~t re.G1I;fjql~1I

iJ:.

bI-~- ~~.

"Where there is duality, as it were, there one sees another
........ there one knows another. But when everything has become
Atman alone, then whom could one see and with what ...... then
whom could one know and with what?"
Br. 4-5-15.
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28. A difficulty may rear up its head here. If
PramaIJ.as are discarded altogether, how is the seeker
to know the Reality? He would· have no means of
knowledge at all, and Vedanta would lose its vocation if
even the Upanishads were discarded as a source of
knowledge! And how could a Vedantin undertake to
refute the position of the other schools of thought if the
principles oflogic or the PramaIJ.as were not accepted at
all ?
This difficulty is founded more on fancy than on
facts. For we have already stated that Vedanta is not
interested in defending or disputing the validity of the
Pramfu:las. The Upanishads only suggest the nature of
Reality to the enquirer, and the fully qualified seeker
of truth at once intuits his own Self to be that Reality.
In this sense, the Upanishads are a means of
knowledge before the intuition, in asmuch as they
remind the enquirer that there is no distinction of the
knower, means of knowledge and the known in the
Absolute or Atman, and no distinction of teacher and
the taught ~ cii fci\it\;fItI\1t ~ ~. In the
Reality itself, the Atman Absolute intuited as such,
there is absolutely no place for perception and other
PramaIJ.as or even for the Vedas ~cii~~. ~-'d-~'d ; ~
~:~. 'd-~-~~, nor is there any need for any revealer for
the self-resplendent Atman ~ ~ lfc{~. 'd-'d-~).
29. Sailkara thus explains how the unobjectifiable
Brahman is known through the Upanishads which are
considered to be a 'Pramii1}a' for it :
~

smur: ~1I~<t'If.if61\1qqRtf{~ ~ I if I aifciiIlCfi(;qij-

~((Rl~q(f6Il"'01~ftl I if ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 9filfqQ«::fitqfii,
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51f(4411\'"~~';lIfo1ll1l1qlll
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51fdqla:lI~

aotfol<al<h(;qd

~<a~R1~a:'1IR~a:~q'1l1fd II

~ +IT. ~-~-'li, TfT. ~G..
"(Objection :-) If Brahman is not an object, it cannot be
consistently held to be (knowable) through the (Vedanta) Sastra as
a valid means of know ledge !
(Reply :-) No, for the Sastra purports to wipe off the
difference invented by Avidya. (To explain :) The Sastra indeed
does not propose to teach Brahman as such and such an entity as
its object, but it teaches that as one's inmost Self, it is
unobjectifiable, and removes all differences such as that of the
knowable, knower, and knowledge."
SBh. 1-1-4, p. 16.

30. The 'Upanishads, the Bhagavad Glta and the
Brahma-Sutras are the three classical reservoirs of
Vedantic knowledge. These three sources approach the
subject from three different angles and open up
different vistas of . study. The Upanishads are the
original and perennial sources of the eternal truths of
Vedanta and should be studied reverently. Their
teachings have to be assimilated not through faith and
belief, but verifying each revelation by an appeal to
direct intuition and reason based upon intuition. Faith
and belief may also be required in the case of
Upanishadic teachings regarding Upiisaniis or
meditations. That is why Sailkara writes in his SutraBhashya:
"'1"

\iOI4~~lflI1IIrn6j ~ l:foT ~ $I~~~lfIll1l~

~s~~

~

~6jf1f61iljllfOll¥l $I~~l'1fl1 II

~ ;

f<fi !!

~6jI6jfll'1f01l~
~ +IT. ~-~-~, TfT. l.

"In the enquiry into the nature of Brahman, it is not merely
Srutis etc. alone that are the valid means of knowledge, as is the
case in the enquiry into the n ature of Dharma (religious duty), but
also Srutis etc. and direct intuition and the like are here the valid
means according to the applicability of these. For knowledge of
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Brahman has to culminate in intuition, and relates to an existent
entity."
SBh. 1-1-2, p. 8.
[ While meditation is only a mental act not in need of direct
intuition, knowledge relates to an entity immediately to be
known, and therefore demands immediate intuition.]

31. ~~ (intuition etc. also), ~ (means of
knowledge) - The meaning of this sentence should be
carefully noted. Partial intuitions such as those of
waking, dream and deepsleep- are the means, and the
fmal intuition of the secondless Atman is the resultant
Imowledge; 'etc' here refers to reason based upon
intuition also as will be seen presently. Brahman being
a self-existent entity, demands not only immediate
intuition, but in the case of persons who may be beset
with doubts and misconceptions, a suitable course of
reasoning also. That is why Sankara observes as follows:

wrm

(~) ~ !! ~~I'"i1OjI~j
1Jf~1~~I(OIOjI~ ~
<::1G'ilY4Ij~I"1~fq ~i!J'"i1Oji<f4Ifo1?lR.f ~ ~ ~ I ~ -:q

~~'{M~~~:'~.~-'I1-~
~ ~:, ~ ~ ~1~"~"'Ilq~qit~Oj~~~I'i!4P.fOjI"l~ ~'~
-:q~li4j~61~IUj~k~wfl ~"
~ 'm. ~-~-~, lIT.~.
"While, however, there are the texts teaching the cause of
the origination etc., of the universe, inference also not in conflict
with the Vedanta texts may become a valid meanS of knowledge,
and as such it is not ruled out, since it serves the purpose of
stabilizing the grasp of the meaning of those texts, inasmuch as
the Sruti itself has admitted reasoning as an aid (to it). For
instance, the Sruti '(Atman) is to be heard about, to be reflected on'
(Br. 2-4-5), as also (the text) 'Well infonned, and shrewd, he would
reach the country of the Gandharas itself; so also here, one who
has an adept teacher knows the truth' (Ch. 6-14-2) shows the need
of human intelligence as an aid to it."
SBh. 1-1-2, p. 8.

The reader should be careful to note that the
phrases a:t¥lHJOlfit (inference also) and ~ IF<<!. {when
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it becomes a means of valid knowledge) are used in
special senses, and not in their usual senses of
'syllogistic inference' and 'immediate means of right
knowledge'. This is quite in fitting with the technique
used by the Upanishads. 'Purusha Buddhi' (human
intelligence) refers to the intelligence of both the
teacher and the taught. The disciple has to use his
intelligence in grasping the teaching as well as in
following it up with his personal reasoning in getting
his doubts cleared by the teacher. And the teacher has
to simplify the statements of the Sruti. Both will have
to use reasoning on the lines indicated by the Sruti and
never in conflict with it.
That the inference refers to Vedantic reasoning
alone is expressly stated in the following extract from
Sankara's Sutra-Bhashya:
(':() ~ ~6101~Rt{4;OI lR;f ~ ~ ~

({~Y(hi'I¥Jf,

00 mttur

~t4in<hf<lI?lI("~M(~: ~ ; ~rqiJ(!~)(1

~ W3f oiTs~ II

~ m. ':(- ~-~, 'IT. ~ll.
"As for the other argument that the Sruti itself, enjoining
reflection in addition to hearing or the study of Sruti, shows that
reason also is to be respected, we reply:- Dry reasoning ca n find no
admittance here on the strength of this plea. For, r easoning
proffered by the Sruti alone is resorted to here as ancillary to
intuition."
SBh. 2-1-6, p. 188.

(~) ~*'f ~s~ ~ ~ ~ I Iffm~1t

f.Rmm:

~~: ~ ~? ~~

P\q~lf6tl~1I

~ m. ':(-~-~~, 'IT. ~~~, ~~~.
"For this reason also, one should not stand up against what
is to be known exclusively by the /!gama (traditional teaching of
the Sruti; for, reasonings which are the outcome of mere surmises
without any Agama for basis, would be inconclusive; since a
surmise has nothing to check it."
SBh. 2-1-10, p. 195.
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('>1)

~

~:

~~:t

~

'1lj"lFlI<!J'1lmRl ~ II
~ llT. ~-~-~ ~t qT. ~~~.
"We have already observed that being devoid of colour (or
form) etc., this entity is no object of perception, and being devoid of
the grounds etc., it is not an object of logical inference and other
valid means of knowledge."
SBh. 2-1-11, p. 193.

32. The Bhagavadgita is called by the name of
the Smrti-Prasthana in contrast with the Srutis which
are calied the 'Sruti-Prasthaiina' and the BrahmaSutras known by the name of the 'Nyaya-Prasthana'.
Although these titles of the works are not to be found
'expressly employed by Sailkara, they are significant of
the different ways of approach adopted by them
severally and so quite appropriate. The Srutis (literally
'what are heard') are never referred to as records,
scriptures or compositions of any particular great
personages. They are only 'heard' and known by the
disci pIes from the teachings of their masters and the
truths they inculcate never depend upon the authority
of the 'B.-shis who are sometimes mentioned in them,
Thus :
(~) a<lrl4"{61 ~f4£1~ I a<lrl4a:~'(foI£I~ I I
~ n~ qmurr ~ '1f{'i ~:q:q Mill

1. The commentary on the lSopanishad (KaI),va), attributed
to Sailkara, understands by the terms VidyiiandAvidya, Upasana
and Karma respectively, while the commentary on the
Gaudapada-Karika, with reference to the verse Vidyaii c liuidy an ca
takes 'Vidya' to mean knowledge evidently preferring the
Madhyandina version of the Upanishad. This difference of
interpretation of the same mantra by the same author, demands
some research work on the part of scholars.
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"One result, they say, is obtained with the aid ofVidyii, and
another, they say, is obtained with the aid ofAvidyii. So we have
heard the saying ofthe wise ones who have explained it to us."
Isa.l0.

(~ ~ dQRd14qrS~ I

~~~~it'1~&4I""1""1M II

~. Z-V

"It is altogether other than the known, and it is beyond the
unknown. Thus have we heard our predecessors who explained
it to us."
Ke. 1-4.

(~)

C{ (WT

~ ~:cr fcRrif C{ rn:mr~~ 00 I

1ffis~ ~IRnf4Rl~ ~ ~ ~1'1Ii1M&1~!:cr II ~. ~~~
"He has neither body nor any organ of sense; nobody is seen
either equal or superior to Him. His supreme power is heard to be
diverse as also His natural knowledge, strength and action." Sve. 6-8.

Even the ~shis are said to have received the
Srutis by means of their good deeds and acts of discipline
but not to have themselves composed the texts:
('d)

$" CfR: Q44)<OllWf'( dl41""",~""4'1", ~ ~ 1\
~. ~O-\.')~-~.

"By the act of worship, they got the fitness to receive the
Veda, and that word they received as it had entered into the
Rshis."
Rig. 10-71-3.

(~~s~~i1R1~ml1.~: I
~"d1mT ~41j~ldl: ~ II

lit. q.· ~~o-~<?,.

''The Maharshis (great seers) got the Vedas which together with
ltihiiils had disappeared at the end of the last cycle, by virtue ofpenance,
Mo. Dh. 210-19
with the permission ofthe Se1f-manifested One."

The Bhagavadgita on the other hand, is the work
of the revered Vyasa:
~1:T4~~~:~~~:~:
W~~I~~QPlqq;:q II

1ft. llT. arol.
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"That (two-fold) Dharma, just as it was taught by the Lord,
the omniscient and revered Veda-Vyasa incorporated in a treatise
in t he form of seven hundred sl6kas called the Gjtas."
GBh.Intro.

Hence being the composition of a human being,
although a great (almost omniscient) Rshi, the Gitas or
verses composed by Vyasa as far as he could remember
the teaching, have been together called a Smrti, just
like the Manusmrti or even the Vishl)upural)a, from
which Sankara has frequently quoted in his SiitraBhashya. This work forming the Smrti-Prasthana, is
only second in rank to the Sruti-Prasthana, and it has
to be interpreted so as to harmonize with Upanishadic
teaching.
33. The Brahma-S iltras popularly so-called
comprise what is called the Siiriraka-MimaIilsa Sastra
(The Sastra devoted to the sacred enquiry into the real
nature of the embodied self or Jiva), or the VediintaMimamsa Sastra (The Sastra devoted to the sacred
enquiry into the meaning of the Vedantas or the
Upanishads). This constitutes, as we have already
noticed, what is known as the Nyaya-Prasthiina,
because it treats of the Nyayas or principles governing
the interpretation of the Vedanta texts. If the Glta is a
Smrti Prasthana, aiming at an exposition of Vedanta
and placing before us the application of the teaching to
practical life, the Siiriraka-Mimamsa is a systematic
exegesis both adopting the principles of the PilrvaM imams a (the previous exposition of the Karmakal)Q.a)
and supplementing them and evolving a new set of
principles that are specially needed in understanding
the meaning of Upanishadic texts that reveal the
nature of Brahman which has to be known only
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through direct intuition and reasoning based UpOE
intuition. Hence it is known by the title of the UttaraMimiiIhsii (Supplementary Exposition).
34. Brahman is technically ifgama-gamya
(known through the Agama) especially because it has
to be intuited with the help of the only right way of
interpretation handed down by a succession of
traditional teachers and disciples. To this day, the
orthodox students of SaIikara-Bhashyas on the
Upanishads and the Brahma-Siitras, solemnly repeat
this sentence 'mOflIT~SI(>lf61?::lltt~.lli.{Il{<fl1~<ft~~~·
0flIT ~:' to remind themselves that the traditional
method of interpretation alone is being strictly
followed in understanding the genuine Vedanta. Tbis
is of course liable to degenerate into a platitude, but
nevertheless
is
pregnant
with
meanLD.gful
consequences when all its implications are borne in
mind. The Kathak6panishad warns us t hus :-

ittn ~ JjRHlq~~1 ~\ffil~~01 ~ ~ II

CfiI. ';{-", .
"This knowledge is not acquired (or refuted by) speculation ;
Only when taught by another , it becomes easily intelligible, 0 my
Ka. 2-9.
dear boy."

Sailkara explains this as follows :
~ ~ :q ~~JjI41"1~~

lffiI":,

(1lret<tll ~rll~4 ~i<f

~ !ITmr mfi ~ ~ II
<fiT. 'm. ~-~r liT. \s:q
"And that is why this knowledge arising out of Vedic
teaching, conduces t o effective conviction only wh en t aught by
another, one other than a mere speculator, one who is specially
Ka. Bh . 2-9, p. 72.
proficient in Agama ."

35. Before concluding, we wish to repeat that only
Agama, the tradition which recognizes reason based
upon intuition and leads the seeker to universal
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t;:,Jcllition of Atman, is the genuine PramaJ).a here and
i:j~e so-called PramaI:las or valid means of right
kn.owledge, while they have their place in the empirical
~:;c"ld, are really Avidya (ignorance) so far as the
·~-:"~~'1.scendental truth about Atman is concerned.
It is sometimes supposed that the Vedantic
l,yidya is a mere doctrine formulated to explain the
appearance of difference and manifoldness. That this is
a hasty judgment, can be readily seen by any critical
enquirer who cares to bestow the close attention which
it deserves, on the Adhyasa Bhashya. For the present it
will quite suffice to examine the following excerpt from
that Introduction:

ern- ~"1(~{jlqr&q4IfOl ~ SJmUTTH mmfUr ~ y ~
-

~~~IR&:lI~JiJiI~Jil<td~(1t4 JlJiliJfqlj44Jt JlJiIOmt~j'l4*,: I ~

~~IO£jjql({14 ~~IR04q~I(: ~ I ~ ~gl"1Jir(1'{U)R4Ioli

~~:~I~~Wr~~I~~
<H~{f:q~«fil

~«fflkJi"1:

JlJiliJOf<4~4{j'd

I

~

'<f

JlJilt"lJi~{OI

J!;q!Urn~Rt(~ I ~ ~~{jlqr&q410~q~~~'<f II
~.m.

"How, again, are perception and other PramaI}iis and the
S'iistras (only) for the man (infected) with ignorance?
We reply: Inasmuch as one who does not entertain the
notion of me and mine with regard to the body, and the senses etc.,
cannot be reasonably a knower, and hence the means of
knowledge cannot reasonably function. (To explain :-) There
cannot be any talk of perception and other (means of knowledge)
without presupposing the senses. Nor can there be the function of
the senses without the body as their resting place; and no one can
do any act with the body on which the idea of the self is not
superimposed. And there cannot be knowership consistently in
t"he Atman who is intrinsically unattached to anything, unless all

this (the idea of me in the body aIid the id ea of mine in the senses)
is assumed. And i:here can be iJ.~~ f",lcticming ;jft-he senses unless
there is knowe;:ship in the Atmal1. Therefore, perception and
other Pramal.1 aS, 8nd the Sastras also, are orJy ~or the lllan steeped
in ignorance."
Adh.Bh.

36. It will be noted that the termi'tvidyais used in
a special sense in Vedanta and the division of
knowledge into Vidy ii (right knowledge) and Avidya
(error) in empirical life, remains undisturbed by this
transcendental tenninology. Vidya and Avidya in other
systems, refer to empirical knowledge only and that
division is unaffected and unchanged until the
transcendental knowledge of Atman dawns. The
following excerpt from the GW1-Bhashya will make this
clear :Of Wd1f61~ql(l:'-flTit

trfu Tf: ~$ilomi:)4"'~61~H: ~ I
~ ~ R6Id4f4r?<i ~ 1 ~ ~ ~
"When the tru e nature ofthe Atman bas been known, there
is no longer the convention of the means and the object of
knowledge; for, the final means sublates t h e knowership of Atman
too and while sublating it, it becomes itself no PramaI)a, just as the
means of knowledge obtaining in a dream (becomes no PramaI:Ja)
on waking."
GBh, 2-69, p. 39.

37. Avidya therefore as a tendency of the mind to
mix up the real and the unreal, is a fact, not a theory
brought forward just to account for appearances. The
distinction of truth and error, as well as of reality and
unreality in the empirical sphere, is not denied by
Vedanta; for, the division rigorously holds good
relatively to that spher e. Only, the division is not
absolutely real.
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As Sankara rightly observes:
~$II.SI&lI("¥idlJllfi1<S1'I~~:~~~~:1

lNT~~~~~~~~
~~~,~~;Of~w:q~

wffil ~ II

~ ~. :t-~-~ 'fi, 1fT. ~ ~~.

''Therefore all secular and sacred convention is consistent
before the dawn of the knowledge of one's being identical with
Brahman. Just as to the common man who has fallen asleep and
sees all sorts of dream objects, high and low, there arises the notion
with a certainty that it is real perception, but never at the time does
it occur to him that it is only a semblance of perception, so should
this (reality of perception also be regarded)." SBh. 2~1- 14, p. 198.

38. The above-mentioned illustration of the
distinction of dream and waking, is all right so far as
we are concerned with the ascertainment of truth and
reality with the help of a concept in waking; but as we
shall see later on from another standpoint from which
we judge both dream and waking, the latter loses its
claim to be in possession of higher truth and reality as
compared with dream. And from the standpoint of
Absolute Consciousness all distinctions of states and
degrees of reality and truth are bereft of any value
altogether. With this proviso, we are justified in
holding for the present as far as the method of
Adhyiir6papaviida is concerned, Agama is the sole
PramaJ)a and reason based upon intuition, is the only
reason that can be employed to ascertain the nature of
Atman (Absolute Reality) as such.
In these pages, the Upanishads, the Bhagavad
Glta and the Brahma-Siitras, will be used as guides to
determine the nature of Reality by Agama as found in
the Upanishads, explained by the Gita and reasoned
out in the Siitras.
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6. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
(A v idy a and May a)
39. We have seen that the one teaching of the
Upanishads, is that Reality is the All, the one without
a second, and that Reality is called Brahman, greater
than the greatest entity, because it is not limited by
Cillything else. It is also called Atman, because it is the
real Self of everything and everyone of us. The so called
Universe as people understand it, is only an
appearance. To think otherwise, is Avidya (ignorance)
and to ascertain this as it is, is Vidya(wisdom).
40. This way of explaining truth and reality on
the basis of the Upanishads, belongs to the tradition of
Sailkaracarya and GauQapadacarya, his grand~
preceptor. There have been other schools of Advaitins
antecedent and subsequent to Sailkara, and even
among the followers of Sailkara, differences of opinion
have sprung up as to what exactly is the genuine
interpretation of the Upanishads. These differences
have arisen mainly owing to ignoring the Upanishadic
method of Adhy ar6p apav iida , which Sailkara stresses
in his Bhashyao As it is neither possible nor desirable to
enter into these details l here, we shall rest content
with stating the genuine teaching of the Upanishads
1. The critical reader interested in this subject, is
recommended to study these details in the author's work 'How to
Recognize the Method of Vedanta ' published in the Karyalaya.
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and quoting relevant passages supporting our view
direetly from Sankara's works themselves:
41. It will be h elpful to remember that the
Upanishads generally restrict the terms Vidya and
Avidya to right knowledge and wrong knowledge
respectively, and the terms Prakrti and Maya to the
objective appearance projected by ignorance.

(~)~~~
~ 1.fl ~ fcritfif ~ I
~~~I
;r "fOIT Cfi1m ~s~ II
"Wide apart, mutually opposed and moving in different
directions, are these two, viz., Avidya (ignorance) and what is
known as Vidya(wisdom), I regard (thee) Naciketas as an aspirant
for Vidya; for, the many objects of pleasure have not made thee
break offfrom your purpose."
Ka.2-4.
[This is Yama's iI'troduction to Atma-Vidya.]

(~)m!!~~11
"One should know Prakrti to be Maya"

Jij. 'd-~ o.
S've.4-10.

Accordingly Sankara writes:
(~) ~~ ~6jlf.;l{jICf\Pi~ ~ ~fQll~?6II+"1.fl

JfPt4:q;fl~ ~~~lWn, m:,~:-~-:q

~ II

~ m. ~-~-~'d, 1fT. ~o~.
"Name and form conjured up by Avidy if as though identical
with the omniscient Lord, (but) undefinable either as identical
with or other than (Him), which constitute the seed of the entire
expanse of the world of Sa rils iira (mundane life), are spoken of in
the Srutis and Smrtis as the Maya, .5Ikti and Prakrti, of the
omniscient Lord."
SBh. 2-1-14, p. 201.
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~, ai("l!rn~~mql~I~(~Ptf~'i1: ~ ~
~ 1I~ ~s"lj- ffich~: II

ar<:<n.

m.

"Notwithstanding this, there is the natural human
behaviour (of thinking, speaking and acting) in the fonn, 'I am
this', "l'his is mine', mixing up the rea] and the unreal, owing to
wrong knowledge of both of these and their attributes which moe
absolutely disparate, by superimposing of the nature and of the
properties of the one on the other on account of nondiscrimination ofthe one from the .Jtber."
SBh. Intro.

42. In the face of the above unmistakable
definitions of both Avidya and Maya, the subcommentaries on Sankara-Bhashya, have started a
procession ofthe blind led by the blind, in emphatically
affirming the identity of both avidya and maya, and
defining avidya not as subjective ignorance but as
something objective clinging to Atman, and thus
distorting his nature by converting the all-pure
Brahman into a transmigratory soul by enveloping his
essential nature.
V.,re shall quote here a single excerpt from the
Paiicapiidika, perhaps the earliest Tlka on the SutraBhashya, which initiated this departure from
Sankara s tradi ti on :
I

~ ~RlfJ[JlRl~mj<lU1g ~ ~ ~, liNf,
~:, ~ ~ {flf:, ~~:, ~:, ~:, fur,
ar~~-~:qo3f(pT~~~Ro
~~oISl~~~qdIClmti ~ >:iflClf'OlIQIRCflI, ~-d

~-{if<'flI(Rl?tMftr:

~

~CflI~II""01~~~~q{if<'flI'lJ'II?t~qtWfu

(~IR\f6i{jI... II'

In the above extract intended to describe Avidya
as the Material Cause of Aha Iik iira (or the form of the
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mind which is supposed to be the conditioning adjunct
of Atman by virtue of which Atman is turned into the
individual experiencer of the fruits of actions), it is
particularly noteworthy that namar ilpam (name and
form), avyakrtam (undifferentiated state of the world),
Avidya (ignorance) maya, prakrti, agraha{K1m (nonapprehension) and avyaktam, are all given as
synonymous names of Avidya in direct contradiction of
the Bhashya which expressly says that Maya or
Avyifkrtam is 'Avidyakalpita' or invention of Avidyaor
Adhyasa (superimposition).
We shall quote one more passage from Sankara
which expressly states that namarilpa (name and form)
or avyakrtam (undifferentiated seed of the world) is an
invention of Avidya (ignorance).
\:Ii~'aI<flr;q~'1 ~ ~ ~ 04lti~I04lti~If+i%'1
clfOll~fOIl~~I'I'if;l4il1;fl~'1 ~ qf{oIiJOlIRfl4Q!lot~I,(lfqi;{f6i ~ ;
~:q ~ mot~I,(IJl{1JOlqr{OI{1JOlOjRtg~ II
~ m. ~-~-~~1 '41. ~ ~~.
"Brahman becomes the object of 'transformation' and other
modes of expression in its special aspect of name and form
superimposed by Avidya, which, whether differentiated or
undifferentiated, is undefInable as that [Brahman] or other than
it. In its real nature, however, it remains beyond all such modes of
expression."
SBh. 2-1-27, p. 213.

. 43. Even according to Sankara, however, it would
not be wrong to speak figuratively of Avidya as Maya,
and Maya as Avidya also. In its primary sense, no
doubt, Avidya 'means ignorance and therefore refers to
a subjective notion; but in a secondary sense, the word
may be extended to cover any object that is imagined
by ignorance. In that case, usage would permit
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statements like 'All this is Avidya' where we only mean
that everything objective, is a figment of avidya, and
not really real. Similarly, when the term avidya is
taken to mean a modification of the mind, it is
evidently included within the phenomenal world and
therefore may be appropriately called Maya. To avoid
confusion, we shall restrict the use of these words
Avidya and Maya to denote ignorance and name and
form respectively; and 'avidya' shall be the name of
mutual superimposition of the self and not-self alone,
whatever the signification of these words may be in
any other system.
44. One word more before concluding this section.
These terms are used in Vedanta for the particular
kind of wrong knowledge and the objective phenomena
respectively, only as a device to introduce the reader
(by means of Adhyar5papavada) to the transcendental
entity or the Witnessing principle called Atman, and
not for formulating theories which the system
undertakes to defend. This latter misconception
prevails in certain quarters even now. Ramanujacarya,
for instance, confounds Sankara's teaching of Avidya
and Maya with the Post-Sailkara theory of Avidya, and
with the Maya doctrine of the Buddhists. He has
considerably exercised himself in undertaking an
elaborate refutation of the Avidya Theory and in
calling the Advaitins opprobriously 'PracchannaMayavadins' (Crypto-Buddhists). And Dr. Murti has
these remarks with regard to Sankara and Gaudapada:
"Gaudapada and SaJikara merely bring out the implications
of this standpoint (of the older Vedantins) when they declare
change, difference and plurality as illusory; they formulate the
complementary doctrine of avidya to explain the appearance of
difference."
C. P. B., p. 122.
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That Sankara h as not formulated any 'doctrine of
Avidya' to explain something, but has merely drawn
our attention to a natur al tendency of the human mind,
has been made abundantly clear by citing his express
statements. That Gaudapada is equally innocent of any
such doctrine, and that h e is merely concerned with
inviting the attention of enquir ers to the undeniable
Non-du al Being and Consciousness or Atman of the
Upanishads, will be clear from the following:
(~) ~~: ~ f.:r?J ~h'''i¥i\1fH(1: I

~rn~: ~ ~ ~~ II
~. enT. ~-~ ~.
"Dream appertains to h im who takes (Reality) to be
otherwise, and sleep to him wh o knows not Reality; when the
misconception of both these is removed, one attains the fourth
abode."
GK. 1-15.

Gaudapada is here char acterizing both waking
a nd dreaIil as only dream or wrong view of Reality, and
deep sleep as not knowing. Both of these are
'misconception' (~) from the standpoint of t he real
Atman who transcends both consciousness and
unconsciousness. Gau dapada has not used the word
'avidya' anywhere in his work. For him anyathagrahaI;KL
(misconception) and agrah aI;KL (unconsciousness) which
he calls kiirya (effect) and karaI;KL (cause) respectively,
are both 'error' (viparyasa).
(~) JOllql¥i15iftt~~~: II

~. CfiT. ~-~\S.

"This duality is only Maya, it is only non-dual in reality."
GK.l-17

Here the word Maya is applied to the world of
duality. There is no theory of Maya to account for
anything.
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There is one seeming exception to this use of the
word in Gau<;lapada :(~)~~"'4IflI~IR...d't~!

~~lfr.l<IT~g"B: II
"For there is the Sruti 'There is no duality whatever here'
(Ka. 4-11), and also Indra (The Supreme Lord) appears as manyformed through 'Mayas' (Br. 2-5-10), Not being born, He is yet
born in diverse forms through Maya" (Tai. Aran. 3-13). GK. 3-24.

These are Srutis, and therefore there is no theory
advanced here. The Brhadara1).yaka text 'through
Mayas' means through sensuous perceptions, for in the
Vedas, the word maya is also used in the sense of
knowledge according to Yaska 's Nirukta. There are five
senses each of which presents Reality in a particular
form, such as sound, touch etc. This kaleidoscopic
variety of knowledge, is evidently illusory with
reference to Reality as it is. Here the name 'Maya' is
applied to the variety of sense-perception.
45. Ifone remembers the precise nature ofAvidya,
its function and effect as defined by Sankara in the
Adhyasa-Bhashya, a number of unnecessary doubts
and differences about it, would vanish altogether. (1)
In the first place, avidya is only a technical name to
denote the inveterate natural tendency of the human
mind (~st:j- dl"ho~61~I{:) and no theory, (2) .A.nd in the
second place, this is used by Vedanta only as a device
for the purpose of teaching the truth (a:po;tUn41461IGJl.-1'.Jt
~ ~~ I), and never as a really real something to
be defended. (3) Its function consists in setting up an
unreal not-self as a second to the really real Self, and in
mixing up the Real and the unreal (~ W~)
and in misleading one to mistake the identity and
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attributes of one for those of the other, although in fact
the unreal not-self is not another entity beside the real
Atman, since Atman is absolutely without any attribute
and as such is not numerically one desiderating a
second. (4) And fmally its effect is to induce one to
imagine that one is really an agent of actions and
experiencer of the fruits thereof (~:)
although all actions, instruments useful to produce
actions as well as the fruits thereof (fif;qlifil(Oflq;~IPI) are
really Maya (false appearance only).
Niether the form of the mayic Universe is
perceived as such, nor its end, nor yet its persistence,
while it appears (Wf ~ ~ ~ Wf ~ 'tf
~ II 9-. 15-3). Avidya which gives rise to this
appearance is equally begiIiningless, endless and is no
more than a natural superimposition of the human
mind and only an erroneous notion (31~IR<"'1.·(i)
~s~<miT ~ISlflIq,€>:q: II).

Therefore it is futile to indulge seriously in
speculative discussion about its cause, locus, object or
number as many post-Sailkara Advaitins have done;
for all these categories pertain to the magic
phenomena invented by avidya and can never be
applied to avidya itself which projects these phantoms.
The Upanishads therefore recommend the
wisdom of the unity of Atman as the only antidote to
remedy this malady, the mother of all evils of life
(~: ~ 31kitOflfOlfCi'tlNRiQ"d4 ~~ ~ II).
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7. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
( Being and Becoming)
46. Dr. T. R. V, Murty, author of 'The Central
Philosophy of Buddhism makes an observation in the
course of a discussion of the Madhyamika Dialectic,
which deserves the serious consideration of all
philosophical thinkers.
"Philosophy selects a particular pattern from among several
exemplified in things, exaggerates it out of all proportion and
universalizes it to infinity. The pattern or concept so selected and
universalized becomes an Idea of Reason, as Kant calls it. What
impels us to select one particular point of view and not any other is
a matter of our spiritual affiliation. The Mahayanists would call
this our spiritual gens (gotra). But having chosen one, consciously
or rather unconsciously, we universalize it and take it as the norm
of evaluation. Though innocently stated as a description of facts,
every philosophical system is an evaluation of things or a
prescription to view them in a particular way."
C. P. B. p. 125.

This is too true in the case of speculative systems,
for they all lie prostrate under the tyranny of the
intellect. The intellect, indeed, is a humble servant in
the hands of any master-thinker who holds the magic
wand of intelligibly handling the laws of thought, and
can undertake to prove that any particular system
presents a complete picture, and the only picture
possible, of the universe; or else it can demolish any
other system or even all systems by exposing their
inconsistencies ruthlessly.
But Vedanta, it ll1ust be remembered, is no
speculative system which chooses a particular theory
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to criticize or defend. Suresvaracarya thus explains
how it forms the s01e exception to the general rule :
~ fl4rn'G:H'1lrtIJiM f61f6I<g~~~ 1j44?lf6111. ~d"{ct{<g~~~

~:~ctrnR<.flf61I1z ~

wWtf

RW ml+f: I ;r ~ fl4ctIFch%{~f(l~
o
fl4ctIFchchl4S;:6414flQ Il4 ~ ~: I ~ I ~:

~I ~CjSiI'31~I{OIf61I~ ~I ~

~mf~~:t
"(Objection :-) All systems are reasonable, each according to
its own standpoint, and they are untenable when judged by other
points of view. So we do not see anyone system on which we can
rest our faith. Nor can we possibly conceive of anyone way of
approach not blamed by any other thinkers or supported by all, as
free from all logicians' attack!
(Reply :-) You may well conceive of such a system without
any misgiving. For all approaches to truth take refuge uniformly
in intuition. This is being stated (in the following verse) :
'Taking this umpire (as the common court of appeal), those
that are seriously suffering from the fever of speculation, are
bewildering one another by means of their magical words ending
in the suffix 'tvat' (the ablative ending, meaning 'because of')".
Nai.2-59.

Every reason adduced, appeals to universal
intuition which is undisputed, and so, Suresvara says,
Vedanta which stakes its all on this intuition, is
consciously or unconsciously admitted by all.
47.
We shall illustrate our ~meaning with
reference to the question of 'being' with which we are
specially concerned in this section.
Four, and only four, views are possible on any
subject and therefore the Buddhist uses his dialectic of
four views (~) and refutes all these views; his
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rejection is based on the contradiction implicit in each
view. Therefore his conclusion is that all possible views
have been rejected. Dr. Murti quotes the following
verse of Aryadeva from the Catuh-S 'atakam:
fI~m'fi~fI~ RI ~ ~ "l ~ I

c. s. 14- 21.

~ ~ foI.?J~{ef\f6Il~~: II

"Being, non-being, both of these, neither of these - these are
the four alternative views to be applied by the wise to all other
concepts such as 'unity' (to be taken up for critical examination}."

Gau<;lapada who uses the Buddhistic dialectic to
refute conflicting views regarding Reality, and at the
same time shows how this refutation culminates in
revealing Vedantic Reality indirectly, writes as
follows:

3fffit ~ ~ o:rr@ ~ <n ¥:

I

_~:II

~~~~OOSS¥: I
~~~: tf~ II

rTt. CfiT.

'd-~~, ~'d.

"This childish person covers up Reality by attributing these
predicates to it : 'It is', 'It is not', 'It is and is not' and 'It is not at
all'. These are predications signifying change, statical nature,
both, and neither, respectively."
"These are the four alternative views, by clinging to which
He is ever enveloped. He is the all-seer by whom has been seen
~is Revered Lord untouched by these views.
GK 4-83, 84.
II

The reader will note that Gau<;lapada holds that
Reality, being of the nature of intuition itself,
transcends all concepts in the empirical field and
consequently it is neither proved nor disproved
through affIrmation or negation. Atman or Brahman is
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the Absolute beyond all empirical predicates.
48. Bearing this Vedantic position in mind, we
may now proceed to a consideration of the question of
being and becoming according to the Adhy iir6piipaviida
Nyliya.

The following texts should be studied in this
context:
(~)ms~ 1~~~ •••• 1~~:q~1I
~. ~-~
"He (Atman) wished 'I would become plenteous, I would be
born' .... :....Reality became the real and the unreal."
TaL 2-6.

(~) ~ ~ amft~Cfl~~tQ~114Jt. I ~ 3it§{~~44ii!l

~mfl~Cfl~~IQ:Jl4~ ~: ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~
~~: ft'JJtI~~Ri I ~ ~ 3iml~Cfl~oIlQ\114~ II

m.

~-~-~, ~.
"Being alone, was this (universe) in the beginning, One
without a second. Here some say 'Non-being alone, one without a
second was this (universe) in the beginning. How could it possibly
be so, my dear boy', he said, how could being be born from nonbeing? Being alone, my dear boy, this was in the beginning, one
without a second."
Ch. 6-2-1, 2.

m

(~) ~~ ~ Fri ~ ~s~
~~ ~ BIi
~ ~s~ I ....... (IT anq ~~ ~: ~ !h1l~iitlRl (IT

m.

3i?lii(f1""*1 ....•.• II
~-~-~, 'd.
"I t thought, 'I would become plenteous, I would be born'. It
created Fire. That Fire thought I would become plenteou~, I would
be born; it created water. That Water thought, I would become
plenteous, I would be born' ; it created food."
Ch. 6-2-3,4.

Here is an enigma. Reality alone was in the
beginning. Reality is the All, the Whole without a
second. How could it wish 'to become plenteous'? How
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could it be born? Reality being the Absolute, free from
all determinations, how could there be any willing, or
the action of becoming, unless it ceased" to be the
Absolute?
.
This difficulty can be solved only by -reminding
ourselves that this is only the style of the Upanishads
to express universal truths (see p. 22). The"statement
only means that, while the universe appears to present
numerous phenomena subject to change, and different
from one another~ it is really the Absolute alone, one
without a second.
49. It would not be right to suppose that this is a
formulation of the substance view as opposed to the
view that recognizes reality as change alone. This is
not to assert the supremacy of 'being' as opposed to
becoming. Absolute Being has nothing to do with the
opposition between the permanent and the changeful.
True, the Upanishad seems to presuppose a school of
thinkers who would appear to have held that aU things
positive have come out 9f non-being (~: ~),
but this is only the Upanishadic way of formulating the
common-sense view which considers everything newly
born as non-existent before its birth, and therefore
concludes that there was nothing before the world
made its appearance; or, this may be the philosophic
view that there can be no substrate underlying the
phenomenal world that we experience. We shall go into
an examination of such a view, if there be one, when we
take up the concept of c"ausality.
50. 'Being' in the empirical world, implies" time or
place. It is difficult to ascertain what this corresponds
to as distinguished from becoming. Yaska in his
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Ivirukta says that there are six Bhiiua-Vikaras
(changes pertaining to things). A thing is born, exists,
grows, undergoes transformation, decays, and is
destroyed. All these changes may be subsumed under
the concept of 'becoming' and they are all perceived to
take place in time or place. Yet we have an idea of some
'thing' which undergoes all these changes and is
supposed to persist throughout. It is by emphasizing
this substance view that certain schools of thought
oppose other schools which insist that only change and
movement constitute the core of Reality.
The Witnessing principle which enables us to
recognize the being or becoming of things, however,
neither is, nor undergoes any becoming in time or
space, for it is the 'Seer' of the whole universe, within
and without, including time and space. It is neither
here nor there, neither in the past nor in the future,
and is untouched by the concepts of being and
becoming. Inasmuch as its non-existence is impossible
to conceive for anyone, however, it has been called 'Sat'
(Being) by the Upanishad; and inasmuch as it is in its
light alone that we are aware of the universe, or even
conceive of the disappearance of the universe, it has
been called Jfianam or Vijiianam, Consciousness also.
51. This Witnessing Principle in us, has therefore
to be described as Being and Consciousness in one.
(~) ~ aiff8t1IJiI~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·wt ~
~ ~ tja:61~IJ:4~ ~<:r: II

m. ~. ~-~-~.

"Here sat is to be understood as the entity which is Pure
Being, subtle, free from all specific features, all-pervading, one,
untainted by anything else, indivisible; the consciousness which is
known from all the Upanishads."
Ch.Bh.6-2-1.
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Being and Consciousness are not two distinct
qualities inhering in Atman; for Atman is the Vedantic
Absolute free from all duality either within Itself or
without It. In the course of a discussion devoted to the
refutation of an ancient school of Advaitins
interpreting the Brahma-SUtras, Sankara remarks:
(~)~"ltm~~~~~~~~I~
-qcr'~l ~en R"'~~C1~ ~~Gft6ff4I("JO\

~'1lqR~~C1 ? ;nf{t ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ I
I~H~~6f"lq0"~:'- ~~ I ~ en PH~fI'I1I<h1

oiNrs~?~~~~I~
~ll

~m.~~~-~~,tIT.~~c.

"It is not possible to assert that Brahman is only of the
nature of being alone, and not of the nature of consciousness; for
then, the Sruti .' He is conscious through and through' (Br. 2-4-12)
would be meaningless. And how possibly can Brahman bereft of
consciousness be taught to be the Self of Jlva? Nor can it be
asserted that Brahman is ofthe nature of consciousness alone and
not of the nature of being. For then, texts like. 'He should be
known emphatically as being' (Ka. 6-13) would lose their force.
And how could one possibly hold to the doctrine of consciousness
bereft of being? Nor is it possible to assert that Brahman
possesses both these characteristics. For then, one would be
contradicting what he maintained in the beginning (that
Brahman is not manifold)"
SBh. 3-2-21, p. 360.

Therefore one can never hold that being and
are two distinct properties of Atman,
without doing violence to the undeniable universal
intuition of Atman as Pure Consciousness and Pure
Being (consciousness not desiderating an object, and
being not admitting any specific characteristics) in one.
c~nsciousness

52. It is sometimes supposed by critics of Vedanta,
that the Upanishads or Vedantins identify the
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Absolute with something experienced in some form
even empiricallyl , to wit, Atman (substance), and that
Vedanta deals with the changeless,. universal, and
unrelated as opposed to the changeful, particular, and
related 2. It will be evident from what has been said
above, that the real Atman or Brahman as known to
Vedanta, transcends all these pairs of opposites.
Reserving the consideration of the other concepts such
as the universal and the unrelated for a. future
discussion, we may observe here that even regarding
the Absolute as Pure Being (asti), is a device in
Vedanta used for the purpose of discarding empirical
being and becomi.J;lg with reference to Atman (the
Absolute). The following quotations will vouch for this
statement:
(~)~~:I
amftfltoi)q('5c~~: ~ II
"He should be emphatically known as being (empirical) and
also in His real nature (absolute). Of these two aspects, the real
nature (of Atman) who has been known emphatically to be,
reveals itself(to one who has known it to exist)."
Ka.6-13.

(~) ~:, flfill~lql~tldlffit('6j}H"~4'1,q('5-

aw:r-~:

I

~~

0SI("4«1f?tdfl6ilql~:,

a:t1("~'1«1fi'.4~:,

~s~:, ~ ~, G:.),~~'10;:H;fqJ( ~.),
~S~~~J-~:~, ~,
a:t1("lUI~I~I·Wll ~~~:~II

<JiT.lIT. G.-~~.

"Of the Atman previously known to be, that is to say, of Him
known through the notion of existence due to the conditioning
adjunct of the pre-existing effect. Mterwards the Tattvabhavah,
the real nature, the unconditioned non-dual nature distinct from
1. c. P. B-. page 236.

2: C. P. B. page 315.
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the known and·the unknown, pointed out by Srutis like 'Not this,
not that' (Br.), 'Not gross, not subtle, not short' (Br.), 'Invisible,
bodyless, undefined, having no support' (TaL) etc., turns towards
him to reveal Its nature. The purport is (that this aspect turns
towards him) who has previously known (Atman) as existent."
Ka. Bh. 6-13.

53. This true nature (Tattua-Bhava) of Atrnan or
Brahman the Absolute, should always be assumed to
be meant by the Sruti even when seemingly positive
terms are applied to Reality. It will suffice to quote one
passage from the commentary on the Aitareya :
~ ~, ~ ~, !!OIOj~OI~ ~

';f

~,

GfAIOja:Gh4~ 1f\~6I~If\&I~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~ lf1:.~~
~1.~Ji~l. :4~

tRt~

~

err

(t;;i61 ICf!H:441~n~'{

~

iff

rc:P:fI?lf!t1fl1"e~R1, U ~ ~ ~ ~f!f!t1fl1"e~R1, ti"lql~flIOj :q
4\tj IS{ l{t!~ ~ ~ :q lftofRt Cf1:mt ~ ~ ~ I ~

~'~1f: II

;wr', ~ arRft

~. +IT. 1fT. ~)f~ .

"It is, is not; one, many; with qualities, without qualities;
knows, knows not; static, dynamic; fructifies, does not fructify; has
a cause, is causeless; happiness, misery; the inside, not inside;
void, not void; is myself, other than that - whoever tries to
superimpose such thought-constructs upon His real nature which
is beyond the range of all words and thoughts, he is surely trying
to roll up even ether like a piece ofleather, and to climb it up as if
it were a flight of stairs; he is trying to find out the trail of fish in
water and of the birds in the sky! For there are Srutis like the
following: 'Not this, not that' (Br.), 'From which all words fall
back.... .' (TaiJ".
- Ai.Bh. p.312, discussion at the end of the first chapter.
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8. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
(Cause and Effect)
54. Consideration of the concept of becoming
naturally glides into the consideration of the concept of
cause and effect. Both becoming and causation
desiderate the concept of time, and it is curious how
systems.insisting on the reality of change, becoming, or
of the relation of cause and effect, have failed to take up
the concept of time as demanding a serious
explanation.
55. The SaIhkhya and the Vaiseshika systems
both accepted that an insentient principle - the
Pradhana or the atom - can be the material cause of the
world, but they differed very widely with regard to the
process of causation and the relation of cause and
effect. The Samkhya insisted on the identity of cause
and effect, and explained that the original or first
cause, the Pradhtina, transformed itself into an effect
called the 'Mahat' (the Cosmic Intellect), which, in its
turn, gave rise to the series of causes and effects. It was
a gradual process of evolution that was responsible for
the final effect, the universe. The Vaiseshika on his
part, held out a doctrine of atoms, which by
combination produce dyads, which, in their turn,
produce by combination triads etc., in succession until
at last the whole world is produced. This doctrine has
been called the Arambha-Vada (the doctrine of causing
by combination of atoms & c.) in contrast with the
Paril}iirfta-Vada of the Sfuhkhyas. Now both the
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Samkhyas and the Vaiseshikas are rationalists with
this difference between them, that the Sarhkhyas
recognize in addition to Perception and Inference as
canons of knowledge, Sruti also as Aptavacana
(testimony of experts), while the Vaiseshikas include
even Sruti within the range of Anumana (syllogistic
inference). Both adduce Sruti also in support of their
own doctrine, the Samkhyas to a greater extent than
the Vaiseshikas.
56. This circumstance has led some scholars to
surmise that the Samkhya system was a rational
synthesis of the Upanishads. Dr. Murti supports this
deduction and avers that it is proved beyond doubt by
the fact that the Brahma-S iitras find it necessary to
refute the Samkhya contention that it represents the
true import of the Upanishad texts. The refutations are
so numerous and so sustained, that they would be
unintelligible if the Samkhya had not been considered
a rival in the field of Upanishad exegesis. The
appellations 'asabdam' (unscriptural), 'anumanam "
'anumiinikam' (conjectures, inferred) by which the
Sarhkhya is referred to in the Brahma-S iitra, are
significant as revealjng that the Samkhya
interpretation was considered 'free' and un-orthodox,
and that the Samkhya did claim to be a correct
understanding of the Upanishads. (C. P. B. pp. 60,61).
_ This is perfectly true if we remember that the
Samkhya system was a rational synthesis and that
the followers of the school did claim to be such. The
appellation of 'anumanam', and 'anumanikam' to his
Pradhanam, would never be deemed by the Sarhkhya
as any reproach to it, for the Samkhyas plumed
themselves on their being adepts in inferential
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reasoning, and boasted that the Pradhiina. Purusha
and their mutual relation to be eternally inferential
(~H1~tt~~'411 Pt~lj~41 ~ ~ ~ n S.Bh. 1':"~5,
p.94). Only, they did recognize the testimony of the
Upanishads and tried' to explain away the seemingly
Advaitic texts in the light of their contention.
The Vedantins, according to Sankara's tradition of
interpretation of BadaraYaJ)a, however, rejected this
Samkhya interpretation and explained the Vedantas to
show how the non-dualistic Brahman alone was really
real and how the knowledge of the meaning of the
Upanishads, conduced to the universal intuition of that
Brahman as the real Atman or Self of all the
phenomenal world.
As for the numerous and sustained refutations of
Samkhya to be found in the Brahma-Sutras, it must be
remembered that the Vedantins had a higher level of
knowledge to point to as based upon Vedic reasoning l
an acquaintance with which was sure to cast all
inferential knowledge into the shade. This procedure
was adopted more as a defence of the Vedantic genuine
interpretation and higher method of reasoning rather
than as a debate with an opponent of equal standing.
Sankara makes this point quite clear in the following
extracts from the Sutra-Bhashya:
(~) ~~~'1i~l~ (~-~-c.) ~ :w:I1'1CfiH OIOlIa:: ~
:,!'1(1~llt~ ~: I

(l'f4"

Tf:

~ lf~H~lYlb:~CfiIPi ~

~a:I~GOIlqld'1 ~~ I U ~ CfiI4CfiI{O!l'1~f6lI~~
1. The reader is referred back to the section (5) on Agama
and Reason.
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~

~4M1""1~fl4 • ~~ ~ ~:
~: ; ~ ~ ~slftor ¥:, '1100lIR<tI~OI0l1~Rlqq II

~ m. ~-'d-~~, liT. ~~~.
"Starting with the Siitra 'The unscriptural Pradhana, is not
(the cause), because of the (attribution of) seeing' (Vs. 1-1-5), the
doctrine of Pradhami. as the cause, was put forward again and
again by the Sutras expressly and refuted. This was because in the
Upanishads are to be found what appear to the dull-witted to be
like passages implying support to that school. And that system is
approximate to the Vedantic teaching inasmuch as it holds the
theory of the non-difference ofthe cause and the effect, and it has
been adopted by Devala and other authors of Dharmasutras in
their works. Therefore more effort has been made in repudiating
this school in particular and not in refuting the doctrine of atom or
anything else presumed to be the cause."
SBh. 1-4;"28, p. 178.

(~ ~ ~({I~"4I<f4I:tI~~q4 ~ ~ ~ Of

{1<t~"~*t ~: ~ilJft'G:l;:d ~ ~

err ~

~ ~a:I~6jI~IRi ~~: tiAl~a:~Y'1!>1ffiq~ til~IRa:~T'1IR1
f.h:ICfI(ohliIPi
~~: tR: 1IT({: ~ II ~ m. ~-~-~t liT. ~~ o.
"Although this Sastra is begun with the purpose of
examining the purport of the Vedanta texts; and it is not begun
with a view to establish or refute any partiCular conclusion (of any
other school) with the help of pure reasoning as is done in
rationalistic systems, it becomes incumbent on those who explain
the meaning ofVedantic texts to refute the views of the SaIhkhyas
and others which run counter to right knowledge. The next section
is therefore begun for this purpose." SBh. 2-2-1, p. 220.
['The Upanishads are the only source of valid knowledge and
therefore to lead disciples to that knowledge we have to refute thoughts
of all schools which are an impediment to arrive at that knowledge.]

(~)~:~~a:I~C4ICfljIi'ljil<:"@'lI ~

~~;~~~~~'1"tiAl~OljI(<z/I'14L
~ ~~; ~ ~ 6j1<fljPl(~ij:, f<H1H1~~f$Rlqq:
~

n

~: II

~ m. ~-~-~, liT. ~~o.
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"Siimkhyas and others quote Vedanta texts also and explain
them so as to suit their own position. What has been done in the
previous portion of this work, was mainly to show that their
interpretation is not correct, but (a fallacious one) appearing to be
right. But here, there is this difference that their reasons are
going to be refuted independently without any reference to texts."
SBh. 2-2-1, p. 220.
[This section will be devoted to show that not only the
Samkhyas and others do not know how to interpret texts which lead to
direct intuition, but also that their reasons are fallacious and
inconclusive.]

57. We may leave this incidental question at that
and return to the consideration of the subject matter of
this section, viz. the relation of cause and effect. How
does Vedanta differ in handling this problem from the
Sarhkhya, Vaiseshika or other systems?
It is necessary first of all to determine exactly
what is meant by a cause. Since karaI)Ct is the Sanscrit
word used to denote both reason and cause, we have to
restrict ourselves to the consideration of it in the latter
sense only. It is derived from the root Kr(f) to do or to
make, and therefore anything that is required to
produce an effect, may be called a karaI)Ct. Taking the
word in its widest sense, therefore, it might mean an
agent who does or makes something or something
which makes up a thing, or even all the various factors
that may be necessary to make up something. Without
entering into details, we may here state that
Vedantins and Sarhkhyas make use of the word
Ptflt'tl"flI{OIIl (literally occasioning cause) for the agent;
this term is usually translated into English by making
use of the appellation efficient cause. The Sanscrit word
to denote the material needed to make anything is
i3qlaJ~q;I{OI~ (that which should be taken up for
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producing something); it is called the ~R'JTlI. (that
which inheres in the effect) by the Vaiseshikas. We shaH
make use of the usual term 'material cause: to express
it.
58. The difference between the Samkhya and the
Vaiseshika, turns round the nature of the effect and its
relation to its material cause. The Vaiseshika has
systematized the common sense view that every effect
is . really born and therefore non-existent before its
birth; the Samkhya insists that the cause itself is
reborn in the form ofits effect. GauQapada in the fourth
chapter of his Karikas, mostly devoted to a rationaJ
refutation of systems other than Vedanta, thus
caricatures their views and then states the Vedantic
view which is above all criticism.
(~)~o{~~~~l
~~~CljSiii1lffl~itll
" 'Nothing that already exists can be born', 'That which is
non-existent, can never be born!' The dualists are thus disputing
and so are (indirectly) revealing the fact of no-birth."
GK4-4.

(~) CfiRUt ~ ~ ~ CfiRUt ~ ~ I

~~~~~~ffi!.ll
"For him in whose opinion the cause is the effect, the cause
itself is born; being born how could it be without birth, and how
could it be changed and yet eternal?"
GK. 4-11.
JThis is the refutation of the SaIhkhya view that the original
cause, Pradhana or primordial matter itself, evolves into the effect.]

(~) etll{OIl?:l?:l'1~fO/Si('j: ~ {fcif I

Il1I11SiI'1I~~~CfiRUtit~ ~Il
~. tfiT. ~-~~ .
"If the effect (Mahat etc.) is identical with the cause
(Pradhiina) and therefore the cause is taken by you to be
permanent, (then there is no effect born). And if the cause be
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identical with the effect born, then how could it be permanent
according to your view?"
GK.4-12.
[This is the Cfit4if.t(OtH;:q('Cl61t~ (identity of cause and effect)
of the Sarhkhya. This identity understood in either of the two ways
mentioned here, leads to a repugnant conclusion.]

('d) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~eHH~H4

onffit ~ I

~ \i1!lU'Ii'ifl! c:r ~~ II
"For him in whose opinion something is born from the
unborn, there is no example in life to be cited. And if a thing is
born from something born, there will be no end (to the series of
born causes)."
GK. 4-13.
[ Nobody has seen any instance of an effect born from
something which was never born. Ifboth the effect and the cause
be supposed to be born, then there will be nothing unborn, since
every born cause would in its turn desiderate a born cause.]

Therefore the Vedantin's conclusion is that there
is really nothing born, the only Reality or Atman being
One without a second.
59. Oblivious of the fact that the fourth chapter of
GauQapada's work is mainly devoted to the drawing of
Vedantic conclusions from the different contradictory
views of schools other than Advaita, and that
GauQapada has used Buddhistic arguments both for
refuting dualistic systems and for showing Buddhistic
arguments pushed to their conclusion lead to Advaita
Vedanta \ scholars have rushed to offer various
interpretations
of the
apparent
Buddhistic
terminology and logic in this work of that great teacher
of Sankara's tradition.
1. The reader interested in this subject is referred to the
'Mandukya-Rahasya Viv[ti' a Sanscrit commentary by the present
author and the English Introduction to that work, where this
question has been thoroughly discussed.
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Some suppose that the Agama Prakarana may
not be Gauc;lapada's work at all and that it may be a
part of the Ma1)c;lukya Upanishad itself as claimed by
certain recent Bhashyakaras. Others guess that the
Karikas may be an adaptation of the Y6gacara school of
Buddhism effected with the sole purpose of giving a
twist to it so as to suit the purposes of Vedanta, while
some others imagine that the fourth chapter is perhaps
a Buddhistic work added later on to the first three
chapters in the name of Gauc;lapada, or even that
Gauc;lapada was himself a Buddhist in disguise!
The reader is warned not to acquiesce in any such
surmises in the present case. Gauc;lapada's conclusion
that there is no birth (Ajati) is quite in consonance with
Vedanta from the highest stand-point. For as this
great thinker repeats again and again in this work, the
real Atman of Vedanta, is ;;}j11{~Pt~~fcU'''i.. (unborn,
without sleep or ignorance, and without dream or
misconception, G. K. 1-16, 3-36, 4-81). But the
Vedantin has aMiiy a Satkarya-Vada (illusory existence
of the effect in the cause) also to offer to inquirers who
wish to harmonize all Vedantic texts which invariably
use the Adhyar6papaviiia Method to teach the nature
of Reality.

60. The reader should remind himself of what the
position of the Vedantin, is with regard to Pramanas
and reason 1. While these may have their place in the
empirical field, they can never be applied to the
transcendental Reality or Atman. For the purposes of
teaching the truth, however, the Upanishads
themselves have been given the appellation of
1. Section 5.
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'PramaJ)a' by Adh.yiir6pa (deliberate superimposition).
Just as Pramanas or canons of knowledge in the
empirical sphere, produce Pramiti or correct
knowledge and remove ignorance regarding their
object, Vedantas or Upanishads also in their capacity
as PramaJ)a, remove Avidya or ignorance of Atman.
This Avidya again, whatever be its nature in other
darsanas (systems) such as SiiIilkh.ya, Yoga, VijiiiinaviKla or the SiinyaviKla, here refers to the natural
tendency of the human mind to mix up the real Atman
and the unreal not-self by mutual identification of the
Self and the not-self and mistaken transference of their
properties to each otherl. The illusory appearance of
the universe (both subjective and objective) of names
and forms considered to be real from the empirical
point of view, is called Miiyii2 by the Adh.yiir6pa view
adopted for purposes of teaching.
Reason, again, as usual in Vedanta by
Adhyaropa, is of various types. It may be the reason
actually adduced by the Upanishads themselves
(Srutyanug[hita), or used by a teacher in harmony with
the Vedic teaching (Srutyanuk ma), syllogistic
(anumiina) , or even bare reasoning based upon the
laws of thought-forms (Kevala or Sushka). It is mostly
of the last type in the Aliitasiinti-Prakaral)a. Sruti and
reasoning in harmony with it, are used in the AdvaitaPrakaral)a of GauQapada.
61. The Miiyii-Satkarya-ViKla or even the teaching
of the Absolute, the Ajiiti-ViKla, was no revolution
introduced by Sankara or GauQapada for the first time.
It was already there in the Srutis, and traces are left in
1. Section 6.

2.

Section 6.
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the Bhashyas of Sailkara and elsewhere, of the
teachers of these doctrines like Dravic;lacarya and
Brahmanandin1 , who accepted these teachings. We
shall first quote the Sruti which illustrates how the socalled effect is really nothing but a play of words, and
that it is essentially the cause itself.
(~)tNT~~~~~f4Ia:I'<4IV~~

m. ~- ~-'lf, ~T. ~o~o.

~ 1R14;~q ~ II

"Just as, my dear boy, by knowing a lump of clay,
everything made up of clay is known (to be but clay), the effect
being a mere play of words, only a name, and that it is only clay is
the truth"
Ch. 6-1-4, p. 505.

Here Uddalaka is represented to have told his boy
that all effects of clay such as a pot or a pitcher, are
only clay, their cause, and in themselves are nothing
but mere names. Similar examples are cited with
reference to gold and steel in this Upanishad, and
everywhere the reality of the cause is affirmed, and
this apparent division of cause and effect, is further
extended to Brahman which is taken to be the cause
and its effects the primordial elements, as follows:
(~) ~~

ill f4i

~ ~s~ ~ ~~

~~s~•........ 11

ill f4i

m.~-~-~,tfT.~oQ...

"That ('Sat' or Brahman) thought 'I would be plenteous, I
would be born'. It created Tejas (Fire). That Tejas thought 'I would
be plenteous, I would be born'. It created Water." Ch. 6-2-3, p. 509.

And this is how this Upanishad extends, to some
other empirical effects, the nature of being illusory
1. See English Introduction to 'Mandukya-Rahasya-Vivrti'
pp. 20, 21.
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appearances and concludes that all of them are
dependent on Brahman alone for their being :(~) 4<::IRflIf4 ~ ~ ~G1~f\1srq ~ ~ ~
d<::?lf4lql4JI<::IRf4I<::IRf4f6i ~ ~ ~ 3ftfUT f'\qlofit=4~

m.

~ II
G.-'lf-~, ttl. ~ Q, ~
"Wha t (appears to be) the red colour of the sun, that is the
colour of Tejas (Fire), that which is white, is the colour of Water,
that which is black, is (the colour) of Food (Earth). The nature of
being the sun is gone, that it is only the three colours is the truth."
Ch. 6-4-2, p. 515.

Similarly, everything that is the effect of the
primary elements, is but the elements only, the effect
being merely a name in itself, and in its essence the
three elements only. And the Upanishad concludes:
('If) ~ ~ ~ @·'1141'@IiH~I~:

M

~~1'@IiPil~0 ~ ~ ~ ~~&jPil~0 ~: ~:

m.

~

wn:

~:~:~: II
G.-~-'lf, ttl. ~~'lf.
"In this same manner, my dear boy, from Food, an effect,
look for Water as the cause, from Water as the effect, look for Fire
as the cause, from Fire as the effect, look for Being as the cause.
All these created beings, my dear boy, have their cause in Being,
they stay in Being and merge into Being."
Ch. 6-8-4, p. 524.

62. We should note one important difference
between the empirical illustrations of clay-pots etc., and
the effects issuing out of Sat or Brahman. The empirical
cause, no less than its effect, is in some time or some
place, and that notion of causal relation demands that
the cause should be invariably before the effect in time.
So long as the effect lasts, however, it should be
necessarily intimately connected with its cause.
This relation is called Samav iiya by the
Vaiseshikas. Relying upon the common-sense view
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that no effect is existent before its birth, they hold to
the absurd doctrine that a diatom newly born, becomes
related to its cause and also to the genus called satta or
being. A previously non-existent thing comes into
existence and is called the effect of clay, because it now
becomes related to clay as well as satta (being). The
Samkhya, on the other hand, holds that the pot is
identical with clay; for it is clay alone that transforms
itself into a pot. The weakness of both these views, has
been already exposed.
The Upanishads have therefore given the
examples of empirica1 cause and effect and shown how
the so-called effect always exists only as the cause, and
has no independent being of its own. It is only the cause
that is spoken of as the effect on account of its practical
uses. It is this point of comparison that is applied to the
relation of Being or Brahman and the Universe when
by Adhyar6pa (deliberate superimposition), Brahman
is called the cause and the world its effect without any
implication of time relation, or of Brahman causing the
universe like an active potter o~' carpenter, who makes
some earthenware or an article of furniture. The
Vedantic idea of becoming or causality, therefore, is
only with reference to an appearance and its substrate'
~ ~ 'i)14'i)HOI4~1~ ~

err

~'

(Vedantins never admit any difference of the cause and
its effect or relation of the effect dependent on its
causes as Vaiseshikas do; nor do they admit that there
is non-difference between the two, as the Samkhyas
do).
63. We may now return to Gau<Japada to see how
he formulates and explains the Vedantic view of
causality :-
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(~) Jtl~i)&RI~fcl~: ~ ""4IRdl;oq\I.fT I
~:ms~~~:~11
"As for creation variously described (in the Srutis) by
illustrations such as of clay, metal (gold), and sparks etc., it is only
a device for introducing (the seeker's mind to the unity of Atman).
There is no difference (of creator and the created), howsoever the
matter may be viewed."
GK. 3-15.

(~ ~s~ <.{fsf1t ~ ~ ~: I
~~~~~II
"Whether something be really created or only apparently,
the Sruti equally applies to both the cases. That which is
conclusively arrived at as the import of the Sruti and also
supported by reason, would be the only truth and not any other."
GK. 3-23.

(~) mfr~~~~;r~~: I
~~~~{Wf~~11
"Of that (or from that ) which is existent, birth Mayic
(apparent) alone would be reasonable but not real. According to
one who supposes that something is really born, only the born
would be born."
GK.3-27.
[That which really is, cannot really change into something
else; for if it does change, it must go on changing and so we cannot
say that it is really existent, since its real nature can never be
determined. Therefore that which is really existent can only
appear to change. Therefore the Samkhya view that the Pradhana
or the original cause is r eally cha ngeful, is against reason.]

64. TheAsatkaryavaia, the doctrine that what was
not existent before, newly comes to be, or that empirical
things are illusory appearances without any substrate,
is both un-Vedic and unreasonable. For the Sruti says:
(~) ~ at,!<'fl~<{Ii!t 3mfl'4:CfI~ollr&J)4 ~: ~ I

~~~~~I~:'flIillI~~R111

m. G.-~-~, ~, liT. ~oG., ~o~.
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"Here some say 'This universe was non-being alone in the
beginning, one without a second; and from that non-being, being
was born.' How could this be, my dear boy? he said How could
being be born of non being?"
Ch. 6-2-1, 2, pp. 506, 508.
[He who holds that everything is newly born and does not
exist before its birth, actually holds that something can come out
of nothing. This is absurd.]

Gaugapada is only re-echoing this Sruti, when
he says:(~) m«fr~~~~~ I
~;r~~onttr~ II
"To the non-existent (or from the non-existent), there can be
no birth either real or mayic. A barren woman's son is never born
either really or mayically (apparently)."
GK. 3-28.
[ So, the Vaiseshikas' or the Nihilists' view is against all
reason.]

Sailkara thinks that even the Paril)iimaviida of
the SariIkhya pushed to its logical extreme, reduces
itself to this Asatkaryavada (doctrine of the nonexistence of the effect before it is born) :
(~)

'Hlfilf4lfi1~:~: msfit ~4Yf<lRlfcI'1I~IIi-l

'fI(OIl~~<m~ ~ I ~oqRh~:(htl6l11l'fl(Jjsfit ~

fcRt+lIQj<41~4iI'1fC1lF6iiQ 4i I'1("CjPl+>Aul ~ SUi 10 I fclilq: I ~
'fIHOI!M6I ml'1~TlIIR - ~ ~ II

iff. ~.

~ (,-'ti~1 1fT. ~~~.

"As for the Paril)iima doctrine of the Samkhya, even that is
not different from the doctrine of the Vaiseshika inasmuch as it
postulates the birth of properties which were non-existent before
their birth and after their destruction. Even ifit be explained that
it is only manifestation and disappearance (that is meant by birth
and destruction), their doctrine is, as before, opposed to (all)
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PramalJas as will be found when it is enquired whether the
manifestation and disappearance, are previously existent or nonexistent. This would also serve as the refutation of the doctrine
that birth etc. is only another form of the cause alone."
GBh. 18-48, p. 278.

Sankara wholly concurs with Gaudapada when he
pronounces his final dictum in the matter:(~) qIR~QOjI~ ~ ~ ~ \3~Rt~~I~IIRQiM&'Iif.iiflqr

~~~~~~~:'Mt. ~-~~~il%
{idk44fltl<4~ ~:qRI~d)tllfM~ II 7ft. m. ~t;-i1t;, lIT. ~~t;.
"As the only alternative left, it has to be concluded that Pure
Being alone is the one real entity imagined by Avidya as variously
endowed with origin and other properties like an actor (on the
stage). This opinion ofthe Lord has been stated in the SiDka (2-16)
"There is no becoming of the non-existent', because the concept of
being is constant and the rest are variable." GBh. 18-48, p. 278.

65. The doctrine of the relation of cause and effect
will not be complete lIDless texts that teach apparent
creation, are also taken into consideration, since there
cannot be any real becoming of the ReaL The change or
effect so-called can only be ~ (a play of words), it
must be understood to be only a seeming change or
causality. ~ ~ "f ~ ~.) (The Real became
both the real and the unreal), ~ fcFIJijifJd'~. ~-~)
(That seemingly non-existent Reality transformed
itself into something else) - all such creation and
transformation attributed to Srutis, are only by
Adhyaropa. They only purport to affirm that all
phenomena are really Brahman, the only Reality, the
phenomenal world being born illusorily (~ ~,
GK. 3-24) that is, projected by Avidya.
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66. It is evident that Brahman or the Real Atman
being the only Reality according to Vedanta , the threefold division of 'God, creatures (Jivas) and the world '
recognized in the theological systems of religions , could
find no place in this Advaitic system. Nevertheless we
do find mention of{lItR (Ruler), ~ (the soul supporting
the senses and life) and (the universe) in the
Upanishads. How are we to account for this? The
answer is very simple :
(~) ~~~Ir*.ljIR'i : \{"fi~"fiI~liflRI;ftRI(1Q~lmit, ~
Cfll{oL~RI~lfotiN' ~ ~ ;r ; ~ Fclij l~<ti'illlf"qtft"'C4 ICf,<~

~ I .••••••• ~~ ~otl~~I"fiPl~ ~ 11+otI~rotl
l4lstPi4:q;ft~ ~ ~~ lWIT, ~:,~: - ~

"{ ~,~: ~{lItR:, .... ~
~ ~~, ~ ~cCf\{Cf\(9)ql\::"~' ~:q
~

~

~~~ISHjqfl4lfih'l'ilst~qti(1-

CflI4"fi(OHi\'l'll1lilN;it \iflotRC4I"l f4~I'ikst'i: !«@ Qqot~l(fQjGl~ II
~ m-. ~-~-~'c', liT. ~ 0 o.
"(Objection :-) Unity being absolute for one who holds the
doctrine of changeless Brahmatman, there is no place for the
distinction of the Ruler and the ruled, and consequently (this
postulate) would run counter to (his) proposition that Isvar a (the
Ruler) is the cause (ofthe universe).

[This objection is raised on the basis of the presupposition
that the Absolute or Brahman cannot be ISvara (ruler) also at the
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same time. In the Bhashya on 1~1-2, however, ISvara has been
equated with Brahman to be enquired into, which is apparently
self-contradictory.J
(Reply :-) No. For omniscience (or Rulership) is (only)
relative to the differentiation of the seed of name and form which
are the product of avidya. (To explain :) ............. Name and form
conjured up by avidya as though identical with the omniscient
Lord, (but) undefinable either as identical with or other than
(Him), name and form, which constitute the seed of the entire
expanse of the world of samsara, are spoken ofin the Sruti and the
Smrt;i as the 'M.irya', 'Sakti' and 'Prakrti' of the omniscient Lord.
ISvara (the RUler) is other than these .... In this way, ISvara is he
who is in conformity with the conditioning associates of name and
form made up by avidya in the same way as ether conforms to the
conditioning associates such as a pot or a Kamandalu. And he
rules, from the empirical stand-point, over the conscious selves
(Vijnafiatmans) called Jivas, who conform to the aggregates of
body and senses made up of name and form projected by avidya,
and correspond to the pot-ethers (of the illustration).
SBh. 2-1-14, p. 200.
[The reader will note that avidyakalpita (conjured up by
avidya), avidyatmaka (product of avidya), avidyakrta (made up by
avidya, or made up of avidya), avidyapratyupasthapita (projected
by or presented by avidya), are all synonymous terms in this
passage: ISvara, ruler or God is illustrated by akasa (ether)
conditioned by name and form, while Jivas (individual souls
conditioned by bodies etc.) are likened to apparent portions of
ether conditioned by jars etc. the effects of ether. The relation of
the Ruler and the ruled is only apparent like that of the ether in
general and the apparent portions of ether conditioned by pots
etc.]

(ot) ~ 31f€t~irSiiNINqf{"'~41~~ ~~~ ~

'fI441RtiRii

:q, ;r ~ ~ ~ ~irSioft~l';fI~l

d04'f14~lfCll~chW ~ II

~ m. ot-~-~'I1, lIT. oto~.

"So then, ISwara's rulership, omniscience, and omnipotence,
are only relative to the limitation caused by avidyaic associates
but no such convention as that of the distinction of the ruler and
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the ruled, or omniscience, is possible in the Atman whose real
nature is such that all conditioning associates are abolished
(there) by Vidya"
SBh.2-1-14, p .201.

67. The Jjvas then, are the effects of Brahman
only figuratively, inasmuch as they are really one with
Brahman for ever, in the same way as pot-spaces are
one with space in general. Their limiting conditions
such as the body and the senses. are only apparently
so, for they are only products of avidya. Sailkara has
closely followed in the foot-steps of GauQapada in thus
describing the individual selves and the conditioning
associates :
(~)

amm ~1<fi1~IOjIifl~Q(!I<fiI:ftI{"'IR('f: I
~ fi~l~h1\('f14dN~~\~4!.1I

"Atman is born as Jlvas, like pot-ether from (ether in
general); and he is born as the aggregates (of bodies and senses)
like pots & c."
GK 3-3.

(:t)

Wmrr: ~ ~ atkSiSiI4If~fI~dl:

II

~~qr~~11
"The aggregates (of bodies and senses) are projected by
Atman's Maya as in a dream. There is no reason supporting the
superiority (of one aggregate over the others), or the equality of all
(aggregates)."
GK 3-10.
[Gau<,!apada uses the word 'maya' as synonymous with
avidya. He does not strictly ad,here to the distinction of the two as
defmed by Saflkara.]

68. Jivas as such have two aspects. Their real
nature is always identical with that of Atman, but the
aggregates of body & c. by which they are apparently
conditioned are miiyic, and hence, in respect of their
conditioning associates, they are anirvacanlJa, i.e.,
they cannot be defined to be one with or different from
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Brahman. Thus Sankara describes the Jlva in two ways:
(~) ~ ~ ~31~q(~I("~ iflFiI~q~ ~ ~:, ~T ~

~ '~s<t q~ ~/, (q(~I("~14 ~ f~·~i

~~6jIi1IJ1~Cfi:

~ ~ ~:

~ ~~ ~ II

I

tfciT

-

~

~ +IT. ~-~-';(';(, q-f. ~~~.

"While there is this correct knowledge of the identity of
Kshetrajfia (individual self), and the Supreme Atman, there is
only a difference of names (when we use the words), 'Kshetrajiia'
and 'Paramatma' and therefore to say 'This Kshetrajna is different
from the Supreme Self or 'This Supreme Self is different from the
Kshetrajna' and to insist on the difference ofthe two atmas in this
way, is purposeless; for one and the same Atman is spoken of
diversely by different names."
SBh. 1-4-22, p. 174.

Here 'Kshetrajna' is the name of the Witnessing
Consciousness which objectifies the entire aggregate of
the body and the senses, and 'Paramatma' is the name
of Atman as he is in himself. There is absolutely no
difference at all between the two. Sri Krishna therefore
tells Arjuna :
~~mAAW{~~1

~~31~~1~1~ ~ ~ l«f lIlf 1\
"Know the Kshetrajiia in all Kshetras (bodies) to be myself,
scion of Bharata! The discriminatory knowledge of the Kshetra
and Kshetrajfia, is the one right knowledge, according to me."
G.13-2.
(';() :m+l'Tff~~vftor: q(f4k~'1IIi1M~CfiIROI~~:; Of

~ ~ ~ ;ffitt OIff6i~(JO( I \3lO~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Ii1M~CfiI"'*1< ~, ~ ~ ~ Cfi4'hMfI~~ GfiOlI"'*1(f4
~: I qOl~C4o~RlCh( ~ ~: I arr+mw-l illf4~I'£i(1f01l~
cro~

tifll(f4If6t~ll'£i(1~lqqRlf{Rl

~16ff<'l"lq~~nqqfft: II

~

~

~

~ +IT. ';(-~-~o, 1fT. ~o';(.
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"And this Jlva should be taken to be only an appearance of
the Supreme Atman such as the reflection of the sun; neither
directly the same nor something other than that (Atman). And
therefore, just as when anyone of the reflections is shaking, no
other reflection moves, so also it is in the fitness of things that
when one Jiva is in contact with the fruit of his karma, no other
Jlva comes in contact with it. On this ground also (as for other
reasons already adduced), there is no inter-mixing of the karmas
(of the Jlvas) and their effects. And this appearance being a
concoction of avidya, it stands to reason that the sarhsara having
its seat in it, is also a concoction of avidya. And hence the
feasibility of teaching the real Brahman-nature by negating this
(sarhsara)."
SBh. 2-3-50, p. 302.

69. Just as the Upanishads teach that Brahman
is the creator, sustainer and the final goal which all
phenomena finally reach and merge in, with the sole
purpose of revealing that they are really appearances
ever essentially one with it, they uniformly teach that
Brahman has entered into the created world in the
form of Jiva :
"Having cleft this parting place (of hair ), He entered
through this opening."
Ai. 1-3-12.

"Having created it, He entered that very (object of
creation)."
Tai.2-6.

(~) IT ~ ~ 3lfu: II

~. ~-'d-~.

"The self-same One has entered here."

Br. 1-4-7.

m.

('d) ~ ,";)~~k4~I~Rw:~ ~ &{1"h{"4lfQI II
~- F~.
"As this Jiva, my own self, let me enter and differentiate
name and fonn."

Ch. 6-3-2.

(<V~~~~~~~~I
~~'~{lrJH~~~~1I

q)T. ~-~
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"As the one fire has entered the world and taken a form in
comformity with each and every form, so also, the inner Atman of
all creatures, takes a form in comformity with each and every
form and is also outside of them."
Ka.5-9.

f This teaches not only the identity ofthe Supreme Selfwith
Jiva, but also that it yet retains its transcendental nature.]

(~T~~:~~~: I
T:~q~~T:~3'11fo1~IRJii I

~erraFl~:~~~
fu~fu~11
"He made fortresses (bodies) with two feet, and fortresses
with four feet. He first became a bird (the subtle body), and the
Purusha entered the fortresses. This is Purusha indeed, because
He is the indweller of the fortress, in all fortresses. There is
nothing not covered by this (Purusha), nothing not pervaded by
Him."
Br.2-5··18.
[All the bodies a s well as the embodied souls, are verily His
very self.]

70. The reader will have realized by now, how the
Vedantic ~ (not being other than it) of the cause
and the effect is different from the Sarhkhya's
ananyatva (identity of cause and effect). We have seen
in a different section how Gau<;lapada has inveighed
against the doctrine of the Sarnkhyas that the cause
and the effect are identical. Badaraya1).a in his Sutra (23-13) anticipates a similar objection against Vedantic
causation. There the objector appeals to common sense
which requires that one v,rho experiences ought to be
distinct from what is experienced. If the universe be
the effect of Brahman the cause, then either Jjva the
experiencer would be identical with what he
experiences or the experienced itself would be the
experiencer since both are not other than Brahman the
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first cause
(Ofq ~ ~: ~~ ~ ~lf
~1 mnf err ~ I wiT~~
q{SlF.fl({OIl~~Ons~ ~ II SBhJ This objection is
met by citing the example of the sea, where tlv~
distinction of the effect, billows, waves, or bubbles HS
well as non-mixing of them with one c~nother, is
maintained even while each of them is not other than
their essence, the sea as water. Thus the distinction of
the experiencers and the experienced, may weB be kept
up, and yet they will not be other than the Highest
Brahman, the first cause.
71. This reply would be all right if we recognized
the empirical distinction of experiencer and the
experienced. The Vedantin does recognize this sort of
causal relation between Atman and the universe from
the empirical standpoint. BadarayaI)a has an aphorism
(1-4-23) which says in so many words that Brahman is
the material cause (as well as the efficient cause) of the
universe (~*l !'Ira~I'20el<"f1l:!q()"ffif..) in comformity with
the Sruti which says that everything else becomes
known when Brahman is known, and cites the example
of clay and other material causes which are
transformed into several effects. And there is another
Sutra (~: ~ ~ -'d-~G.) which expressly refers to
Srutis teaching Brahman's transformation into the
universe. But all this represents only one aspect and
does not present a complete picture of the genuine
Vedantic tradition followed by Sankara and his
predecessors. That no revolution has been usher ed in
by Sankara or Gau<;l.apada in this respect, is more than
obvious in Badarayal)a's Sutra (~<=e:j~4'l1'l3-~ll!~I,,~(f~<:j'~ ~
~-~'d). The Sutra declares in consonance with the Sruti
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that the effect is only a play of words. Sankara writes in
substance: IIBut this distinction of cause and effect, is
not really real; for as the Sruti says the so-called effect
being merely a name, is factually nought in itself,
unreal{Of~~~;m{~;~~
and there are a good number of texts purporting to teach
the unity of Atman {aik~"fI~R\q(i«1q{ ;:rt4"1GtldBj, and if we
do not accept them, the knowledge of all by knowing
one, would not be possible (Of~, q"flfol~I~"1 ~
~).
~ 1:NT ~c"fl("fII'aI"flI~IHi

'i.'1fW":hl~"fIIi{l"1(~('R~s~

1i&1"fI1~1I"1rJ4f61~ 1:NT ~

e~<1~t<>I~'H·<:lII~

~-

jq("'~f61I~ ~ ~ SC~"4ffi~4;OIl'W-r ~
~ II

~

m. ":(-~-~'li1 "Q"T.

~~~.

"Therefore just as a pot-ether, a Kamandalu ether and the
like, are not other than ether in general, and just as the water of a
mirage and the like, is not other than a barren soil and the like,
since they are of the nature of vanishing soon after they are seen,
and in themselves undefinable in nature, so also it should be
concluded that this world of experiencers and the experienced
etc., has no existence apart from Brahman." SBh. 2-1-14, p. 197.

Here, 'pot-ether etc.' of the illustration correspond
to the Jivas, and water of a mirage etc. corresponds to
the names and forms c-onstituting the insentient part
of universe. Thus, while both of these are essentially
one with Brahman, the JIvas are actually identical
with Brahman whereas the insentient phenomena
such as the five elements are only appearances super
imposed on Brahman.
72. In accordance with the illustration of ~
(pot-ether) in the context of the soul, we have to explain
its birth and death, its atomic size, its being limited by
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the associate intellect, its being an agent of action~
being dependent on God for its activities, its being
spoken of as a part of Brahman in Sruti and Smrti
texts, injunctions in the Veda permitting it to act in
certain ways and prohibiting it from doing other acts,
absence of intermixture of the actions of Jlvas and th,;:!
results there of all these we have to explain- to be due
to the UptKlhis (conditioning associates) peculiar to the
several individual selves. We may cite the following
verses from Gau<;lapada in support of this statement :~~ 1!4e:1Cf\1~1I~1 ~ I
~~~~f.fll
"Just as the pot-ether and the like ethers merge in the
universal ether when the pot and other (Upadhis) are destroyed,
so also the Jivas merge in the (Supreme) Atman."
GK3-4.

~w:rm~1
OflR~~:~:11
"Just as all ethers do not come into contact with dust smoke
etc., when one pot-ether comes into contact with them, so also the
Jivas (do not aU promiscuously come into contact) with pleasure
etc."
GK 3-5.

f"qCflI4f1JiRclll~ ~ (f'Sf (f3T ~ I

~~~smt~~: II
"The form, function and the name differ indeed in each
individual case, but yet there is no difference in the cosmic ether.
So also we have to decide in the case of the (various) Jlvas."
GK3-S.

~ ~ foiCflI{I"IJ4ofllNT I
~:

m:r

~ foiCflRI"IJ401l (NT II
"Just as pot-ether is neither a modification nor a part ofthe
cosmic ether, so also the Jiva is neither a modification nor a part
ofthe Supreme Atman."
GK 3-7.
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lNT l10ffit ~ lTlR ~~: I

m.

~6Jf£l1'lOCI"1ISikSilfQ ~~: II
CfiT. ~-~
"Just as the sky becomes soiled by different kinds of dirt in
children's eyes, so also Atman too is soiled by (ignorance,
attachment and other) defilements in the eyes of the
unenlightened:" .
GK 3-8.
'ijqr

~ ~ ~.I("qI.I"'~~"f{fq I

@tffi" ~ ;:II<ti'Ii1'1lf010~: II
"Atman is not dissimilar to cosmic ether· with regard to
birth, death, going (to other worlds) and coming back (to earth)
and in dwelling in various bodies."
GK. 3-9.

73. The distinction ofIsvara and Jiva, therefore, is
only a distinction without difference. Isvara's divinity
and .Superiority and the Jiva's dependence upon ISvara,
are relative to each other and, from the transcendental
standpoint, their identity and intrinsic nature as the
Absolute (Brahman), is never affected even while they
appear to be disparate owing to the conditioning
associates. We shall close this section giving a few e~cerpts
from the Sutra-Bhashya which make this point clear :(~) ~ ~ ~Iollfg",.. ~ ~ ~ ~
~Ptf4~6ff<:H;;qHI("SiI'1~ ~

SI(';lrf4IRi

o:t" ~, dliillJilOff4

~ I ~ ~ ~~R4ijc?Ij~~Hi'ldl( ~ ~. ~ ~ Ft
{~R~+i;fI!!R'fI'd'ld:; onfu'mlRT, Ft~~~~ ~ ~~""4ij'~f<:f~:,

~~, mu~f.h~"I'i6ff:l.f;mlkSiI4~ ~
~~~~PI?"INf(H~:q ~~ n ~ +no ~-~-~Q., llT. ~ ~~.
"So long as he does not remove ignorance responsible for
duality; !is one would remove the idea of a man (superimposed) on
a.stump oftree, and does intuit his own nature as the changelessly
eternal Atman in the form 'I am Brahman' so long does Jjva's Jlvanature persist. When, however, the Sruti causes a person to rise
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above the ide.a of one~s being the aggregate of the body, senses, the
mind and the intellect, and enlightens him in this way "You are
not the aggregate of the body, senses, the mind and the intellect,
you are not a transmigratory person, but that which is the Real,
the real Atman. That thou art", then, knowing that he is of the
essential nature ofthe changelessly eternal Seer, and rising above
the predilection for the body etc., he becomes that very Atman, the
eternally changeless seer." '
SBh. 1-3-19, p. 112.

(~) ~ ~ -.:f~, ~ tjJOflfd:~.n;He;:i ~ ~:q

-.:f~ I ~~~'(fOr (1f6lJOffflffi ~~ l-.:f ~1f6t{jI6j~

~:q~:~~s~ II

~ +rT. ~-'d-G..lff. ~~'d

"For so long as avidya is not removed, on-va's being subject to
right and wrong deeds, and his Siva-nature is not removed. When,
however, that (avidya) is gone, Prajiia (the omniscient Atman)
himself is taught to be such by the Sruti 'That thou art'. Nor is the
identity of the entity itself affected by being apparently infected
by avidya or by the latter's disappearance."
SBh. 1-4-6, p. 154.

(~) ~~ fcI~ 1'11{"4Q{£OI r{"4 -11<f~oa BH'9J<HJQ I fCj(H '.H;;:q(~i1a:&,

~~-.:f~~s~: fl4Cf~Ir(16jII{fu<+~: II
~

m.

~ -'d-~~, lff. ~~~

"For this reason also, all followers of Vedanta must accept
that the difference between the Vijiianatman (knowing Atman)
and Paramatman (Supreme Atman) is only due to conditioning
associates like the body made up of name "and form presented by
avidya and not real."
SBh. 1-4-22, p. 173.

('d)

~ 3i~{jI{"JOfi)QINqf{"'0~1~~~~ ~

fl4~IRh("5j :q -.:f ~ ~s~ 3ikJ:t;fl~I:fl~ln64-

fl4~f".4I~6jtl,( ~ II

~ m. ~-~-~'d, lTT. ~o~.
"So, the iSvara's rulership, omniscience and omnipotence is
only- relative to the limitation of the conditioning associate of
avidyaic nature, but in the Atman bereft of all conditioning
associates, there can be really no talk of ruler and the ruled, or
omniscience etc."
SBh. 2-1-14, p. 20i.
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"-l? ~"f~o:m:r~qRetlr;q('lf6lfl'q~Rf{2t;Ollffill;r

~

1~f4~=mfbl*",ql~ ~~~~

1::j1~J~Jt41

~

~ m. ';(-~-~ 0, lIT. ';(~~.
"And it is only so long as there is this connection with the
conditioning associate of the mind (buddhi), that this Jlva
continues to be a Jlva and a transmigratory soul. In reality,
however, there is no such being as a Jlva other than the form
conjured up by the connection ofthe conditioning associate, to wit,
the mind. For when the meaning of Vedanta texts is closely
examined, there is no second sentient entity to be found, other
than lsvara who is ever-free by nature and omniscient."
SBh. 2-3-30, p. 287.
R'!''''{OIl4ili. ~ II

(~

mq

111~

'<f fW41~1<13)V'fIUS~ ~: I ;r '<f

f1U1\T~ H 1a:;:q3\

M'iR\,(fJj('(h11

41~~~ kJOj('l H~<4Il-.T:,

~ ~;r ~ II
~ m. ';(-~-~o, lIT. ';(~~.
"Moreover, this connection with the conditioning associate
of buddhi, presupposes wrong knowledge (i. e. avidya) and there is
no way of removing wrong knowledge except by right knowledge.
Therefore this connection with the conditioning associate of mind,
is not destroyed till one does realize one's identity with Brahman."
SBh. 2-3-30, p. 288.
(~) ~ etlI4etl'(Oltitlldl~4etla:m;f1 vflcH41~{jIfi1lli'(lrlWr
WT: q,(fJ"lIa:kJOl.·i) ~~ ~ mfuur~~

~ ~ ~ ~: I (1~~~2t;~~ '<f
~ m~ II
~ m. ,;(-~-'d~, lIT. ';(~G..
"During the state of ignorance the Jlva who
indiscriminately sees his identity with the aggregate of the body
and the senses because of his blindness caused by the cataract of
avidya, derives his transmigratory nature of being an agent and
expC'ic!l~er (of the fruits of actions) from the Supreme Atman.
ISvara, the Witnessing Conscious Entity, who presides over all
activities, indwells and inspires all beings (to action). And it is
through the knowledge due to His grace alone that release could
be expected to accrue (to the Jlva)."
SBh. 2-3-41, p. 296.
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({;) H",Rl~14141~~~ H~"1)41fi:'~~;r
~ ~ II

~ m. ,;(- ~-'!1~, lIT. ';(~{;.
"There is nothing self-contradictory in holding that l§vara
with His unsurpassable conditioning associate, rules over the
Jlvas with inferior conditioning associates." SBh. 2-3-45, p. 298.

(~) I1flClP-"lI(q~~I'ti(1<=tlii~qPl1'ij{~R'4I~I"~

~ ~:~;r ~ ~sffit II

~ m. ,;(-~-'!1G.1 lIT. ~~~.
"Even in the case of the Jlva, the experience of misery is
only due to the delusion caused by indiscriminate identification
with the conditioning associates such as the body and the senses
made up of names and forms produced by avidya, while there is no
real misery."
SBh. 2-3-46, p. 299.
(~o) ~ ~('j-"~9I'(l"'f4 ~(qI(""JOti">l!!4~A4~, ;r ~

~ I arQ~ ~ ~(qI(""JOti">l1. 3lOj~IJ04JOtlo:i ~

~1I{l"'kJOti">lf4 ~ ~, "'iJl6Il~4 ~ 1R4i%J1'1I1.11
~ m. ,;(-~-~'d, lIT. ~~~.
"This Brahmic nature of the embodied self which is being
taught here, is what already is a fact and not something to be
achieved through a fresh effort. And therefore, this Brahmic nature
taught by the Sastra having been ascertained, becomes the sublater
of the innate idea of one's identity with the body, like the ideas of
rope etc., sublating the ideas of snake etc."
SBh. 2-1-14, p. 197.

[This is an illustration revealing that our identification with
the body is only a delusive notion.J

(~~) tfi: S;'1~~~Gl ..q: Y ~ ~s~?t~f4kJOtR ~
~f44IrqRt: I rn '<f til lRornlfOl'1l1. ~~ ~', ~~~JOtI4I""O~lfN,

'~s~:', t~ ~s~:' - ~rtt6lJOtIQl"t1 I ;r ~:
flJ044i:{~Y'1Ii:{~R1C1I"'''tJOtffill ~ 1RJ04~i:{~l'1I1.w@nmRt: ~ II
~

m. ,;(-~-'!1{;, "lfr.

~

0 ~.

"(Question :-) But which is this ~ (body connection)?
(Reply :-) It is the rise of the perverse idea regarding the
Selfthat this aggregate of body etc. is one's own self. It is found in
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ali creatures in such forms as 'I go', 'I come back' ; 'I am blin d'. 'I
am not blind' ; 'I am ignorant', 'I a m not ignorant'. There is nothing
that can eradicate this (perverse idea) other than right
discemment. Before the dawn of right discernment, however, this
delusion is seen to continue in all creatures." SBh. 2-3-48, 301.

(~~) ~~: q(¥i'("¥ii~llfciI"~ fi1(ftl0~I~~~?
~

!! ~~41d(Hftl0~

f6tfjiR?~H:4Oj et&~~CfI(Wi~lf{RI , ~ ,

ij?"l~~d1. I msfit ~ ~ ~~ ~;
~~R~~<1I~~foIq~~a:'1IR~IJIli( ~ I ~ ~ ~
:Sl"fil~(~~q?H4'Uj{fii(.,o~

a:~~3NI'~(~

~ ~:1

~ qy

~~I~

~~~~:"
"(Objection :-) But why is it that the Jiva being a part of the
Supreme Atman, has his knowledge and predominent power
intercepted? It is reasonable that his knowledge and power should be
unintercepted like the burning and illuminating (capacity) of a spark.
(Reply :-) This is certainly true. But even that interception
of Jiva's knowledge and power, is due to his body-connection; that
is, connection with the body, senses, mind, intellect, perception of
. object etc. There are (suitable) similes also here. Just a s the
burning and illuminating powers of fire which does possess these
powers inherent (in it), are intercepted in the fire (latent) in a
faggot, or in fire covered up with ashes, so also the interception of
JIva's knowledge and power, is due only to the delusion caused by
the non-discriminatory notion owing to the connection with the
conditioning associates like the body made up of name and form
presented by avidya."
SBh. 3-2-6, p.347.

(~~)

arlit

:q lletT d+=4¥i«l~c;j\ii(ffl4~'1 ~ ~:

~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~a:C4"1~I{~ (iJ4~'~~ ~"
~ ~. ~-~-~~1 llT. ~oQ,..
"Moreover, when the idea of non-difference, has been
awakened by texts like 'That thou art' pointing to non-difference,
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the Jiva's transmigratory nature and Brahman's creatorship both
vanish for good; for all convention of duality spread out by wrong
knowledge will have been sublated (then)." SBh. 2-1-22, p. 209.
[Brahman's creators hip is only relative; but Jiva's
transmigratory nature is unreal being superimposed by avidya.J

"In Him (the universal Prana), what is myselfthat is He (in
the Sun); what He is, that I am myself."
Ai. Ara1).yaka 2-2-4.

"Thyself am I, 0 revered Divinity. I myself art thou."
Jabrua (?)
The~bove cited texts are for meditation. Here the
objection may crop up that by equating Iswara with
Jlva's Atman, transmigratory nature would have to be
imputed to God, and that is not desirable. Sankara
rebuts the charge thus:

(~) ~~: ; ~A'1l("i4~6(1~~ Sl<h,'{Ollj~Of£ISiHfOIl~ II
~ m. ~ - ~-~~, 'til. 'd ~~.
"This is no defect (in the system), for it is unity of Atman
alone that is being meditated in this manner." SEh. 3-3-37, p. 411.

(';() Of ~ ({<tlfOl~iflCflI;( ~!

mit:

;

Ni mt

oqRh~R01ti ~

~ 6(:"H34ISiloql~ ~ - ~~dl""5qqla:qISi: I ~

~~ II

~ m. ~-~-~~, 'til. 'd~~
"We are not going to ward off confirmation of unity, but only
insist that a reciprocity of identity should be meditated upon. As
an inevitable consequence, unity also will have been confirmed."
SBh. 3-3-37, p. 411.

Here perfect unity of Isvara and Jlva, has been
allowed from the transcendental standpoint even for a
meditator. We shall return to this subject when we
take up the Vedantic teaching on meditation.
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10. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
(The Universal and the Particular)
74. We have seen that the distinction of lsvara
and Jivas, is only relative and that ISvara is really
Brahman the Absolute devoid of all distinctions. The
description of Brahman as that which is the cause of
the birth, sustentation and dissolution of the universe
(\i1"'1iI'4f4 'tffi: VS. 1-1-2) is only a device- the device of
deliberately superimposing the causal nature on
Brahman or Atman in order to transcend all idea of
causality.
(~) ~ ilI~l~li~q(li~"'(1(li"4I~*"4lil("lil ~ ~~II

GJ:. ~ -~-~~.

"Now this Brahman is without a before, or an after, without
an interior or an exterior. This Atman is Brahman, He is the direct
experiencer of everything. This is the (whole) teaching."
Br.2-5-19.

(~) ~ ~ l4 i<::;:q" I~lftii1 I ~i1lil l
~ ~ ~ ~hli4W~R1 tOO: II
<fiT. ~-~'!1.
"That which you see, that which is beyond the right, and
beyond the wrong (deed), beyond this cause and effect (-relation)
and beyond the past and the future - please tell me That."
Ka.2-14.

From that stand-point of the Absolute, therefore,
there can be no creative cause efficient or material;
there can be no universe created as an effect; no action,
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instruments of action, or the fruits of action; no time,
space, or causality; and hence, nothing predicable as
substance or quality, nothing changeful or changeless,
no act or its consequence, and no relation of the
universal and particular.
75. From the standpoint of adhyar6pa, however,
there is scope for all these in the universe created. Here
is Sailkara's description of the universe which is caused
by Brahman :

~wrnT~~~~
{~ICf\Ii:'5Plrll'ijGh~I'h~I~? Ji'1~I'4~r?4{"",'1I~qf4 ~

lffl:~~:~~,~'~~:11
~

m.

~ - ~-~, "QT. ~.

"That omniscient and omnipotent cause, from which the
origin, sustentation and dissolution of this universe which is
differentiated hy name and form, which contains many agents of
action and experiencers (of the fruits thereof), and which is the
abode of actions and their fruits regulated hy particular place,
time and cause and is such that its structure is beyond all
conception; the clause 'that is Brahman' has to be supplied to
make the sentence complete."
SBh. 1~1-2, p. 7.

76. The Upanishad therefore takes hold of an
empirical example to illustrate how the universal is
indispensable for the particulars to enjoy their being,
and hence concludes that the universal is their real
being. And thus deliberately superimposing
universality upon Atman, the Sruti applies this
illustration to decide that all not-Self depends upon
Atman for its being, and is therefore identical with it.
t!" ~ ~~"'4JiI'1f4 Of ijIW~~I~lo-~Ig;~I'!. ~ ~

~~cn~~: II

~. ~-'t{-~.
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"Just as while a drum is being beaten, one cannot grasp the
particular sounds apart.from it, but on their being grasped as the
sounds 6f the drum, or as the outcome of beating the drum, the
sound is grasped."
Br. 2-4-7.

Other sources of sound are given as illustrations
to show that particular sounds in themselves cannot be
grasped except by referring them to their source.
77. The BrhadaraDyaka-Bhashya indicates the
general line of reasoning suggested by these
illustrations thus :3I~Cfi~f!I~lqli{I'1~~

til4fI~4Sf>l(<34lq'1l~

~

~

~~~('\'1I~d'1~ql: tiliil~fCI~l1l: I ~ ql'(JOq4~lftll ~
4f~ltil4fl~

~:

~

<Pi ~ Sli{~if4\'F4 ~

I

~~I,·eftoll~I;a:Wiil~fCI~11101i ~ ~ ~:, ~ ~

~ til4fl~foI41ql04Rft"-fll~ ~ ~1¥liiOl~I;~/lll

i[. fIT. ~-'lf-~, lIT. \,S~ ~.
"The citation here of many examples, is to draw the
listener's attention to the fact that there are many genera. For
there are numerous sub-genera sentient and insentient.
Therefore the intention is to show how in succession all of them
are included in the highest genus of Pure Consciousness just as
the sub-varieties ofthe sounds of the drum, conch and the vIJ)a are
comprehended in sound in general. Thus during the state of
sustentation, since the sub-genera are not apart (from Brahman),
it is possible to conclude that Brahman alone is real."
Br. Bh. 2-4-9, p. 762.

78. The force of the argument adduced above, lies
in the fact that no phenomenon in the empirical sphere
can claim any being of its own unless it is recognized as
a species of a genus common to all particular
phenomena of its nature. Now all these genera are in
themselves dependent on Pure Consciousness, which is
Atman. That all phenomena, interior (psychic), or
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exterior (physical), enjoy their existence through the
grace of Consciousness - not the empirical, but the pure
Witnessing Consciousness - whose non-existence is
inconceivable - is no mere speculation, but is based on
the firm ground of intuition. (SI~I'104Rf<4;ol · fOI!Nfl.,f{dt!14
~ C4~foI?t111 ~ II Br.Bh. 762). We thus see that the
Upanishads make use of the device ofAdhyar6papaviida
by taking illustrations of some genera and species from
common life and superimposing the charact~r of a genus
on Atman to lead the enquirer to realize that Atman is
the only Reality.
79. This device of superimposing the nature of a
genus has been combined with the superimposition of
the nature of a cause on Brahman in the following
verses of the BhagavadgIta :~
;nmft ~ moiT~ ~~: I
~ mS~ff".4'1~lf{1('6fa:rnfif:

II

~. ~~iR~~1
~~'~1404(H4H4 . "l~~ II
~ ~ ~f.iflH""\fflf:

m1ftuT: ,

arorrfu.TI~ ~~~ +rI"«f .'
''There is no being of the non-existent, (and) there is no nonbeing of the (really) existent. The truth concerning both of these,
has been realized by those who are used to see Reality (as it is)."
G. 2-16
[ That which is, can never cease to be; if any thing appears
to be and ceases to be after some time, then it is evident that really
it was not. Similarly that which really is not, can never come to be.
lf anything which was not, suddenly comes to be, then we may be
sure that it's coming to exist is a hoax. Therefore to be is to be real]
"Know that alone to be imperishable, by which all this
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(universe) is pervaded. Nobody can effect the disappearance of
this undecayable One."
G.2-17.
[That which really is can never disappear. This real Being is
the all-pervading Brahman or Atman]
"These bodies belonging to Him who is eternal and owns
bodies, have an end. These bodies are of Him who is indestructible,
and not a knowable object. Therefore fight, 0 scion ofBharata."
G.2-18.
[ These verses are not dealing with the destruction of the
impermanent and the permanent. They propose to distinguish the
real Being from the apparently existent things.]

Commenting on the first of these three sl6kas,
Sailkara says :(~) ~ ~ ~~ P1~L4&lIoi ~RI«oI11q~",~
(M

wif

~: CfiI(OI<4R1l:ihollj)<l~tI>~ I ~ ~

~: ~ ~: I 'ia:IR"hl{ol~ ~ {H:''fIHOI04R1l:ihoIl1q~cq~ II
1ft. m. ~-~~, lIT. ~~.
"Just as the objective form of a pot being closely examined
by perception, is not seen apart from clay and is therefore unreal,
so also every effect not being seen to be apart from its cause, is
unreal. Not being perceived before its birth and after its
destruction, the effect such as a pot is unreal, and clay etc. its
cause, is in its turn not seen apart from its own cause and
therefore it is also unreal."
GBh. 2-16, p. 14.
[This is obviously the re-echo of the Chandogya Sruti which
employs the method of superimposition of causality on Pure Being.]

(~) ~ ~: -

~ ~ Of ;

whJ lI~l~lq~&q:,

~1100~~~:-~1~~~~~~~
~-~~~~whJ~~~
~l 41il«:4~O({~tR::'
~qc:'
~~t~m
I
"'
,
"'
,
"' ~~I lit~"I
1. ~ I Of ~~ is clearly a clerical mistake for
the reading given above.
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~ ~ I ~ ~ ~: I ~

€jel~~fclEj4IS~ ~ ~!! fI~~foIq4')S~ II

1ft. m. ~-~~, 'QT. ~G', ~c.....
"(Objection :-) If that (cause also) is non-existent it would
follow that there is nothing existing!
(Reply :-) No. For there are two ideas experienced with
regard to everything, to wit, the idea ofthe existent and the idea of
the non-existent. (To explain :-) Now the distinction of (the really
existent) and the non-existent depends upon our idea (regarding
them), for that is (really) existent (sat) the idea about which is
never faithless, and that is non-existent (asat) the idea about
which is faithless. Now, the distinction of the really existent and
the non-existent thus being ascertained to depend on the idea
(corresponding to the object), two ideas (viz. the idea of being and
the idea of the thing) are experienced by all with regard to every
phenomenon in collocation, like (the ideas of) blue and lotus, as for
instance (the ideas with regard to) an existent pot, an existent
(piece of) cloth, an existent elephant, and so on in each case. Of
these two ideas, the idea of pot etc. fails, as already! shown, but
not the idea of being. Therefore the object corresponding to the
idea of pot is 'asat' (not really) existent, for (its idea) is changeful;
not so the object corresponding to the idea of being, for (its idea)
never changes."
GBh. 2-16, pp. 14, 15.
[Here 'being' is regarded by adhyaropa as the universal
common to all the phenomena.]

1. While discussing the idea of all effect.
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11. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
(The J iva and the Real Atman)
80. The Jiva in the state of sustentation of the
world, identifies himself with his various conditioning
associates. The Adhyfiropapavroa method is applied
here in the Sruti by superimposing the Atman nature
on each of these seemingly circumscribing associates
successively in order to rescind the Atmanhood
imputed to the other. This is what is known as the
Discrimination of the Five Sheaths. GauQapada refers
to this method thus in one of his Kfirikas:

wwn ~ 1t <im"r e;qH.<4lnl~R1Dtl411
~ m"Gfiar: ~ ~ {i>l"flI~ln: II
"The Supreme Jlva (Real Atman) is the Self of the sheaths
such as the essence (offood), which have been stated at length in
the Taittiriyaka. (He is the One) illustrated by us in the simile of

Akasa."

GK. 3-11.

81. Subsequent to the ac-count of creation of Akasa
and the other four elements the Taittiriya Upanishad
describes the evolution of man with his physiological
associate, the body, thus:
~ ~: I ~tits~ I ~: I tf err ~
~s~: I ~
~I~~~II

ftR:

I ~~: q~: I ~: q~: I

~.':(-~

"From Earth (were born) herbs; from herbs food; (and) from
food Purusha (man). Now he, this man, is made up ofthe essence
offood. Of him this, as is well-knoVl-Tl, is the head; this is the right
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wing; this is the left wing; this is the self (the mid-portion); (and)
this, the tail, the prop."
Tai.2-1.

Here man is called Purusha because he possesses
head and other parts of which his body is made up. It
must be noted that while the ignorant take this body
alone to be their self, yet this organism together with
Brahman or Atman, is called ~31?\li~ irli ,r (Atman made
up of food) by the Sruti to indicate that it is the very
same Brahman which appears to have been evolved
into what
is known as man. And while there are
numberless creatures who are likewise evolved, man
alone is particularly mentioned here because, as
Sankara remarks, man alone is specially qualified to
perform karma as laid down in the Sastra and also to
realize his real nature by acquiring knowledge. He
alone possesses the capacity required by the Sastra; he
alone is an aspirant for the fruit of karma or
knowledge. In his species alone are to be found persons
who are qualified to perform Vedic karmas or enter
into detailed and direct investigation of the meaning of
Vedantic texts teaching the nature of Brahmatman.
Man's body is metaphorically spoken of here as though
it were the body of a bird. Hence the words Paksha
(wing) andpuccha (tail.)
82. Evolution of man is here purposely described
to lead the enquirer by the method of Adhyaropapavada
to his real nature of Brahmatman as contrasted with
Siifiriitman. The next Sruti text here therefore
superimposes Atman-nature on a more comprehensive
conditioned self called the Prii(D,mayiitman :~Qdfq'<i:?\{fili~'iLl ~s~~J1lU'TlFf: I~~: I '{f

~~~~ I (Wl~1 ~~: I ~mur~
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fiR: I ~~: 1W: I am;r~: 1W: I ~ m<=m I ~~

~. ~-~

!Ifim II

"Other than this (atman) made up of the essence of food,
who was described before, there is another inner Atman made up
of Pral)a (Vayu). By that (Atman), this (one) is pervaded. Now this
one is also of the form of Purusha (human body). This
(PraDamayatman) is of the form of Purusha (human body), after
the bodily shape of that (annamayatman). Of that
(Pra~amayatman) Pra~a is the head; Vyana is the right wing,
Apana is the left wing; Akasha (i.e. Samana) is the self, the
midmost function; (the goddess presiding over) earth is the tail
prop." Tai.2-2.

83. PraJ).amayatman and the other atmans
hereinafter mentioned, are all subtle, that is to say,
supersensuous, and therefore can have no particular
shape of their own. Hence the Sruti says that their
shape is in conformity with the shape of the body, and
Sankara illustrates this by comparing them to an
image made up of smelt copper cast into a crucible.
Each of the preceding sheaths herein enumerated, is
filled with the succeeding one just as bellows are filled
with air.
We shall now proceed to the description of the
next sheath, on which again the Sruti superimposes
atman-nature to negate the self-hood of the
Pr8IJamay iitman :-

~'{[<ifm-fum<=mI~:~I~~~1
apfrso=tR m<=m~: I
~: I tr <ill ~ ~ '{[<if I ~

rn

~1~~:I~$fiR:I~:1W:1
ID1ffiR: 1W: I ~ m<=m I ~: ~!Ifim II
~. ~-~
"Of that former (annamaytitman), this indeed is the
embodied-self. Other than this pr iil)amay titman, there is an inner
Atman made up of manas (mind). By that (atman) this one is
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pervaded. Now this (Atman) is also of the form ofPurusha (human
body). This (Man6mayiitman) is ofthe form ofPurusha after the
bodily shape ofthat (pra[Xlmayiitman). Of that (Manomayiitman)
Yajus is the head; .f?k is the right wing; Sarna is the left wing;
Mesa is the self (midmost part); (mantras and brahmaJ.1Us
discovered by) Atharval'giras, are the tail prop."
Tai. 2-3.

84. Inasmuch as the vital part of human beings is
controlled by the psychic part, it is natural that the
mind is considered to be still more subtle and more
pervasive than, and the atman (the inner essence) of,
the vital aspect.
It might be asked how Yajus and other mantras
are here described as organs ofManomaya's body. This
difficulty is obviated by observing that it is not the
body, vital force or the mind pertaining to any
individual man that is being described here. It is the
cosmic body etc. which are the conditioning associates
of Atman, that are enumerated in succession. Thus the
Annamayatman is the Virat and the Pral)amayatman is
the S Gtratman, and that is why at the end of each
description, the Sruti refers to the cosmic body of
Atman. 'They get all food indeed, who meditate upon
food as Brahman' (Tai. 2-2), 'They attain the full span
of .life, who meditate upon Prana as Brahman' (Tai. 23). Similarly, Manomayatman being Hiramagarbha or
Vedatman (Atman conditioned by manas of the form of
the Vedas), his body is rightly described as constituted
by y a~us etc.

85. Another point of apparent difficulty must be
solved here before we proceed. In each of these
descriptions, the succeeding 'kiisha (sheath) is
described as the self in the body which is the previous
kosha (~'{[cif ~;amm Ill: ~). This interpretation
I
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is according to the Taittirlya-Bhashya. An alternative
interpretation is offered by Suresvara. His
interpretation seems more plausible, because the two
sentences as they stand, are more faithfully translated
thus: 'Of him this alone is the Atman residing in his
body, who is the Atman in the body of the previous one'.
According to this interpretation, the drift would be that
one and the same Brahman is the Self in the body of
annamaya, pranamaya, manomaya and other sheaths;
and this is quite in consonance with the opening
sentence ~ ({df'l"lI4kJi'1 ~: ~: I 'From this
(Brahman, who is the) Self(of all), akasa was born.' The
conclusion that Brahman is the atman of all, therefore,
only reinforces what was said at the very
commencement. On second thoughts, however, we are
more likely to side with the author of the Bhashya; for
it is not the question of confirming a dogmatic
statement of the Sruti, that is being persued here. The
Sruti aims at utilizing the Adhyiir6p iipaviida method at
each step. Identification of Atman with the body, is
first discarded by superimposing atman-nature on the
pranamaya, and then this is also rescinded by a further
superimposition of atman-nature on the manomaya
and so on, till we ultimately reach Brahman, the in
most real Atman. Therefore it is better to take the
expression 'I{1:f '([<'.f mfu: amJiT as equivalent to 'this
manomaya himself is the atman of the previous
pranamaya.' This interpretation has the support of
grammar also, since the word 'I{1:f: (Eshah) refers to the
more proximate antecedent ('samipataravarticaitado
rilpam' as the grammarian would say), and is
preferably construed as referring to manomaya rather
than to the more remote word Brahman.
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86. We shall not tarry* long to consider the
elaborate description of the Vijiianamaylitman and the
anandamay litman. Suffice it to say that they also refer
to cosmic koshas, conditioning associates of Atman as
Hiral).yagarbha, each taught, by superimposition, as
the atman of the preceding one. What is more
pertinent to the present discussion, is that in this
Upanishad annamaya, pral).amaya, manomaya,
vijiUlnamaya and anandamaya, are the five koshas (or
sheaths), each of which is successively spoken of as
atman by superimposition - or we might say that Atman
conditioned by each of these sheaths, is spoken of as
though he were the real Atman - just to lead the
enquirer gradually to the really real Atman or
Brahman.
87. It would be of some interest to the critical
reader to remember that in the description of each of
these koshas, cosmic food, vital force, the mind etc. are
praised as the cause of the annamaya kosha,
pral).amaya kosha etc. It is perhaps in confirmation of
this that the dialogue between Bhrgu and his father
Varul).a, is brought in by the Upanishad, where Bhrgu
after deep contemplation, presumes that Food (or, it
may be, Atman as conditioned by the associate of that
name), etc. as Brahman and finally arrives at the
conclusion that Ananda or Bliss absolute is the only
real Brahman. Only, there, the nature of Brahman as
the cause of the origin, sustentation and dissolution of
the world, is superimposed on cosmic Food etc.,

* The reader interested in the subject, is referred to the
Bhashyartha-Vimarsini on Taittirlya Bhashya, by the present
writer, for more details.
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whereas in this Brahmananda Valli, the notion of
Atman is being examined till it culminates in the
notion of Br ahman which is the tail prop of
Anandamayatman. The result of this enquiry is thus
stated in the mantra:
-qffi-~~ I ~lFlm~ I

~~~I;r~¥~11
"Knower of the Bliss of Brahman from which (all) words
return without reaching It along with mind, is not afraid of
anything whatever."
Tai 2-9.

Here Ananda (Bliss) is not to be construed as
some property pertaining to Brahman. It is Brahman
itself, the Atman of everyone.
So, it is Brahman or Atman which is Pure Bliss
that is discovered by both of the sub-varieties of the
method.
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12. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
( Examination of the States of Consiousness)
88. Man continually passes through the states of
consciousness waking, dream and sleep. While he is
waking, perception of objects through the senses is
predominate, the mind and the intellect being subservient to the senses. While dreaming, he has left his
body and the senses (together with the mind and the
intellect of course, but yet) the mind appears to
continue to work, in rather a whimsical manner. And
one might dream a number of dreams during a single
night, not one of which is recognized as a dream, so
long as it is being dreamt. And when he is overtaken by
deep sleep, all sensuous and mental acts are
suspended. There is no trace of consciousness
whatever, so that one might even think it a waste of so
much life, and might exclaim with Indra ~
~ ~ WlOf ~ ~O\l(4OjkJiI~ \1I1~I(4OjllJi~Jif41fd ;it ~
~ f61~I~I~OIltft('i)

m.

wffif ~ ~ ~ II
(;~ ~ ~-~.
"0 revered one, this (sleeping person) does not now know
himself in the form 'I am this' nor these beings (as such). He is
reduced to annihilation, as it were; I see no good here." Ch. 8-11-2.
89. Thus from the empirical standpoint, utilizing
the method of adhyiiri5piipavada, the Upanishads
ascribe this experience to Atman and by examining the
contents of these states, take the enquirer to a point
where Atman is seen to be untouched by any of these
states of consciousness. We shall now take two
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Upanishads where this subject has been treated at
some length.
90. In the Jyotir-Briihmal)a of the BrhadaraQ.yaka
Upanishad. we find the following introduction to the
examination of the three states :~CfT~~~'{[cf~+JOI'O~:q~:q~

~ ~ ' ~~-4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~:q I ap.f ~s-q ~ ~ aIlISflIlIlISfl'4I~
~ ~~ ~ If ~ ~fqf{jftlfQ ~ ~ 1l13illlql<::l~

m

~

m

~

m

mID

m ~ ~fqf{jftl3il~

~:

"f".l1l~11

'[. 'd-~-~, lfT. ~~~
"Now, for this Purusha, there are only two stations, this
(one) and the station of the next world; the junction is the third,
the dream-station. Staying at that station ofjunction, he observes
these two stations this (one) and the station of the next world.
Whatever outfit he may have for the next worl-d, providing himself
with that outfit, he sees both (the results of) sins and pleasures;
when he dreams, he takes off a part of this all-embracing world, he
casts himself aside and creates himself, and with his lustre (as
object), and with his light (of consciousness as subject), he dreams.
Here this Purusha becomes self effulgent."
Br. 4-3-9, p. 877.

or(fSf~or~or~~~~1N:~or

~~:~~~:~:~or~~:
~:~~~~:~:~lf~~11
'[.

'l1-~-~

Q, lfT. ~~~.

"No chariots are there, no animals to be yoked, no roads; but
he creates chariots, animals to be yoked, and roads. No pleasures,
joys or delights a re there (really); but he creates pleasures, joys
and delights. No pools, tanks or streams are there (really); but he
creates pools, tanks and streams. For he is the agent (of all
actions)."
Br. 4-3-10, p. 879.
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The Srutis quoted above only draw our attention
to what is already known about waking and dream,
and draw the conclusion that the Atman is selfeffulgent with his nature as consciousness. The
statement that he creates as the agent of action, only
tells us that the illusory appearances that one sees in
dreams, are temporary experiences due to his past
karma.
There are some Vedantins who think that even
dreams are real because the objects there, are created
by lsvara himself. This is rejected by both BadarayaI)a
and Gau<~apada on the strength of reason as well as of
the express wording of the Sruti. Badarayana writes:
"(Dream creation), however, is only Maya, for it is not of a
nature which manifests all the features of a real thing." BS. 3-2-3.

The Sruti itself denies that there is creation of
things which are not really there, and the requisite
conditions of a real thing, to wit, sufficient time, place
and cause, as well as of being not sublated, are not
forthcoming in the case of dream objects. Gau<;lapada
therefore declares:
~~ ~ ~ ?:l14tf't~ I
3ll!: ~ II

~ ~ ~ 3ffil ~

TIl. ~. ~-~

"The Sruti puts forward the absence of chariots etc. (and
their creation) as a reason for unreality. Therefore knowers of
Brahman, say that thereby is revealed the unreality already wellknown on the strength of reason."
GK. 2-3.

91. The Kathaka Upanishad draws another
important conclusion from the waking and dream
experiences :-
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~ \JWlfhll<"d :;:fr4t lRr~ I
~ ~ iJffi 1:ftU;r ~ II
"The wise one having ascertained that great and all
pervading Atman through whom one sees the contents of both
dream and waking, does not grieve."
Ka.4-4.

A co-ordination of the two avasthas (stations)
reveals the fact that the Atman whose consciousness
throws light on both the states, is distinct from either
and is not subject to the pleasure and pain incidental to
experience of objects in either of the states.
92. That the Atman is untainted by whatever He
seems to experience in waking or dream, is made clear
in the following KaIJ¢kas of BrhadaraDyaka :
(~)

u err ~ ~ -m ~ ~ ~ ~ :q trN ~ :Tf:

~ :gRllfl~IS«IIf<i ~1r(11~01 I U ~ AA?W~~H","",I'I~~'1

~~~~II

~. ''d-~-~~.

"Now this Purusha, after enjoying himself and roaming
about in this dream state, and merely seeing (the effects of) right
and wrong deeds, hastens ba ck in the reverse way to his previous
condition, to waking alone. Whatever he may see in that state, he
is untainted by it, for this Purusha is unattached."
Br. 4-3-16.

(~) uerr~~~~~~~:qlWf:q:Tf:
~ :gRllfl~IS«IIf<i f".4~lo:(1l~o( II

~. 'd-~-~~.

"Now this same (Purusha), after enjoying himself and
roaming about in this waking state and merely seeing (the effect
of) right and wrong deeds, hastens back in the reverse way to his
previous condition, to dream alone."
Br. 4-3-17.

93. In the above cited text the Sruti says that even
in the waking state, the Purusha only 'sees' the effects
of right and wrong deeds. This is apparently in
contradiction of common experience which reveals that
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people not only perceive the consequences of deeds, but
actually do good or bad deeds.Sankara therefore raises
this objection and replies as follows:
(~) ~ ~I~ ~?

cnirfu 'if (f?f ~; ~ ~

~I
;r I ~

<:fIqrot'lqQfl:

'~ ~ ~I

~ all("JOl~IRl41 ~: m~(ol~hllctl ~, ~S~

<:fIirot~""4d, ;r

p;ffi:

~ I <M ~ '-~ ~, ~,

~"ffi": I ~g~wn~~~
~'if1fN'if~ .,~-~ I~;r ~Tq"'I:>4NI(1I~I$"11I
~.

m. 'd-~-~~, TIT.

l:l:G..

"(Objection :-) How is it that it is emphasized, (by the Sruti
when it says)' merely seeing' (As a matter offact we know that) he
does perform right and wrong deeds, and experiences the fruit
thereof."
No, for (this) agency can be explained by his revealing the
factors of action. (To explain :-) By the text 'It is through the light
of Atman alone he sits' etc., (we can see that) the aggregate ofthe
body and senses, does aU acts with the help ofthe light of atman
which reveals it, and so agency is attributed to him in a secondary
sense, and not as intrinsic. Accordingly, it was said earlier 'He
thinks as it were, shakes as it were' referring to the function only
of the intellect and other limiting associates and not as intrinsic.
Here, however, it is stated that 'he is merely seeing (the effects' of
right and wrong deeds, but not doing' from the transcendental
standpoint, independently of all conditioning associates. Hence,
no objection can be raised on the score of self-contradictiun in
respect of what was said before and what is being said
subsequently."
Br. Bh. 4-3-17, p. 886.

94. The conclusion, therefore, is irresistable that
Atman is untainted by any characteristics appearing
as inherent in him either in the waking or in the dream
state. The following KaI)cjika makes this more explicit
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by an apt illustration :-

~~~~~~~~~
~~"'i~"'ill

C[.'d-~-~l.

"Just as a great whale swims to both the banks (of a
stream), this and the other, so also this Purusha moves to and
from both these states, the dream state and the waking state."
Br.4-3-18.

950 sankara tells us just what is the point of
comparison intended to be stressed here :~1!1~OQi:{~Y'1'h~

g ~: CfiI4Cfi{OIft~·I\1: ~ ('1&~I\l1CfiI~<:ri

~~~:,api~~~:-~II
C[. lff. 'd-~-~l, lIT.

ll~.

"The conclusion to be deduced from the illustration cited is,
that the aggregate of body and senses, which is the guise of death
together with its causes, desire and action, is the property of the
non-self, while this Atman is of a nature distinct from this."
Br. Bh. 4-3-18, p . 887.

96. The whole of this BrahmalJa must be studied
in detail to convince one's self of the Absolute nature of
Atman. For our present purpose, however, it will be
enough to cite the KaJ;ujika s relating to deep sleep to
show how by this method of adhyar6papavada, the
sruti makes it clear that Atman is altogether free from
all the defects foisted by the ignorant on the eternally
pure, conscious, free nature inherent in Him.

97. It is interesting to note the wide difference
between the popular view of deep sleep and the
Upanishadic view of that state. The common man with
his natural partiality for the waking state which
presents a world so useful to him for all his practical
purposes, has the naive idea that sleep is merely a life
of inevitable ignorance which one would gladly evade if
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he could. In perfect contrast with this, is the Sastraic
view of this apparently mysterious state:
(~) ~ 3if1l{ja:Rt"'0~1 3iq~{jql4i1 ~ ~ I ~ ~

#,r:n fu:qf{c:fn11 ;:r ~ ~ ~ 011r('j",?tOf?t6l1~ ~: ~1~011("~011
fP::qf{EOf=chl ;:r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3if1l{ja:I8CflI~~I("~CflI~~CflIJOj

~ ~nCflIr('j"'~1l

cr. 'Ii-~-~~.

"That is indeed his form beyond desire, with all sin
destroyed, fearless. Just as one firmly embraced by his dear wife,
knows nothing either without or within, so also this Purusha
firmly embraced by the omniscient Atman, is aware of nothing
whether without or within. That is, indeed, the form of this
(Purusha) wherein all desires have been attained; wherein Atman
is all desires, free from all desires and free from grief." Br. 4-3-2L

There are two conclusions drawn here by the
author of the Bhashya :- (1) The self-revealing nature
of Atman is not adventitious. (2) Atman's inherent
nature is directly intuited in deep sleep.

ft· "~ el<\11qla:H01'Q~101
" "~
f1l Of
(i(9)flljl

. "Rt
~
f61'"llitllti~'f4
~(1S~

~ ~:, ;:r g CflI~Cfl~H:d!~a:141~Cfl~ - ~ ~m~'Cfl~filtrr:r

~ {j~OfI~61J'"lRiI ~~~ 3i~'QICflI~Cfl4~Pt~lffi?t61 ~
~~~~ ~~~Il

cr.m.'Ii- ~ - ~~,1ff.l~~

"By bringing forward the illustration of man and wife, this
incidental fact has been stated here that the self-effulgent nature
actually persists in sleep, but is not experienced ther e because of
the Jlva's becoming one with Prajfia, and not because of its being
adventitious like desire, action etc. Having a ffIrmed this
incidental fact, the Sruti proceeds to relate what is directly the
subject-matter in hand. Here the subject-matter in hand, is this
that the nature of Atman d irectly intuited in profound sleep, is
altogether free from ignorance, desire and action.
Br. Bh. 4-3-22, p. 893.
II

am:r:

(~) ~ fttnsfttn ~ lffifTslffifT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
I ~ ~s~

If<iIftf

~s~ ~s~:
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"Here, a father becomes no father, a mother no mother, the
worlds no worlds, the Vedas no Vedas, the gods no gods. Here, a
thief becomes no thief, the killer of an embryo 1 no killer of an
embryo, a cal)(/ala no cal)Qala, a paulkasa no paulkasa, a monk no
monk, an ascetic no ascetic. The nature of Atman is not haunted
by right deed, not haunted by wrong deed, for then, one will have
crossed beyond all the cares of the heart."
Br.4-3-22.
[This text describes how all relations due to one's actions in
the waking condition, cease to have any contact with the essential
nature of Atman which is intuited here.]

98. The following texts declare in unmistakable
terms, how the so-called deep sleep is really no state at
all, for from the transcendental standpoint, it is only
the non-dualistic Atman alone that ignorant people
mistake for a state in which the individual soul is
shrouded in the darkness of unconsciousness:
('f?f

~ ~

~~ljf6f~ldf6fqf{il41

(~)

~

~sRt'1I~I~I~

"ffiiTs~ tj~IJ1I;fl41~ II

('f?f

j

~ ~ ~

~

~Jl4JOjfRI

~. 'd-~-~o.

"That CAtman) does not know (anything) there, (is to be
explained by the fact that) even while knowing, indeed, he does
not know anything. For, there can be no absolute disappearance of
the cognition of the knower, since it is indestructible. Only, there
is nothing second to him, which he could know."
[The Atman alone stays in sleep whereas the knowing
faculty of the mind is not there, because mind itself as well as the
knowable objective phenomena is all merged in Atman so that
Atman is absolutely secondless. Consciousness being the very
essence of Atman, is not absent while everything else including
empirical cognition as distinct from Atman, is not there.]
1. One who has caused abortion.
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~ fqltld~I~IS~ ~s~RJi~~lSo-<f

~~/;.~Srq"'~~I({~Srq~4h11~"IS~ ~S~

<m!..11

~. 'd-~-~~.

"Where there would be something else, as it were, there one
could see something else, there one could smell something else,
one could say something else, one could hear something else, one
could think something else, one could touch something else, one
Br.4-3-31.
could know something else."
[But here in the so-called deep sleep, there is nothing other
than Atman which he could be expected to see, smell. speak, hear,
think, touch, or know. The phenomena distinguished into subject
and object, are absolutely not there. Therefore it is not the
absence of the conscious nature that is responsible for want of
knowledge, but the absence of the factors necessary to produce
knowledge. Human perception and conception are possible only in
the unreal worlds of waking or dream.]

(~) ~ ~ WS~ ~~: ~ l~li~I~lIfI
~ ~s~

w:rr T@r:

~S~

w:rr

~S~

1lOO

~

~S~ lR+f ~ 'td~"II~o:((fql~IPI ~ lil~I~Gft"l~ II
~:I1-~-~~.

"He is (transparent like) water, One, the Witness without a
second. 'This is Brahma-Ioka, 0 emperor' so did Yajfiavalkya teach
Janaka, 'This is the supreme goal of this (Purusha), this is his
greatest acquisition, this is his highest enjoyment, this is his
supreme bliss. Other beings live only on a particle of this same
bliss."
Br.4-3-32.
[Since the Jiva becomes one with the second less Absolute,
there is nothing comparable to this nature of the soul in this
state.]

99. The only other Upanishad where the
examination of the Avasthas has been utilized for the
application of the Adhyiiropiipaviida method, is the
Mandukya. The difference between the approach in
BrhadaraI)yaka and that in the Mandukya, lies in the
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fact that, whereas in the BrhadaratJYaka the revelation
of the self-effulgent nature of Atman, is the principal
subject-matter of discussion in the incipient stage, and
the identity of the Vijfianamayatman and Brahman, is
the final goal ofteaching, in the Mandukya the one theme
proposed to be expatiated upon, is that Brahman or
Atman is the Absolute eternally beyond the distinction of
the name and the named, and beyond all distinction of
the knower and the known apparently obtaining in
waking and dream, but altogether absent in deep sleep.
100. At first sight, the Mandukya Upanishad
would appear to treat of the symbol 'Om', for it opens
with the statement
~~

w.f

i1P.;'j4 0 11I(611I<1 ~ ~6f~foIQjRfii ~

If<if I ~ 8t"hI~IJlcl ~ If<if II
lIl. ~.
"All this is the syllable Om. Its explanation: Past, present
and future - all this is Omkar a alone; whatever .else there is
beyond the three-fold time, that is also Omkara alone." Ma. l.

This text evidently says that whatever there is in
time and beyond time, is Om. If time is taken as
typical, space also may be supposed to be
comprehended in Om. If one were to be content with
this without proceeding further, he would probably
jump to the conclusion that Omkara is recommended
here to be meditated upon as a symbol for the All, as in
the Chandogya text ~ ~ ~ - All this is only
Omkara (Ch. 2-23-3). But there is nothing here to
indicate or suggest that this is an injunction of some
meditation. In the next text, we are told:
(~) w.f ~('fjj(qPHiI('JiI ~ II
lIl. ~
"All this indeed is Brahman. This Atman is Brahman....... "
Ma.2.
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The Bhashyakara remarks here:
~s~~

~~~~~

~:

~~

~ f.miTs~: ! ~~IT

fit

~ ~~54R1qfMHd ~ :rfrrrP1?~I~I*:f
~

t

(Fhf6154R1q'*l~

~

~

~~lqdl~~lq~f('\rn:~~ ~ ~Rlq{j~Rl tt

Vl r21;;r

m. +TI. ~, lff. ~\!)~.

"While both the name and the named are really one and the
same, the description 'All this is the syllable Om' has been given
laying stress on the name. What has been (thus) described by
laying stress on the name, is being again described by laying
stress on what is named, so thai the oneness of both the name and
the named, may be realized. For, otherwise, it might be thought
that the statement about the named by the name is only figurativp:
inasmuch as the knowledge of the named depends upon the name.
The advantage of the realization of the identity (of these two) is
that one could thereby intuit Brahman distinct from either, by
completely dissolving them both at one stroke."
Ma. Bh. 2, p. 178.

That is to say, the distinction of the name and the
named, is really applicable to the empirical sphere,
whereas Reality is altogether beyond that sphere. So,
by the device of alternately applying the name Omk5x8.
which refers to the region of words only and the epithet
Brahman which seems to refer to something called by
that name, the Sruti suggests to us that Reality is
neither a name nor a thing named. The difficulty that
might be felt how there could be anything which is
neither of these, is overcome by the statement 'This
Atman is Brahman'. Obviously our real Atman vvhich
is the Witness of the whole universe of paIlle3 a:nd
things named, can be easily intuited to be neither of
these.
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101. Another device used in this Upanishad, is
that by appealing to our immediate intuition of the
states, it proposes to suggest that our real Atman as
the Witness of each state, transcends the limitation of
our body and senses and as such is the Witnessing Self
of the whole universe comprising the individual selves
and the objective phenomena. For instance the
witnessing Atman of the waking state, is described
here thus:

"Vaisvanara conditioned by the waking state, of extrovert
consciousness possessing seven organs and nineteen doors (for
looking out) and experiencing the gross, is the first P ada." Ma. 3.

And this pada is identified with the first matra
(measure) of Omkara, as the first step in the intuition
of the real Omkara, which is devoid of all distinctions
and differences as already stated in the first mantra.
~ ~~scnR: !NlIT l1T3ffSS?H1R'II:'6II<?:ISS~ ~ ~

~~~~~~~II

lIT.Q..

''Vaisvanara conditioned by the waking state, is Akara (A)
the nrst matra, because He pervades all, or because He is the first.
Whoever intuits in this way, attains (apnoti) all desires, and
becomes the first."
Ma. 9

102. The seeker of Truth must remind himself of
the significance of the identity of Om and Brahman as
explained already (para 100). It is obvious that it is
absurd to think that the identification of the sound Om
and Brahman, is contemplated here. Reality or
Absolute is beyond all distinction of words and things
expressible by words, for it is the very substrate of this
thought-construction. For the same reason, Reality
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transcends the distinction of concepts and things
conceived. It is only to bring this truth home that the
Sruti adopts the device of absolute identification of the
two. Accordingly the eighth mantra says :
ms~s~<r~s~ 00 lTf3IT 1WIT~ 00 ~

m. (;.

~ lfCf\R ~ II

"Now, the self-same Atman (with the four piidas) is, from
the stand-point of the name, Omkara now to be considered as
made up of matras. The padas are matras, and the matras - akara,
ukara and makara are (the same as) the padas."
Ma. 8.

This emphasis byway of reciprocal identity of the
padas and the matras, is a clear indication of the
absolute identity of Omkara and Atman; there is
absolutely no difference or distinction in respect of
what is meant by these words. Omkara, therefore, is no
symbol for Atman; It is Atman himself.
103. We may now enter into the details of what
the Sruti says regarding the Atman conditioned by the
waking state :(1) Here the Atman is called Vaisvanara and is
described as possessing seven organs, because He is
the Witnessing Principle of all the universe consisting
of the knower, means of knowledge and the objects of
knowledge, encompassed by the waking state. He is
the same Vaisvanaratman as is described in the
Ch~dogya :-

~ ~

err

Q3'1f4kJi<11 ~~ ~ ~~~~: moT:

~.QkJii("JiI ~ ~ ~

Wf:

~~

~~lRls~ltit4q"'l~ ailf4Jilti<il;:ft!l: 11

"([<if

0!~&51SHf~

m. ~-~l-~.

"Of this Vaisvanara Atman, Sutejah (the heavenly dyuloka
itself) is the head; ViSvariipa (the multi-coloured, Sun) is the eye;
P{thagvartmatman (the wind blowing in diverse directions) is the
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breath; bahula (the all-pervading ether) is the mid-part of the
body; rayi (water) is the bladder; Ptthivi(the earth) His feet; the
altar is the chest; the sacred grasses are the hairs (on the body);
the g iirhapatya fIre is the heart; the anvahiiryapacana is the mind;
ahavanlya is the mouth."
Ch. 5-18-2.

104. It is evident that the cosmic Self, as
conditioned by the whole of the Universe as
experienced in the waking world, is referred to here
and not merely the individual self with the limiting
adjunct of the body and senses of an individual self.
That is why the name of'Vaisvanara' and the epithet
'Saptangah' (having seven organs) are included in the
description. The Bhashya makes this explicit by way of
a reply to a possible objection:
~ t~ ~r ~ ;Q?44IlrJi~ls~ ~ ~

9)~I<fII{\'1i ~Y<Q~'fC4~fd ?

tri. m.

~r 1fT. ~~~.

"(Objection :-) The subject-m atter in hand is that the inner
Atman (the individual self) has four padas, as is evident from the
text 'This Atman is Brahman.' This being so, how is it that the
h eavenly world (dyuloka) etc. are being described as the head and
other organs (of this Atman)?
Ma. Bh. 3, p. 179.
[Evidently the upholder of the prima facie view has
misconstrued the text 'this atman' as referring to the individual
self. But that this is not so, is clear from the very appellation
Vaisvanara which implies that Brahman alone is meant here, and
that is the subject-matter in hand, as we learn from the text
'sarvam hi etad Brahma' (all this is Brahman. And Vaisvanara
can very well be the inner Atman, for the text describing Him,
says 'tasya ha va etasya Atman6 Vaisvanarasya' ('of this Atman
Vaisvanara' etc.)]

Accordingly, the reply to this objection is:
~~: I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~W4If61{4

~1~:q~~~:I~~W

~: ~1 ~ ~ II

tri. m. ~11fT. ~~Q...
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"This is no fault. for the whole of universe, including the
region of the gods, along with this Atman, is meant to be taken
when Atman is said to have four padas. It is only this way, that on
the sublation of the whcle universe, non-duality becomes
demonstrated; and the one Atman in all creatures would be seen,
and all creatures in (that) Atman."
Ma.Bh. 3, p. 179.

That is to say, the Witnessing Atman alone as
conditioned by the associate of the waking world, is
meant to be taught, as the first pada of Atman; for it is
on this supposition alone that He can be identified as
Brahman really, the conditioning universe being
shown to be only an appearance. Sankara says in the
Sutra Bhashya (VS.1-2-28) that Vaisvanara is
described in the Satapatha to be the Purusha in the
body, because it is only the Witnessing Principle, that
is meant to be indicated and not the individual self
which is limited by the body. And so far as the
Witnessing Atman is concerned, it is immaterial by
what name we call Him, since He is absolutely
changeless whether in Himself or owing to the
appearance and disappearance of the two states with
all their contents. Gau<Japada therefore says :f6(!'IIJ1I~Ifu1 ~ ~'ti+it§4;fjMOI: I

~~~~~II
'Dream and Waking states are said to be one and the same'
say the discerning (persons), for the different phenomena (in
them) are of the same nature for the wel1 known reason (of their
presenting) themselves (in a subject and object relation)." GK. 2-5.

In the subsequent Karikas we are told how the
states appear and disappear like unreal phenomena,
how things exhibit causal efficiency in either state,
how the distinction of real and unreal obtains in both,
and how Atman alone stays unsublated in both the
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states, thus confirming His own reality and the
rmreality of both the states in so far as they are
appearances.
~:~:~31t-~~~~:~~
~Cj~ mf~-q~~I~tT\~~~~s~:~~'~1I
~

m.

~-~-~l,

lIT.

~~.

liThe statement 'He who knows the Entity having the
likeness ofPurusha and residing in Purusha, is made with a view
to present the pure Witnessing nature pertaining to the Supreme
Self, conditioned by the associate of being to be Purusha, both
microcosmically and macrocosmically the subject-matter of the
discussion."
SBh. 1-2-28,9] .

105. But how about the attribute 'sthilla-bhuk'
experiencer of the gross? Surely the Witness does not
and cannot experience anything, since it is changeless?
The reply to this objection, is that the object
'experienced' here and no less in dream, is the
eonsciousness of the individual self. The Bhashya
therefore says in the description of the dream Atman :~~~ flfoI44~'1 ~: ~ ~ I ~ ~:
cr~~T~~~m.r:11

mr

m.m.'d,lIT.~Go.

"To Visva (Atman conditioned by waking) the object of
experience is gross consciousness, for it has actual objects. But
here, on the other hand, the object of experience is subtle, because
consciousness of the nature of mere impressions is the object
experienced."
Ma. Bh. 4, p. 180.

That is to say, while the witnessing Atman is the
same throughout and there is no change in His nature,
He is said to experience the consciousness of the
individual self only figuratively, in the same way as we
talk of the sun shining upon the earth, when the latter
comes in contact with the sun's rays. That the
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witnessing Atman is spoken of as having nineteen
door-ways of experience, to wit, the five organs of
perception (such as hearing, sight etc.), the five organs
of action, and the four-fold inner-organ {antahkaraI)Ct}
is only a figurative way of saying that each of these
nineteen instruments of perception, action and the
functions of the mind are efficient only in the presence
of the Witnessing Consciousness.
106. The reader will now see that the names
Vaisvanara and Taijasa as applied to Atman, are only
relative to the states witnessed (waking and dream),
and that the essential nature of Atman is not affected
in the least by the gross consciousness or the subtle
consciousness witnessed. The nature of the states has
as little to do with Atman as the nature of a reflection
in water with its actual original.
107. We may now proceed to consider the nature
of the Atman in deep sleep. The Sruti describes Him
thus:
~wn;r~C@lf~;r~Of~~~1
~~: ~ \{61I'l1~Sl~"j ~~: 5I1~f1Jlq:
~:II

"That is deep sleep wherein one does not desire anything
desirable, nor experiences any dream. Prajiia conditioned by deep
sleep, who has become One (whole), consciousness throughout,
full of bliss, experiencing bliss, the door to (active) consciousness,
is the third pada."
Ma. 5.

108. It would be interesting to appreciate how the
Atman in sleep, having no specific characteristics at
all, could be defined. The Sruti adopts the only method
possible here - the apavada (negation) of all
conceivable superimposition.

us
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(1) The one conceivable superimposition

here is to

.3ay that Atman is 'in deep sleep', that is, is not actively

consciousness. Sleep is really nothing positive but the
:nurnan mind which is always addicted to search for
some positive thought-determination whenever it
seeks to derme anything, contrives to imagine that
some positive cloud of ignorance, envelops Atman and
prevents Him from seeing things even where nothing
could possibly be conceived to lurk anywhere. The
Indian logician's 'absolute nothing' (atyantiibhava) is,
strange to say, treated by him as though it were
£:~ omething positive; for he distinguishes it from
priigabhava (previous nothing) pradhvaIilsabhava
(nothing which is born after the destruction of a thing)
and any6nyabhava (nothing conceived as the mutual
absence of two things in each other). The sushupta
(deep sleep) defined by the common man, is something
akin to that distinction without a difference:
(2) The Sruti text here quoted utilizes the
adhyar6pa method when, from a concessional view, it
grants the designation of 'sushuptasthanam' (the
station of deep sleep) assigned to Atman in this so
called state, and says that 'one desires nothing here,
and dreams no dream' as in the other two states.
:sankara makes a significant remark in introducing
this text:
({~l'1I({~i'1~l: ~ ~ ~Mfm~:Ollq
(<r-i

WT'

~\"4IR~~€I°lil I ~ ~ ~ ~:

~sfcrfm!: ~ ~ ~ ~ II
"The adjectival (clause) 'wherein sleeping' etc. is for
specifically taking 'deep sleep alone' for consideration, for sleep as
the absence of the knowledge of Rea lity, is common to the two
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darfnnavtttis (the states waking- aud dream wherein one sees
something else) and udaiSanav;td (the statE; \'Jherein one sees
nothing).

[Here Sailkara treats both waking and dream as dream,
since one misconceives Reality in either of them. The
distinguishing feature of deep sleep, is that there is no conception
whatever there.]
"Or it may be, that this is to distinguish deep-sleep from the
previous two states, inasmuch as sleep ofthe nature of ignorance
of Reality is common to all the three states."
[Here is an apavada of the distinction of waking and dream
as such by applying the word sleep (ignorance) to both of them.]

This second interpretation lays stress upon the
word 'supta' and hints at the conclusion that while the
sleep of 'deep sleep' has the virtue of being merely
characterized by the absence of knowledge, the other
two states have the additional disadvantage of
misleading the sleeper to see something else and
hanker after illusory appearances. More about this
when we come to the fourth pada of Atman anon.
109. To proceed with the Sruti about
Sushuptiitman. This avastha is 'deep sleep' from the
empirical standpoint; but really, it is nothing but the
Witnessing Atman, the One that is at the back of all
the states. The Sruti says that Atman is here
ekibhiltah (He who has become One).
It should not be thought that Atman was
marufold in the waking and dream states, but all that
was m any there, h as become rolled up into one here. In
grammar the Sanskrit ending 'i' is called 'cvipratyaya'
signifying what has become so now, but was not such
before. Therefore the epithet 'who has become one', is
also in concession to the popular view that there is no
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manifold world now, as III waking. As a matter of fact,
however, Atman is always one; that is, He is the All,
One without a second, the Whole.
And Prajiianaghana eva, 'Consciousness alone
throughout' is, another epithet to distinguish Atman's
essential consciousness from the apparent bits of
consciousness that apparently obtain in the empirical
state. When one says 'I now became conscious of myself
and of the presence of others', the apparent
consciousness that manifests itself at a particular
moment of time, is spoken of as 'consciousness' only by
courtesy. In reality, it is only the reflection of the real
consciousness of Atman that flashes in a particular
modification of the mind. In the so called sleep, all
these bits of consciousness together with the mind
itself, become one with Atman. So then He is One
Consciousness
through
and
through.
The
Prasn6panishad says:
~~HkJOl( ~ ~~~: murr~ ~~RiePl <f?r I ~~ ~
~ ~ tf ~: fl<f~6I1fOt~0Ri II

~. 'I/-~~.

"Where Vijfianatman (the conscious individual soul) the
'pralfas' (organs of sense) together with the devas (their presiding
gods) and the (five) elements, are merged (into one), Whosoever
intuits that Akshara (imperishable Atman), he is the omniscient
one who enters into the All itself."
Pr.4-11.

110. Atman in sleep is 'anandamaya' (full of
bliss), 'anandabhuk' (experiencer of bliss). These
epithets should be interpreted in the same way as
'One', and 'Consciousness throughout' . While the
essential nature of Atman remains the same
throughout, He is in waking apparently split up into a
number of egoes, individual selves who have to extract
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pleasure by enjoying objects of sense with the help of
their organs. But here there are neither distinct senses
nor sense-objects by the contact of which one has to
acquire pleasure after considerable effort. Atman is
Bliss itself and there is nothing else, nothing other
than Atman to interrupt his bliss. Therefore the
limiting associations of the body, senses and the mind
being absent, and the sense-objects also being absent all having been reduced to One as it were- Atman
intuits His own blissful nature without any let or
hindrance. This is expressed by the epithets
ananrlamaya and anandabhuk.
111. We can now see why the appellation ofPrajfia
(the wise, omniscient one) is applied to Atman in this
"..a.,;;;':rr.::rr::rT
state. A BrhadaraI)yaka text says ~.
~ ~: 3OI1~~kli~1
U3OIi"tGC4*fil WJ~~~~~. ~-~-~~). 'This Purusha
(the individual self) being firmly embraced by Prajfia, is
aware of nothing whether without or within' (Br. 4-321). That is only by way of splitting up Reality into the
empirical self in waking and the Witnessing Self, the
Real Atman, who is called by the very name of Prajfia.
Sankara says '.!;mT: 1Rit~:1 ~~ ~ P1~lifop.iI4i11.111
%. ~. ~-~-~~1 lIT. ~~U 'Prajfia is the Supreme Lord
himself, because He is never separable from Prajfia
(consciousness) of the nature of omniscience.'
(SBh. 1-3-42, p. 143).
In the Bhashya on the present mantra also,
Sankara Writes:
~R4GtI\l"$i1f6i ti<:{R4t:4t1$iif<'lli~~RI !ff$": I ~sfq ~

~3IW~ I ~S1~fRlii~'l ~~3IW: I
~~H~l~~Ie:IiM foI$I~liffii ~ Ii

m. ~. ~, lIT. ~~~.
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"He is called Praj iia as He is conscious of the past and the
future as well as of all objects. Even the Atm an in sleep, is called
Prajfia because of his having been so in the previous states. (This
of course is with reference to His aspect as the individual self). Or
He is Prajiia because pure consciousness is his peculiar nature; the
two others have empirical consciousness in addition."
Ma.Bh. 5, p. 181.

Missing the eternal truth that omniscience is the
inalienable essence of the nature ofAtman, and coming
under the sway of the popular view which persists in
thinking that the sleeping self is beclouded with the
enveloping darkness of dense ignorance, even the so
called followers of Sailkara, builders of the various
sub commentary systems of Vedanta, have interpreted
these epithets anandamaya and Pr ~iia to mean 'in
blissful ignorance' and 'mostly ignorant' respectively.
Anandamaya, they say, is the kosa of that name which
is really the positive Avidya of undefinable nature
(3iPt4~41i41 ~) and that th e epith et Prajfia should
be dissolved into ~: (extremely ignorant) to suit
the context! We shall simply ignore and pass over this
ill-conceived interpretation endorsed neither by
Sailkara's Bhashya nor by intuition of the real nature of
the Witnessing Consciousness in sleep.

112. There is one more epithet of Atman in sleep
that remains to be considered before we proceed
further. Atman here is called C et 6muklwh (the door to
consciousness). Why ? Sankara explains :f61S1I~Rlei'tT ~:!ffit ~~: I ~~ Cff~:
~ ~ f61S1I'4I~ISOj~!ffit II
1Il.~. c..., lIT. ~~~.
"He is called C Ctomukha because he is the door-way to the
consciousness of dream et c. Or because, 'cetah' the particular
consciousness, is the door-way for Him to come back to dream etc."
Ma. Bh. 5, p. 181.
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It is clear that 'consciousness' here refers to
empirical consciousness. For dream and waking are
possible only when there is empirical consciousness
which is adventitious and not inherent in Atman's
nature.

113. That deep sleep is only a name and there is
nothing there to check or circumscribe the real nature
of Atman, is made clear by the following description of
Prajfia:
~~~~~s~~:~~~
~II

"This is the Ruler of all (the universe); this alone is the
Omniscient one; this is the Antaryamin (the controller of
everything from within) ; this is the Cause of everything, for He
alone is the source of origination and the final (principle) into
which all beings merge themselves."
Ma.6.

The Witnessing Atman as Pure Being, and Pure
Consciousness is the only Reality on which the whole
universe is superimposed and when realized as such,
dissolves itself into it finally. That is why He is spoken
of as both the material and the efficient cause, as well
as the Controller of the universe.
114. A critical student of this Upanishad would
now be able to appreciate how the Sruti uses the
adhyaropiipavada method step by step to reveal the
truth of the statement with which it started that
Omkara or Brahman the Absolute, is the one All
without a second. Atman as Brahman has three padas
or aspects; as the witness of the whole of Waking, He is
called Vaisvanara; as the witness of the whole of
dream, He is Taijasa. Except for the name and His
position relative to either of these states superimposed
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on Him, His nature is absolutely changeless. And as
the witness of sleep, He is Prajiia. That this is called a
state, however, is only a concession to the empirical
view according to which the individual self is supposed
to be ignorant, that is, to miss the particularized
consciousness by which he is characterized in the two
other states. But as a matter of fact, the supposititious
individual self, no less than his supposititious
consciousness, has merged himself, if we may say so,
together with all the panorama of objective
phenomena, into their essence, the real Atman who is
called Prajiia here, and there is no one really to regret
his loss of consciousness. The essential Witnessing
Atman remains alone, as He has always been, not in
His loneliness, but in His fullness as the All. ,
That Prajiia is described, as the Ruler of 'all', the
Knower of 'all', Controller of 'all', the Origin and
dissolution of 'all', therefore, is only relative to the
supposititious 'all' or the universe, which is superimposed
on the Witness with which it is ever one in its essence.
115. It is almost tautological to say that Omkara
is the real All; for Omkara is Atman, and Atman is
Omkara. We shall therefore simply cite the texts that
describe the miitras 'measures' of Omkara.
(~) ~ ~~sem:: ~ lJross?FuR*"61Ia:I~"'IRl ~

~~~~~1:f~~11

.

m.~.

"Vaisvanara conditioned by waking, is akara (a), the first
matra (ofOmkara), becau.se it is all-pervading or because it is the
first. He who knows it thus, pervades (attains) all desires, and
becomes the first (of all)."
Ma.9

(";() ~ ~ fufr:rr 101I'11f<t114i5~4('64Ii\f<tI4Rl
~1'1f1<11fir ~~~""Ifql~~~t!i~ ~~~~ \I

~~

iii. ~o.
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"Taijasa conditioned by dream is ukara (u) the second
matra, because He has extracted or because He partakes the
nature of both (akara and makara). He who ~nows Him thus,
continually prolongs his knowledge and will be equal (neutral to
friend and foe), and there will be no one among his progeny who is
not a knower of Brahman."
Ma.l0.

(~) ~: ~ *fil(~ctlql 1TTm 11l~(Ql~"ll ~ ~ crT

~~~~~~l:f<ii~1I

11i.~~

"Prajiia who is conditioned by sleep, is makiira the third
matra, because it measures or is the place of dissolution (of
everything). He who knows it as such measures all, and becomes
comprehensive (of alD."
Ma. 11.

116. Want of space forbids our entering into
greater detail with regard to the identity of the miitras
of Omkara and the padas of Atman. The whole of the
MaI).Qukya with GauQapada's Karikas, should be
assiduously studied and assimilated by an earnest
student aspiring for the final intuition of the Absolute
to reveal which the application of the unique method of
Adhyar6papavada has been strictly pursued here.
Suffice it to say that the three states of consciousness
have been examined here from the standpoint of
adhyar6pa only. That is why Sankara says ~ ~
t1f<i1(SlRI"41t«?~: ~s~: (sleep or want of knowledge of
Reality is common to all the three states). The full
significance of this statement, is not realized, if we take
it to mean merely as declaring that the Jiva does not
know his real nature while he experiences anyone of
these three states. We have cited this statement
already once (see p.118) while explaining the text 1f:l
!!'H: (sleeping wherein etc.). But it is necessary now to
know that SaiLkara means much more here than might
be apparent on a first reading of the sentence. He
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wants us to understand that none of us knows his real
nature so long as he thinks that our passing through
the states is real s for our nature as Atman is altogether
different and distinct from this state experiencing
individuality. This fact is expressly declared elsewhere
by Sankara :
~

~

w.-1l
~

~'4:III"ijI{l6!f1414?<fm!~ ~fIIfh:ojf>'qRlt.im ~, tr

~:

5Hfl=4l4Olf4

~'4:I'"fII'4t.if141q;::q Ifl'1It.i~

"ffinft~

mt
orr

~
m~,

I ~
fcf;

Of

ffit

~1{~ctfOi<Ji~fllf{f6i -=if II

~ m. ~-~-'d~, tIT. ~'d~.
"As for the person who thinks that in the course of the
exposition there is mention of waking and other states, and
therefore the aim of the Sruti must be supposed to be the
exposition of the nature of the transmigratory soul, he would as
well proceed in the western direction even when prompted to go
towards the east. For by mentioning waking and other states, the
Sruti does not aim at teaching that the soul has the experience of
states or that it is subject to transmigration, but only purports to
teach that it is free from all states and is non-transmigratory."
SBh.1-3-42. p. 143, 144.

That negation of avasthas and freedom from all
evils incidental to mundane life, is the only conclusion
to be drawn from the mention of the three states in the
Mfu.lQukya, is clear not only from the fact that the
Cosmic Witnessing Self alone is described in dealing
with the avasthas, but also from the appellation of
Prajfia applied to the Self conditioned by sleep as well
as the ascription of divine attributes such as
Sarvesvara (Ruler of All) to Him.
117. What is most obvious in support of the
argument that this Upanishad particularly aims at
negating all characteristics of Atman that might be
suspected to pertain to Him owing to the association of
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the three states is the description of the so-called,
'fourth pada ' :
~:~ Of ~ ~:~ Of ~ Of ~ ~ I
~~ O I~~~"''''4q~~qi't<f\lf¥i5I?OtlHil{ ~

~~~~trawm«~:11

m.'-9.

liNot of introvert consciousness, not of extrovert
consciousness, not of consciousness both ways, not of
consciousness amassed throughout, not conscious, not
unconscious, unperceivable, not an object of any dealing,
ungraspable,
without
a
characteristic,
inconceivable,
inexpressible, having the notion of the Self only as a means of
knowing Him, devoid of all distinctions and differences, calm,
auspicious, non-dual, this is what they regard as the Fourth. He is
the Atman, He is to be known.
Ma. 7.

118. Some of the misconceptions regarding this
Atman often called the Turiya (the fourth), should be
briefly noticed here. Turlya is no avastha or state, and
therefore the popular identification of it with Samadhi
(trance), is altogether unfounded. Turiya is the fourth
only relatively to the illusory number three r eferring t o
the three states, Ii III 1t1(6q 19)flll~ Maya-samkhya Turlya as
Sailkara describes it. It is the only real Atman, as the
Upanishad expressly tells us, and even Vaisvanara and
others are only a superimposition on It. He has no
consciousness attached to Him like the empirical
atman (individual self); th e Sruti has expressly
negated both consciousness and unconsciousness as
His -properties. Therefore even the state of 'super
consciousness' has nothing to do with Him. He is
essentially 'A~I01IiH;:;i: ~' (Pure Consciousness and
Bliss in one). He is neither subject (since He has no
consciousness) nor object; therefore no prama1)a (valid
means of knowledge) is to be sought to establish Him;
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He is apram rya (beyond the reach of all pramaIJas or
means of knowledge) as Srutis and Smrtis declare.
Atmapratyaya (the notion of the self) is the only
pramaIJa, if it may be called such, to intuit Him. In
short, He is the neti-netyatma (the Atman who is
neither this nor that) as the BrhadaraI).yaka is never
tired of describing Him.
119. One word more: Turlya, Atman the Absolute,
is avyapadaeSya, inexpressible by any word. Om is
neither a name nor a symbol of this Atman; for in the
region of this Absolute, there is no place for any
distinction of name and thing, symbol and symbolized.
Omkara, as the Upanishad has said at the very start, is
Reality itself. Just as the Absolute has no real padas, so
also as Omkara It has no rnatras. The matras just like
padas are illusory shadows used as the upaya (means)
for realizing the nature of this Absolute. Therefore the
Sruti proclaims the absolute identity of Omkara and
Atman in these unmistakable terms :-

"Without matras, the Fourth is not the object of any dealing,
devoid of all distinctions and differences, auspicious, non-dual;
thus Omkara is Atman himself and no other. He who knows thus,
enters as the Atman into Atman."
Ma. 12.

120. Misconceptions of the concept ofOmkara, the
Absolute, are as rife as those of the concept of Atman.
It is enough to observe that it is not a mystical sound in
any sense. Ornkara is a word used by the Upanishad as
a device for the negation of all speech, summarized in
the three matras superimposed on Reality. Absolute
Omkara is Atman, and Atman is Omkara. Even
'Atman' or 'Brahman' cannot be regarded as the name
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of the ineffable Absolute< The Brhada:rarl).yat::fJ.
Bhashya thus explains how this double negation leads
to the intuition of Reality :~ ~qt OiRl~JIRlq!~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~-~I~;r~rl~fnsmt"8i<n~~r

d orr ~ orr ~ ~ orr ; ~~ 1% ~F'~~J<if~
~ ~~, ~ 'l ~ ~ ~

I ., ~.

oRI"?!l ~ fq~d

wIT~~~~mr! ~~!i'lrqrFII1l~qifl4c;:j{OI ~

~'f6I~(~+iI'1~~~ ~tfcir~ ~~ tmrm'*~~IlIR~I~: I
~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ P1{'R1~6ifqlRr~ "ff({l''' m<i~

~~~I~~w.JlIHr.i~~rnffiq~
~RI~d1R\

f.rol:

II
'f. m. ~ ~~~G., 1lT. \<)~~, ~~~.
"(Question :-) But how is it sought to point out the Reality of
Satya through these two words 'neti neti' (not this, not that)?

. (Answer :-) We reply, by denying all kinds of limiting
associations. For there is no specific feature here such as name or
form, no action, no difference, no genus, no quality. It is wen-known
that it is through these that words function. But in Brahman no such
specific feature obtains. Hence it cannot be pointed out as such and
such, as in common life an ox is pointed out by saying 'That is an ox,
whi.ch moves, white and with horns'. And Brahman is described
through name and fonn superimposed on It by 1r!Ords like
'Consciousness and Bliss is Brahman', 'He is conscious throughout',
'Brahman', and 'Atman'. Where, however, the essential nature alone
is intended to be pointed out free from all specific features due to the
conditioning associates, then it is impossible to express it in any way
whatever. Then this is the only device left, viz., to point it out by
negating
conceivable specifications," Br.Bh. 2-3-6, pp. 755, 756.

all

Looked at from this standpoint, neither Brahman
and Atman on the one hand, nor Omkara on the other,
is quite the right means of describing Reality. But by
the device of superimposing name a...n.J fOrID. in order to
suggest what is devoid of name and form, we use the
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expression 'Omkara is Brahman itself. The other
negations are merely to ward off conceivable
specifications incidental to the use of the term Omkara.
121. This is how Gau<;lapadacarya describes
Reality as the fourth and Omkara as without matras:(~) -3i"IR&lI~tll

gill ~"GftoI': ~<ra I

~Gj&lP1~&lf;:'UI&l~d ~ (RT II
lTt. <fiT. ~-~~.
"When the Jlva sleeping through beginningless Maya
awakes, then he intuits the birthless, sleepless and dreamless
non-duality."
GK. 1-16.
[JIva is birthless, that is changeless, in his real nature; so he
never became .Hva and never passed through the states of
consciousness. Yet he has imagined himself in his beginningless
dream, that he had avasthas. He never became conscious of a
second, nor was he ever unconscious. Yet ignorance presented
these mayic experiences.)

(~)~~~~~W~I
tl4otllfCI'1Ji"i~+( ~ ~ o:r ~ II
"One should know the Pral).ava (Omkara) to be the Ruler
(witnessing Pure Consciousness) present in everyone's heart. The
wise one who intuits Omkara as the all-pervading (Reality) in
everyone, never grieves."
GK.1-28.
[Omkara is not a sound symbol representing Reality. It is
Reality itself, the All that is; one who has realized this, has
transcended the ills of mundane life.]

(~) ~S~~ ~df4lq~I&l:

mor: I

~AAir~U~\iR: II
"That one is a muni and no other, who has intuited Omkara
which has no matras, and which knows no bounds to its nature
being absolutely free from duality and auspicious."
GK. 1-29.
[One who practises silence or lives in a forest, is no real muni.
One who knows his real nature which is infinite and is above
limitations due to speech and intellect, is the only real muni]
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13. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
(Bondage and Release)
122. Vedanta as non-dualism advocating the
Absolute Reality, the Atman alone, can evidently
admit of no distinction of the fall of the soul and release
or attainment of the Highest Good after practising
religious acts of discipline entitling to attain salvation.
Yet the Upanishads do speak of release and practice of
meditation or other means to attain freedom. How is
this anamoly to be explained ?
123. Advaitins ofSankara's tradition, say that the
Upanishads contain different teachings addressed to
different levels of the spiritual mind. These levels are
conceded only from the empirical stand-point. From
the transcendental view, however, this distinction of
bondage and release is overpassed. Is this distinction of
vyavahara and paramartha a revolution brought about
by Sankara's tradition? In order to be able to answer
this question, we have first of all to cull different texts
from different Upanishads which speak of Release and
Vyavahara or empirical behaviour consisting of
thought, speech and action.
The following are a few texts which contain
words directly derived from the root muc (to set free) :
(~)~tti(api\.iI~~~~~:lI ~.~-~~ .
"Knowing that cause (of the universe) attained by
Sarhhkhya and Yoga, one is freed from all bonds."
Sve.6-13.
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('i,() 3r~mT~ 'T(g ~~ ~<hl-$~ ~ ~ I

<f~~\il~~"f~11
"BeyondAuyakta (potential form of the universe), however,
is the 'Supreme Purusha' all-pervading and without the linga
((;onditioning associate such as the mind), lmowing whom the
'!reature (Jiva) is freed and attains his immortal nature." Ka. 6-S.

(~) ~: tirtjm~I~II'Q\14: ~: I

~ ~ q{I"'iiCfllcl~: q~""4H1 ~ II ~. ~-~-~.
"Those who have fully ascertained what is taught in the
Vedantas (Upanishads), by means of direct knowledge, who, by
their endeavour, have purified their mind by the Yoga of
r.enunciation, they, at the final time of death, become completely
immortal in the Brahman worlds and are freed from all bonds."
Mu.3-2-6.

124. It is obvious that the freedom obtained
through knowledge, can only mean freedom from
ignorance of Reality; for knowledge is not something
that cuts actual fetters asunder. That is why the
Upanishads frequently speak of release from
ignorance, or untying its knots.
(~) ~ J[RdCflEtltlltl

(flfff:

m ~ ~~: II
m. ~-~~-~.

"To that Narada, who has washed off the impurity of the
mind, the revered Sanatkumara (now) shows the other shore of
the darkness (of ignorance)."
Cha.7-26-2.

(~)

ror ~ Of: m-r mS{4ICflSlf6!<::I141: q-{ m~ II

3l.
~-l

"Thou art, indeed, our (real) father; for thou hast taken us
across avidya to the other shore."
Pr.6-S.

(~) ~~R~Cfilf~~~1

~~~~ms~~~11
~. ~-~-~o
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"All this is really the Purusha, Karma, the tapas (of
knowledge), the highest immortal entity. He who knows this as
placed in the cave of the heart, my friend, unties the knot of
avidya."
Mu.2-1-10.

125. Release (Moksha) therefore, is release from
ignorance and its effects such as desires, fear, grief,
delusion, mental defects, weakness of the heart, old
age, death and all other ills of mundane life:(~) ~ ~ ~ <f\TlIT its~ ~~: I
-3N

~s1[iTI ~ ~ tfl1~ II

"When all the desires taking shelter in this Jlva's heart are
shattered, then mortal man becomes immortal, and attains
Brahman here."
Kil.6-14.

('i,()~~~~~:1
-3N ~s1[iTI ~Of~(1IOf\itilj~lIf1'1~ II
"When all the knots of the heart are cut asunder, then this
mortal Jlva becomes immortal. This is all the teaching (of
Vedantas)."
Kil.6-15.

"Knowing the bliss of Brahman, one is afraid of nothing."
Tai.2-9.

"Fearlessness, indeed, hast thou attained Janaka !"
Br. 4-2-4.

"There, what delusion, what grief, to one who has realized
Oneness (of all). "
Isa.7.

(~~~~:I
~ ~ CfilfTfUT ~ ~ ~ II
"The knot of the heart is untied, all doubts are cleared, this
(Jlva's) karmas are all destroyed, when that (Brahmatman) who is
both the high and the low, is seen."
Mu.2-2-8o
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(\S) ~~ ~ ~ ~S1fTJl11
"'Through Atman one attains vigour,
knowledge immortality,"

~. ';(-'11.
and through
Ke.2-4.

126. The individual self being bound and limited
only by ignorance, a person attains his nature as
Brahman and becomes the All so soon as he gains
knowledge. This is from the Adhyfir6pa standpoint
utilized for the purpose of teaching; for everyone has
been always Brahman, and therefore there is neither
bondage nor release for anyone at all. This is the
apaviida (rescission) which Srutis make use of to teach
the eternal truth:
(~) ~

tIT ~ ~ ~ sm ~ ~ ~ 011~lj~~iji~ ~

tRfij mt tRfij ~ ~ ~s~ ~ "

!i. ~-';(-~.

"Whoever, indeed, knows that Highest Brahman, becomes
that very Brahman. No one who does not know Brahman, is born
in his line. He crosses grief, crosses sin, and, freed from the knots
ofthe heart, he becomes immortal."
Mu.3-2-9.

(';() ~qr~ 3mfl1.ctr.{kJtI'1~6jI~~ - ~ j~lfJilRiI ~

~-m~~~"(tof~~Jt1&41011J{1
(1~«j~1l1. ~fti6jlJt~: ~s~ ~ ~~ I df«Jtt4dffl ~ ~

~~~~~~~(Wf~~~~~~' arrrm~
~~"
1. ~-'d-~ o.
"Thus was Brahman alone in the beginning. It knew itself
thus 'I am Brahman'; and as a consequence of that knowledge, it
became everything. There, whoever among the gods know it, he
alone became that All. So it was in the case of~shis, and so in the
case of men. It was seeing this, that Vamadeva discovered the
mantra 'I have become Manu, and Siirya..... .' And even now
whoever knows this in the form 'I am Brahman' he becomes all
this. Even the gods are not able to prevent him from becoming
such, for he has become their very self."
Br.1-4-1O.
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(~) ~ mTr ~~ ~m ;r~.~- fct(fOlT: II
sr~.
"Brahman are the fishennen; Brahman, the slaves and
Brahman alone verily, are these gamblers."
Brahmasukta of the Atharva Veda.

127. It is from the highest Sastraic standpoint
that Gauc.lapada and Sankara declare with one voice
that there is none of the conventions of injunctions,
pramaQas (means of knowledge), acts of discipline,
bondage or release when one has realized that all is
Brahman or Atman :
(~) ;r Fr?rm "l ~

if.w- "l "i{~: I

"l~~~~~1wwtrrll
"There is neither dissolution nor origination (of the
universe), neither a soul in bondage nor one practising the acts of
discipline for release; neither one desirous of release nor anyone
who has attained release at all. This is the Highest Truth."
GK. 2-32.

(~) ~~~~~~(f: I

~W~IWH"d\;'.W~~~ ~ II
lTl. CfiT. ~-~~.
"Having known the world within to be Reality itself, having
known the world without to be Reality itself, and having become
one with Reality and taking delight in It alone, one should never
swerve from Reality."
GK. 2-38.

(~) ~ ~ ~' ~{ij\1a::HII'11 ~ ~ ~:, ~
~~ I "l~~~'"Iljq'~'"Ita\1kJO!IC441t11 Hrnq(jIO(j~~~

~ m. ~ - ~ -'!f, lIT. ~~ .
"Therefore it is only until the intuition 'I am Brahman'
dawns that all injunctions and all other pramal).as (valid means of
knowledge) prevail. For when Atman neither to be shunned nor to
be taken up, has been intuited, Pramal).as cannot continue to be,
since thereafter they would have neither objects of knowledge, nor
knowers desiderating the help of the means." SBh. 1··1-4, p. 23.

"i{

~ +!~11i~R II

E SSAfS ~.lN V EDASTA

]36

('d)~ lfQ (,h'l I~';~:;(OT14I~S(j

~"{}(lr(141fifoi'J~

~~ Wf ~: I ~ ~ ~ ~ if ;[r J>I('(l4//('"lilofr

~:I~~~~:~ ~~~I~
~1(J}41~~fP.i:, !.fr<:r~R "l :sn:rfOnR ~ ~
~~4~djqq{ja I (NT"l~:~~~~~¢~'~.

'd-~- ~~ ~~~1~44 ~ CIR~~, ~ ~ ~ cf\

~~. 'd-~-z0 if<f ~~ ~~ II
~

m.

~-~-~o, qJ.l~

"This distinction between the embodied soul and the inner
controller, is due to the conditioning associate of the body and
senses presented by avidya, and not real. For there can be only one
inmost Atman, and there cannot be two inmost selves. The same
Atman is treated a s though there wer e dist.inction in Him, just as
we speak of a pot-ether and the universal ether. And from this
(view-point), Srutis teaching the distinction of the knower, the
known etc., valid; means of knowledge such as perception,
experience of saJilsara, the Siistra of injunction, prohibition and all
that becomes possible. Accordingly the Srut.i points t.o all
conventional procedure in the region of ignorance when it says
'Where there is duality a s it were, there one sees another.' (Br. 4-515), and wards off all (conventions of human) procedure in the
sphere of knowledge when it. says, 'Where, however, to this
knower, all becomes Atman alone, there, what could one see and
with what? (Br. 4-5-15)"
SBh. 1:-2-20, p. 81.

(0 ~m;;;;:th1~li"rti("Of~q(ffi ~ ~ "fi1~&JIth1("Of1.
tfiifT mmr ~ ~ ~, ;ntq-

~ SI~I~J:t~, ~: ~

~~Gtj\"""fil~' ~ SI~f6I~6f~I-e§RI I ~ 'if m~ ~ I ~
ei]"'lIRthIMOQ'[tlI"li

cpfoTI

~

~:

~

I

'1

'if

~~(th(0Rrli*1I~W ~: th4't06tii. ~ I aiPti"4("OfOQfl~·(iit
~*T ~(<1't0fq II

~ m. 'd-z-n, lIT. 'd\S~, 'd\S'd.

"The knower of Brahman conclusively knows thus: 'As
opposed to the nature of being a doer and experiencer (ofthe fruit
of actions) known (to me) preVIously, I am that Brahman which is

really no doer or experieDcer in j cs nature iIi .:.l! tlw three divisions
of time. I was never a doer 01 eXpeI' ieDee.t' e'JeD Lei()re t.his, riOr am
I such now, nor shall I be such even in the futme time. 'It is only
thus that release would be possibiE:; for otherwise, there would be
no release at all since harmas which have continued to function
from time without a beginning, could not be exhausted, nor can
release be an event depending upon some place, time or c.ause like
the fruit of karmas; fo r in thai ease, it would be impermanent.
This is so for another reason, to wit, that the result of knowledge (of
Atman) cannot be reasonably remote." SBh. 4-1·13, pp. 473, 474.

(G) \1?t\1~Fcl~((cqs:tIt"~FWSH1~~,ct(ll<n~ ~~ ~ :ln1fUT..
OQil4"i~0j&1(1 ~ %ira.CflI~ ~-or:
.r.~ I

; W>iffUT TT

wmfiJr~

em ~d6g:II<l1Q'¥I1fi1r ~.~~ ~ wmfiJr ~ ?

~-~~~!f~~!mfUNi[~: "
:w~trr.~ .

"On the presupposition of this mutual superimposition of
the Self (Atman) and not-self, called avidya, all the conventions of
Pramal)a (means of knowledge) and Prameya (object of
knowledge) - both secular and Vedic - start, as also all Sastras
treating of injunctions and prohibitions and of release.
[That is to say, all human procedure presupposes avidyaJ
(Question :-) But how are (we to know t.hat) the means of
knowledge such as perception, and the Sastras, are intended only
for the ignorant?
(Answer) To this, we reply :- Inasmuch as a person who does
not regard the body and senses etc. as himself and his own, cannot
be a cognizer, the means of knowledge cannot function in his case.
Adh.Bh. p. 3.
. Of ~)RAI04jql~ ~~W~: ~.-.ITfr I Of ~-

J4':fi{CJIR41 0 Ii ~: ~ I 'Of ~

$

~

~ I 'Of ~ ~ ~f<IT~~ OQJOII?:~t!qq?:l~ I 'Of ~
!>IJ4I?:~J4r(1)ol OQJ410BFiRl.d~ I

~~~'I

nBffiL

~~:lff'.T~

~~trr' ~r~ ·
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(To explain:-) The convention of perception and other
Pramal}as etc., is not possible without the senses; and the senses
cannot function without the body as their basis; and no one could
be active without identifying oneself with the body. Nor could
there be cognizership in Atman unattached to anything, without
presuming all this. And without cognizership there can be no
functioning of the means of know ledge. Therefore, means of
knowledge such as perception, as also the Sastras, are only for the
ignorant."
Adh. Bh. pp.2, 3.
[Everyone who imagines himself to be a knower, presumes
that he is the body on which the senses depend. But really, his rea]
nature as Atman is unrelated to the body or the senses which he
calls 'me' and 'mine'.]

(~) ~ YJfi\<~(101f4 ~~q~~, N;~~

ocN ~-r6tGf;qI~R\ ~
~~~~~~~

~ ~ ~ q~ I

~

l(tf{C1{(1<f4~I~lr6t~i4"ltld ~ I ~ O1I""4iHf4IP1

mfif ;

~~,3if61Gf;q('C4l¥J ~I_

~wm;:r~ I (MT~~: -~qr~~~~
~ ~ ro~e~~lR&lCl~l<Cli:{f6I{llf6IlIq lfc1 <hi('C4IR&lCl~I{

~ ; ~ ~ fl4~k~ClI~ ~ cf;" ~ G:. ~-c...-~0 ~ ~
~: <h~IR"4Cl~I(I~~ II

~ m. ~-~-~~, lIT. ~~.
"This (Paingi) Sruti does not aim at attributing
experiencing nature to the insentient mind, but only intends to
declare that the sentient kshetrajiia (individual self) is not (really)
an experiencer, but is of the nature of Brahman. To that end, it
superimposes experiencing nature on the mind which is subject to
pleasm'e and other changeful moods.

[This is an instance of deliberate superimposition of some
characteristic to negate some other superimposed characteristic of
Atman.J
"For this nature of being active and experiencing, is a
fictitious invention due to non-discrimination of the respective
nature of the mind and the Self. Really, however, it cannot
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conceivably pertain to either of these, for the mind is insentient
and the Self is changeless. It is altogether inconceivable in the
case of the mind, since it is of the nature of an appearance
presented by avidya. Accordingly, the Sruti beginning wit h
'Where, indeed, there is duality, as it were, there one would see
something other' shows how all such conventions as of an agent of
action, belong to the sphere of ignorance and are similar to one's
procedure with regard to an elephant etc. seen in a dream. And it
shows the absence of all procedure such as of an agent etc. in the
case of a man of discrimination, by the statement beginning with
'Where, to this one, all has become Atman, there, what could one
SBh. 1-2-12, p. 74.
see and with what' (Br. 4-5-15)."
[Here SaiJ.kara says in so many words that human
procedure is shown to be restricted to the sphere of ignorance
only, and this is taught to be so by the Sruti by the method of
adhyar6papavada.]

128. It is by the method of deliberate
superimposition, therefore, that all ills of mundane
life, are attributed by Vedantins to the not-selves to
negate what is usually conceived to be a property of the
self in empirical life. As a matter of fact, the so-called
individual self, has always been free from all samsaric
defects. Here is a Sanscrit verse ascribed to Sailkara,
which is sung by hundreds of Indian devotees of
Vedanta every day, putting this method in a nutshell:

~~~~if I ~muT: ~~if I
~ffi~~if I ~~~~~ir II
"I am not this body; whence could birth a nd death come to
me? I am not the life-force; whence could hunger and thirst come
to me? I am not the mind; whence could grief and delusion come to
me? Nor am I the ego; whence could bondage and release possibly
come to me?"
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(Discipline and Goal)
129. :F'rom the highest standpoint of Advaita,
there can be neither a goal to be reached nor any way to
be traversed before reaching that goal. Advaita is not
to be acquired by the abolition of duality or the
manifold universe, for what is real is always there, and
can never be wiped off by any feat or legerdemain. As
Gau<;lapada says;
(~) wffl'r ~ ~ ~ '1

m: I

'1141+tISlf'l~ ~~: II
"If the manifold were existent, then, no doubt, it would need
to be removed. This duality is mere Maya - a magical show; really
there is Advaita alone."
GKI-17.
[It is not a real pluralistic universe that has got to be
actually blotted out to attain non-duality.]

(~)~~moT~~1

~~~~Vfm-d"lI
"A thought-construct would have to be removed, if it had
been actually conceived by some one. This is only a device for the
purpose ofteaching; there is no duality when the truth is known."
GK. 1-18.

It is not true to say that there is some one who has
wrongly imagined and actually brought about the
appearance of duality. It is not true even to say that
some one has got to be actually enlightened by the
Sruti or a teacher in order to remove his wrong idea of
duality. The distinction of the teacher and the taught,
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is merely a device resorted to by the Upanishads to
reveal the grand truth that Advaita or the Absolute is
eternally unaffected by anything foreign to it, for really
there can be nothing foreign beside the Absolute.
130. Yet conceding to the empirical point of view,
advaitins talk of levels of intellect as wen as of the
aspirants for truth and gradations of teaching as well:
arr~ ~"ilft\f!te~: I
'3ql«~'lqRe4 ~itj<:fl4XP:H II

7ft. CKr.

~-~~.

"There are three grades of seekers, possessing the lowest,
mediocre and the highest view-points. Upasana is therefore
taught out of compassion for such seekers."
GK. 3-16.

Karma (ritual) is taught to the lowest grade of
seekers, Upasana (meditation) to those of the middle
grade, while Juana is reserved for seekers of the
highest grade. Thus, for instance, the BrhadaraI.1yaka
says
~ ~~ljOI:q~"1 sm1U1T f61fo!Rtt~

$

~ (fIffiTsorrm-

~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ J)"h~.,,~;:n: ~ I
~ ~ ~

mm: ~ ;r Ch~ ft ~ q,-ftumIT ~

;fts~s~ ~-~ ~ ~ tit" ~~ fOI:f\quw'll~ ~~*l

~"Pl~~11

~.'!/-'!/-~~.

"It is this Atman whom Brahmal)as seek to know through
the recitation (or study) of the Vedas, sacrifice, charity, asceticism
consisting of moderation in enjoyment of sense-objects. It is by
knowing this Atman alone that one becomes a Muni (a sage),
Urged by the desire of this World (of Atman) alone, they renounce
everything. This is it, we learn, that (prompted) the ancient sages
never to desire offspring, (thinking). 'What shall we do with offspring, we for whom this is the Atman, this is (the only) World (to
be attained) ?' They, we learn, rose above the desire for a son,
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desire for wealth, and desire for worlds and went away begging for
alms."
Br.4-4-22.
[In the above passage, discipline necessary for each of the
stages oflile, has been mentioned.]

Assignment of lower rank to Karmas
131. "''here the efficacy of recitation (or study) of
the Vedas is apparently derided, it should be
understood as intended to lay stress on some other
Siklhanas and not to negate the recitation (or study) or
sacrifice as a means. For instance, in the text
(~) ~ WIT o:r ~ ~ ~~sqctf61J4I"~: II

11. "'11. ~";(

"Not by karma, not by offspring, nor by wealth, but by
renunciation only did some attain immortality."
M.N.12

it is intended to stress that renunciation is a more
immediate means than karma etc.
Similarly :(~W~~s~~~~Q!l~
SI(q:;W'I1->:!14j1WIIIW ~SRH1J4kJ4I"SiI'i'.lI<:ljl~S~ ~ ~

~~~S~II

m.";(-";(~-~.

"Three are the divisions of (religious) duty: sacrifice, study
ofthe Vedas, and charity - this is the first (division); asceticism
alone is the second. And the bachelor serving in the house of a
Vedic teacher for life, is the third; (he is the one) who extremely
emaciates himself in the master's house. All these would (indeed)
attain the worlds accruing from merit. But Brahma-Sarhstha (one
devoted to Omkara) attains im..lllortality."
Ch.2-23-l.

Here the first three stages are lowered, just to
praise meditation on Omkarao
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Vedic rites purify the mind
132. The Bhagavadgita thus assesses the value of
karmas :~:~o:r~q)m~1
~ ~ oq~ ~Wr Jjoflfqull+l1l

~~~~~~:ql
q:;JolOllofl Rl it l:fM" ~ ~ II
"The karma consisting of sacrifice, charity and asceticism
should not be given up, it should be practised. For sacrifice,
charity and asceticism, are purifiers to the wise. These karmas,
however, should be practised, renouncing attachment and fruits
(of action). This, 0 son ofPrthu, is my deliberate and final verdict."
Go18-5,6.

The Ra.tionale of the course of discipline
133. How are we to determine the course of
discipline needed for reaching Atman ?
~~~o:r~o:r~~1
~ ~ ~ ~ am:m ~

cttR11"{ II
CfiT. ";(-";(~, ~. ~ -'q-~.

"This Atman is not reached by the study and interpretation
of the Sastra, nor by memorizing the meaning ofSastraic teaching,
nor by much listening to teaching. He is attained by that very
Atman whom alone this (seeker) intently longs to reach. To him
this Atman reveals His true nature."
Ka. 2-23, Mu. 3-2-3.

One who wishes to reach his destiny, naturally
tries to get information about the goal, and to
remember and discuss the nature of the goal to be
reached. But this Atman being the very Self of the
seeker, the mere study, memory of what is studied or
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even constant discussion with a teacher, would be of no
avail. This is not like the geographical study of a
particular place to be reached. Intense longing to rest
in one's own Selfis of the utmost importance here. The
reason why one does not know his own nature, is not
because of want of study or of memory, for really no
study or memory is needed to know that which is
known for ever; it is only because of one's yielding to
the temptation of taking interest in the unreal not-self.
One who yearns for the knowledge of Atman, has
already got it, for the Atman has revealed Himself to
all but those who have a tendency to stay away from
Him.
mFeffiIT ~~n:(1hmli~ ~1fI41~d: I

~1~IHiiiHti'i

eWt 51~I~~~iilg~l~ II
ef\T. O(-O(~.
"No one who has not desisted from bad conduct, no one who
has not restrained his mind, and no one who has not achieved onepointedness of mind, and no one whose mind is not absorbed (in
the Atman), can ever reach this Atman through intuition."
Ka.2-24.
This is the graduated course of discipline set forth
for those who would retrace their steps back to Atman.
First of all one has to control the senses and restrain
them from fleeting about aimlessly. Then the mind has
to be brought back from fluttering in all directions. The
third step is to make the mind single pointed and direct
it exclusively towards Atman. The last step is to
dissolve the mind into Atman.
134. To stop the senses from fleeing from one
object to another, the very first step is what has been
called the Karma-yOga in the Bhagavadgita. The one
way of accomplishing it, is thus explained :-
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~ tr.:r ~ ~ I

~~~~lJRCf: II

lft. ~<:-~~.

"Him from whom the (evolution and activity of all) beings
take place, (and) by whom all this is pervaded by worshipping Him
through (the performance of) duty proper to oneself, man attains
the end."
Bhg.18-46o
['The end' is the qualification necessary fOT attaining
knowledge. Actions without recognition of Atman as their source
and support, cannot conduce to that.]

This verse makes the meaning of the Sruti ~
PotfolRctP!' (Br. 4-4- 22) already quoted
(Para 130. p. 141) more explicit. No doubt the duties
proper to Var IJ(1S and iiSramas, have lost their full force
owing to lapse of time and preponderance of desire in
this Iron Age, yet performance of what little is still in
practice, and even the performance of one's secular
duties in a spirit of worship, would be conducive to the
purification of the mind. Hence Smrtis like the
ParaSara say 'ij ~ ~~: ~I$:ql ~ ~~: I' (The
twice-born act as influenced by the particular Yuga,
and so, are not to be condemned). Moreover there is
this s16ka in the Pural)a:
,?r.~a::rI"11=6j='6j~~="'I ~

~~~~~S~I
~~~~~II
"What good merit one obtains by meditation in the Krta

Yuga, what through the performance of sacrifices in the Treta,
what through worship in Dv iipara, that merit one attains in Kali
by the mere loud utterance of Keshava's Name."
V.P .6-2-17.

And there is another Pauranik s16ka :~ CfI("Sict~'ijI"'li 414#?:i'i4;;ftfol"'llJ{ I
~Gt4Ifo1@"'II"'Ii "lfii .. nfol~J"1Jt.1I
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"In the Kali age when people's mind is generally impure,
when people mostly live upon earnings through sinful acts, and
when people are mostly deprived of the merit of enjoined karmas,
the only refuge is the loud utterance of God's name."

All this implies that taking God's name with
devotion, makes up for whatever defect may result
from want of the perfect performance of one's religious
duties owing to inability or pressure of bad
environments in this Iron Age.
Upasana
135. So much for controlling the senses and
weaning them from bad habits. This practice is what is
called Dama (taming the senses). Now we shall turn to
the control of the mind. First it has got to be purified;
that is, the suspended and dissolved impressions
created by wrong and vicious thinking, have got to be
washed off by creating mental tendencies in the
opposite direction. And secondly, its tendency towards
constant fluttering in diverse directions has to be cured
by withdrawing it inwards and cultivating a habit of
concentration upon Atman. For this purpose various
Upiisaniis have been enjoined in the Upanishads.
Upasanas being really mental acts, are also of various
kinds like the karmas enjoined in the Vedas.
(f3f

~~ I3qlfl~I?04~~, ~~

~ <h4f1~~ I ~ ~ol~:n141ql~~: II
~ m. ~-~-F(, 1Tf. ~~.
"Of these, some meditations on Brahman are conducive to
prosperity, some to gradual liberation, and some to the greater
efficacy of Karmas. Their difference is due to the difference in the
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particular qualities (of Brahman) and in the conditioning
adjuncts."
SBh. 1-1-12, p. 35.

136. Upasana is often called 'Jnana '; and the
direct knowledge of Brahman or Atman, is also called
by the name of Upasana. This has misled many to
suppose that the entire body of the Vedas is injunctive
or prohibitive in nature, the only difference between
the so called Karma-ka1}da and the J fiana-kanda being
that the former enjoins karmas requiring the help of
the body and physical ingredients such as milk or curds
used in oblations, while the J fiana-ka{K1a lays down
injunctions of purely psychological acts. Advaita
Vedantins of Sankara's tradition stand alone in
distinguishing the two Jfianas. Both of these have been
called 'Vidya' and 'Jfiana' because they are equally
mental, but they differ widely both in their essential
form and in the result aimed at. The following extract
from Sankara's Sutra-Bhashya, would be of great help
in distinguishing between the two mental functions :(~) ~~;nl{1lRUT~ l;r I ~~I ~~;nl{m~
<.'4fgf~.r~,qPl(~~ ~ ~~liRl'no£jlql(ltfRr ~ I ~ ~ ~

~ ~ of lHffi ~ <.'4li?<flRUli ~. SIT. ~-~-~) ~, ~
lHffi~~~ I t~~~m~~~
<fl1Ji<fl1~ ~

orr ~~; ~lii1~F.4I1.1 ~ QSlJiIOI\1!""4~ I
3Tffi" ~ ~ ~ ~ err

~ ~ ~6jfg~li£jJ{ I

<fli!RWP-'l~ I ~ <.'4fgi1~il6j ~ I ";r ""41~'11i1~~

orrN ~;

~ ~sfit ~ ~~ II

~ 'm. ~-~ ."'d, "41. ~~.
"(Objection :-) But what is known as Jiiana is (itself) a
mental act!

(Reply :-) No. For there is a difference between the two. (To
explain :-) What is known as an act is that, as is well-known, in
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whose case an lUJunction is laid down quite independently of the
nature of a thing and which is dependent on the will of a person; as
for instance (when. it is laid down) in such texts as 'For whichever
deity, the libation is taken up (by the adhuaryu), on that deity
shall (the hotr) about to utter (the mantra) Vashat, meditate
'.TI ,:mtally.' (Ai Br. 3-8-1), 'One shall mentally meditate upon the
Sandhya' (deity presiding over evening). Dhyana (meditation),
Cintana <thinking of something), while it is mental, is possible for
:) person to do, or not to do, or even to do in a way (other than the
one in which it is enjoined to be done), for it is dependent on the
will of a person; but Jfiana (knowledge) is born out of (the use of)
'Wille valid means of knowledge. And the means has for its object
some thing as it is. And so Jfiana (knowledge) is impossible to do,
or not to do, or to do quite in another way, for it is dependent on a
thing alone, and not on any injunction or on the will of any person.
Therefore, though menta!, Jfiana differs widely (from dhyanat"
SBh. 1-1-4, p. 18.
[This excerpt distinguishes knowledge properly so called,
from meditation in so far as the essential nature of the two
modifications of the mind is concerned. As for the results of the
two, the next excerpt should be carefully studied.]

(~) ~1i!f?I"'01 ~ I a-JilI J IRlq4.-J ~ (i~I"'4llll~: cpf,

q;;~Rlq<Offilll1.~: , ~ ~ 51+l'01~I6i~I~fiI~ ~ I SI~I6I~'RI~
~: I f.f:ilq~~I'(cfl\ilIRl{jj~~'1~ I ~ ~ fGI~lmi1044!.1I
~ m. ~-~-~, lIT. G..
"The word Jijiiasa(enquiry) literally means 'desire to know',
Jiliina culminating in intuition, is the object of desire denoted by
the grammatical suffix 'sun '. For, desire has for its object the
result (and not the means). (To explain :-) Brahman indeed is
desired to be intuited by means of Jfiana, the valid means of
knowledge. For the intuition <of Brahman) alone is what is aimed
at by the person (enquiring). For that alone finally destroys avidya
a nd other evils of mundane life. Therefore (the nature of)
Brahman is to be enquired into."
SBh. 1-1-1, p. 6.

[Both means of knowledge (enquiry) and the resultant
knowledge (intuition), are denoted by the word 'Jfiana' according
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to the derivation. But it is the end and not the means that should
be taken as the object of desire here. For nobody resorts to the
employment of the means for its own sake. Therefore enquiry, the
means, is undertaken here for the sake of the resultant
knowledge, (avagati) intuition of Brahman.]
(~) ~ ~li1f01~oF.j)<ul

_ ,

~"I?HiPtt'~q;('5IPt ""4lli1l{llja:t'I1$1~fOIljlllfOl ~:
~,

ifl4«~~q;('5IPt

~

ifliihHi<tr1:flf.:t

srrumm:'-

"{~f4miilrqI4

Ji.·i1<iRm Iii Irq ,,€I

m.

II
m. aF>r.
"Now, in this context of non-duality, are laid down
meditations leading to prosperity, (meditations) leading to result
approximating (advaitic) freedom and having for their object,
Brahman slightly modified in comparison with non-duality;
(meditations for instance) such as (on Brahman) 'made up of
mind, having Pral).a for His body.' (Ch. 3-14-2), meditations
conducing to the efficacy of karmas, and those connected with
subservient factors of kannas also. For they are similar to it
inasmuch as they are also rahasya (secret), and they are also
modifications of the mind."
Introduction to Ch.Bh.

Though mental acts, Upasanas are more akin to Joana
(knowledge) because they relate to subtle entities and because
they are also like Jfiana, mental.]

137. By way of illustration, we shall cite one
typical meditation to show how all Upasanas of
Brahman having for their object the same Brahman
that is enquired into for obtaining immediate release,
conduce to gradual mukti because of the difference in
the nature of the mental means employed.
~ ~ ~ \1iii1('5IPt~ ~ ~ I aN ~~: ~

~LSh1<&itWf;~~~:~~tr~~1I

m.~-~~-~.

"All this is Brahman, for it is born from, dissolved in, and
lives in It. One should meditate upon It calmly. Now, man is made
up of his resolve. Just as a person's resolve is in this world, so will
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he be after departing trom here. He should (ther efore) make this
i'8so1ve ;-

~:~~:~' 3iI<:flI~II("I"II~mm:
tr~:~: ~S~I¥lC1I~,(: II ';( II

~ lJ ~s~s~ ~ ~ ~ ~ttll"ll<:flIB:1
:P-lIJlI<:fl(iO:§01~,4 If ~s~ ~ ~ I?OflttlC1""(ii1:m';ilt!lttIRoi'!~~7:f:11 ~ II

mmffim:~:~: ~S<;J~~lf
:::~s~

l.{C1~@C1fIl{1:

~

'l[f(T

~ ;r

WNRh("flIS~~OOSS~~:~: II 'If II
"Made up of mind, having PrIil}a for His body, of the nature
of the light (of consciousness), having an effective will, of etherlike nature, maker of all ; having all (pure) desires, all (good)
odours, all (delicious) tastes, pervading the whole ofthis universe,
having no (organs such as that oD speech, without flurry.
This is my Atman within the heart, tinier than a grain of
rice, or that of barley or mustard, than of $y IimIika or the kernel of
$y iimaka. This is my Atman within the heart, greater than the
earth, greater than mid-regions, greater than heaven, greater
than all these worlds. Maker of all, having all desires, all odours,
all tastes, pervading all this, having no organ (such as that) of
speech, without flurry. This is my Atman within the heart, this is
Brahman. I shall in the long run attain Him after departing from
here. He who has this firm faith, and has no doubt about it (will
surely attain It). So said Sandilya, yea Sandilya." Ch. 3-14-2, 3,4.

138. The extract cited just now, is a specimen of
Brahman considered as the cause of the origination,
sustentation and dissolution of the world, and
therefore, from this adhyiir6pa (assumption)
standpoint, has manifested itself as the Self of all
individual souls, as well as in the form of the whole
universe. The Upanishads from this thought-position,
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lay down injunctions for meditating on Brahman as
possessed of all auspicious qualities. Realized as the
Self of the seeker by constant meditation, it ensures
special enjoyment with all desires accomplished, and
final emancipation at the end of the cycle also. The
following extracts should be carefully studied in order
to be able to distinguish between this lower empirical
aspect of Brahman presented for meditation from the
pure, unqualified, transcendental Brahman in its real
nature taught for being intuited as the All, and the
essential Self of each one of us.
(~) ~ ~q{Sl~~(P:'II %l: I

(fSf

q{lq{jI~~~6hI'16(~

~~~%l~:~11
~ ~ '11-~-~'11, lIT. ~o~.
"Therefore, going (to Brahman) is with reference to the
Lower Brahman. This being the case, it is only owing to nonascertainment of the distinction between the Higher and the
Lower Brahman that the Srutis teaching going (to Brahman)
applicable (really) to the Lower Brahman, are wrongly applied to
the Higher Brahman."
SBhA-3-14, p. 501.

[Wherever the seeker is described as going towards and
reaching Brahman, it is only the Lower Brahman that is meant by
the Sruti.]

(';() Ni~~, 1Wf1f{~? ~~; ~~qt ~~
~ ~:' (q". ~-';() ~("q IR~~I'1I~ I Ni :Tf: qt ~ ft;~q{flI Rt ? ~
- 4~IW{lI~d'1I~f"qlruF.l:?14S1Rtq~ ~IR~ltlJ~lqR~4~, ~ I

$1:f;f'1I~f"qIRW~olit'1~~~I\?>~lfI'1l~i)q~4~~:~

~:'(ffi. ~-~ii-,;() ~("qIR~I<2::, ~~I '1~6(~~dI4~ I'll
~W{lI~d'1IJ1f"41ql~ qR&>d("61 11. II ~ 'm. ii-~-~ii, lit t.,.o~, t.,.o'q,
"(Question:-) Are there two Brahmans - one the Lower and
the other Higher ?"
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(Answer :-) Yes, (there are) two. For we see (a text)
beginning with 'This alone, 0 Satyakama, is both the Higher and
the Lower Brahman, (this) which is Omkara'.
(Question :-) And which is the Higher Brahman, and which
(is) the Lower?
(Traditional Vedantin :-) This is the answer: Wherever
Brahman is taught through such words as 'asthillam' (not gross)
negating the specific features like name and form invented by
avidya, that is the Higher (Brahman). And when the self-same
(Brahman) is presented as qualified by some specific feature like
name and form through such words as 'manamaya' (made up of
mind) 'Priil)a-Sarirah' (having Prar:m for his body), 'Bha rilpah'
(having the nature of the light of consciousness) etc., that is the
Lower.
(Objection :-) In that case, the text teaching (Brahman as)
without a second, would be contradicted!
(Reply :-) No, for this objection has been already rebutted by
(taking this Brahman) as being conditioned by the associate of
name and form invented by avidya."
SBhA-3-14, pp. 501,502.
[This is only a distinction without difference, since the socalled distinguishing feature is only a figment of avidya:)

(~) '{OIitCfi~fil ~ ~ ;:j'NIf4J:i'1

~:q ~a:I~tt~(fd II

~ m. ~-~-~~, lIT. ~~.
"Thus one and the same Brahman, is taught in the
Upanishads to be meditated upon and to be known according as
(respectively) It is associated with the limiting adjlIDct or devoid
of all limiting adjuncts."
SBh. 1-1-12, p. 35.

[While both the Higher and Lower Brahmans are taught
through conditioning associates, these associates are ultimately
rejected in the case of the knowable Brahman whereas they are
taken to be qualifying adjuncts of Brahman when the latter is to
be meditated upon.]

('d) ~ "'Ilq(SI~i'lqlfl'"tf4 ~ ~ 11 ~ fil¥fl"fi"filsft
~, (m. ~-~-~) ~ ~~~ ij«l(4fl"'l(itOi ~ ~ ;

~f.iOlffldfC4Ia:~'QI(fI: I (ff4":q~I~:n1l10l0l'9:fi'.U1:(fcrrm 41~'1~f4~'9:~ I
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~sfq~SS~:~I:ORI~I+I~~"I4i"UlRiM::
-

~('4~(RQ{ I~tflt{~t~ (~-~-~~ ~ II~ m. 'd-~-~'d, lIT. ~o~.

And the power stated in the Sruti in connection with that
meditation of the Lower Brahman, of the nature of control over
the world such as 'Ifhe be desirous ofthe Pitti6ka (the enjoyment
offathers, his fathers present themselves at his mere wish)' (Ch.
8-2-1), would belong to the sphere of sarilsiira only; for avidya is
not (yet) abolished. And (the enjoyment of) that power being
restricted to a particular region, there is nothing contradictory in
(conceiving) his going to that region in order to attain it. We have
said in (explaining the Sutra), 'Tad gUlJasiiralviit' (for he is of the
essence of that mind 2-3-29) that in spite of the Atman's being
omnipresent, his movement is conceivable when the conditioning
adjlIDcts such as the mind move, in the same way as (the
movement of) iikiisha when pots and the like (associates) move."
SBh. 4-3-14, p. 502.
[What powers the practice of meditation offers, are
attainable only in particular parts ofthe lIDiverse where he should
needs go to attain them. That this travelling is only empirical, is
natural, and the transcendental nature of Atman as being nondual and consequently not admitting of any movement, cannot be
in conflict with this movement in the sphere of avidya.]

Adhyatma-YiSga
139. In addition to Karma and Upasana, there is a
kind of concentrated contemplation called the
Adhyatma-Yoga which leads to immediate intuition.
Karma-Yoga and Upasana of Brahman, are also often
called Yoga. As for instance in the Bhagavadglta:
-qsr ~ f6H I'iM+lI~of~ ~~: I

:sr:mn ~ {{ ~ cr~ +mrfu II

1ft. l-~~.
"In what time departing, yogins go not to return, as also to
return, that time I shall tell thee, 0 best of the Bharatas." G. 8-23.
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In this sl6ka Karma-Yogins and Dharal)a- Yogins
(of Brahman) are both spoken of as Yogins.

aiGli?41RH&! ~: ~ ih'HIqul~ I
:w:mrr ~ Sf~nf~rl~~"GRl": II
7ft. ~-"t'li.
"Fire, Light, Day-time, the bright-fortnight, the six-months
of northern solstice - men departing then, knowers of Brahman
reach Brahman."
G.8-24.
03r

Here the Upasakas of Brahman are said to be
conducted by divine guides to Brahman.
~ ~ pvr: 1iUlfmT ~_ I
~ ~ \i'(41R1414ft ~ f.fc«ffi II
"The Smoke, Night-time, the Dark-fortnight, the sixmonths of the Southern Solstice - the Yogin reaching the light of
the moon then, comes back."
G.8-25.

Here the performer of karmas is also spoken of as
a Yogin.
But in contrast to these two Yogas, there is a
third Yoga called the Adhyatma-Yoga in the KathaUpanishad and Dhyana-Y6ga in the sixth chapter of
the Bhagavadglta. This course of discipline deserves to
be specially discussed here, because, while the process
involved in it is a mental practice quite different from
either, many scholars and teachers of Vedanta, have
mistaken it to be a species of Patanjala- Yoga.
140. The Katha-Upanishad gives the details of
this Yoga. It illustrates the usefulness of this discipline
by a beautiful metaphor which likens the seeker of
truth to the master of a chariot who is assisted by an
intelligent charioteer guiding well-trained horses
drawing the conveyance:
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~f4~I"'fOlI~~~lFmTOOI
(itt\R'Ilfdl ~W{~<TT~~: II
CfiT. ~-~.
"But whoever has a discriminating intellect with an everpoised mind, his senses are under control like trained horses of a
Kii.3-6.
(clever) charioteer."
[A discriminating intellect, like a clever charioteer, holds
the bridle of the mind just as occasion arises. The senses therefore
cannot run away in any direction they please.]

foI~FHiH~ 1io{:~: I
msu;r;:r: q Hli Isi'tffi ~: wi" ~ II
''Whoever has for his charioteer a discriminating intellect
and a poised mind for the bridle, he reaches the destined end of
the (long) road, the Highest place of Visl}u (the all-pervading
Brahman)."
Ka.3-9.
[The Highest place ofVis1).u is the Reality all--pervading; for,
as said in the previous verse, there is no return thence any more to
the misery of mundane life.]

141. The Highest Goal of the journey of Yoga, is
reached in the following manner according to the
Upanishad:
(~) qt{~~~ss~;r~ I

~~~~~~~~II
"This Atman is hidden in all beings, and does not reveal
himself. But with the help of one-pointed subtle buddhi, He is
seen by those who habitually see subtle things."
Ka.3-12.
[Atman is not known in the ordinary way of knowing
)bjective things. He can be intuited by the refined mind by
~onstant effort adapted to see more and more subtle things
mderlying the gross appearances within.J

(~) ~",0al~·"'f41 ~ 1~~{j"'0~ H ~ I

~1'1likliPt ~ fit'l"'0~{j~ ~ II
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"The wise (seeker) should merge the (organs of sense such
as that of) speech in the mind, and that (mind) in the intellect. The
intellect, one should merge in the great Atman (the individual,
self or Cosmic Intellect), and that (great Atman) should be merged
in the Atman free from all specific features."
Ka.3-l3.

142. The Yoga thus formulated, must be unfolded
in its naked form before one is able to profit by it. For it
is not the same as Sajiitiya-pratyaya-Santiina-kara.1)Cl
(setting up a stream of kindred ideas) by the strength
of will in accordance with what is recommended by the
Sastra. As the Chiindogya-Bhiishya says:
(~) ~ ~ 1.N1~lItolfl~f\ld AA~I~kI'1~ql~llf ~
fI~HRl'ij'iRlflrol'1"4y(oi ~~Ot!k(llfHrof{t1~ II

m.

m. at~<tiT, lIT. ~~ ~
"But Upasana is taking up any object presented by the
Sastra, and setting up a stream of kindred modifications of the
mind, (a stream) uninterrupted by any idea of a different kind."
Ch. Bh. Introduction, p. 352.
[Earlier we have quoted Sankara's definition of Dhyiina
(a synonym for Upasana) as an act depending on a person's will.
See p. 151.]

In the case of U pasanas (meditations on
Brahman) S iikshiitkiira (realizing the idea in a concrete
form) is uniformly necessary, except when meditations
are performed for particular desired ends.
(~)~-wm~~I'
~ ~T. ~-~-~~, lIT. 'l1~ o.
"The result of these meditations is identical, viz., the
realization of what is meditated upon."
SBh. 3-3-59, p. 430.

(~) 'fr ~;wr S(~~ql?l ~ lRf ~ ~ 1'4'i1~"'4lit ~

~. \9-~-~ ~ ~OI~I{4lg GtlfIOl~~~k~ ~ ~ ~

~W~II

~-m.~-~-G.0ttff.'IJ~~.
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"In meditations which are undertaken for desired results
(as in 'Whoever meditates on name as Brahman') to him accrues
the power of moving about there in the whole sphere pervaded by
nama' (Ch. 7.1-5), and which accomplish their results through the
form of adtshta, there is no need of realization."
SBh. 3-3-60, p. 431.

The case of this Adhyatma-Yoga, however, is
quite unlike that of Upas anas of Brahman where, by an
act of creative imagination in accordance with the
Sastras, one has first to achieve firm conviction that
one has become Brahman, and then after shuffling off
the mortal coil, the meditator proceeds to Brahmaloka
by the deva-yana path to attain and enjoy the fruits of
meditation. Here in Adhyatma Yoga there is no setting
up a stream of ideas; but, on the other hand, a turning
inward and seeing more and more subtler entities with
which the Yogin identifies himself. (~~ ~
~ ~~: Ka. 3-12). SaIikara in commenting on
this says:
~ 9; ~ ~ a:!!lfJ!0!14~1

om,

({<t\l!ldl<td41 ~ I

~ ~6(t1P1<t;qOjq(41 I ~: 7 ~~: I ~: Tffi ~:t

(~-~ 0) ~~ ll~dlqIVq4i:{~i~'1 ~ ll~ ~ ~
~: I ~:ll~:; qM~f{~d1.11

1M

~

'fiT. m. ~-~~t lIT. c~.

This, paraphrased, means that Atman is seen by
means of Buddhi or mind made extremely subtle. The
senses, the mind, the intellect and the ego (or
HiraI)yagarbha's Buddhi) are each of them subtler
than the one preceding it. The subtlest of all is the
Atman on whom all of these are superimposed. As the
Yogin goes on refining his instrument of observation,
the Buddhi, more and more, he comes to realize each of
the succeeding subtle entities as his self. When at last
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he has come to see, that is, to intuit his own Self, the
real Self of all beings, there will be nothing more to see.
Then this Atman is found to be 'tadvish1Joh paramam
padam' (That Highest nature of the All-pervading
One, the Atman.)
143. This Adhyatma Yoga is the same as what is
described as the Dhyana-Yoga in the Bhagavadgita,
chapter six. There also the Yogin is said to gradually
withdraw himself till at last he gets BrahmasaIhspar kIm atyantam sukham, the contact, or
intuition of identity, with Brahman of the nature of
unexcelled bliss. The result is the same as seeing the
Self hidden in all beings (~~SS"('J1T):-

~~~l
~Wr ~lJ(9)mkJO{I wtsr~: II
"He, whose mind is poised with the help of Yoga, sees the
same in all, that is, sees his own Selfin all beings, and all beings in
that Self."
G.6-29.

144. The spiritual discipline from the
transcendental standpoint, may be described as a
journey to reach a goal without travelling. According to
a Sruti which Sankara often quotes (but whose source
we have not been able to trace); ~~ ~ ~:'
the sages never travel by any path, but they reach the
only Goal through all the paths. The seeker who is
diligently making search for his real Self, closely
examines the senses, the mind and the intellect, and
when he has crossed both mahan and avyakta, he sees
Reality face to face with his search-light of buddhi; or
rather, the search-light is merged for good in the
Atman hidden in all beings. (~ ~ ~SS"('J1T) A"
GauQapada expresses it :-
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~;:r~ffi-Of-:;;r~:'rf: I
~Pt~·'1Ji'1I+rffi ~ ~ ~ II
"When the mind (disciplined by Yoga) does not dissolve (fall
into) sleep, nor is distracted again ( by desires), when it neither
flickers nor gives rise to appearances (of objects), then it has
become Brahman."
GK. 3-46.

145. This is from the standpoint of Yoga. From
the view-point of Jfiana, however, the mind never was.
It is only an illusory appearance of Atman Himself.
That is why Gau<;lapada has said earlier:
a:jh-Jifif(4lj"'l~ Of ~ ~ I

~~~~~II
"When, by dint ofthe intuition ofthe sole reality of Atman,
the mind does not conceive (any more), it attains the state of nomind; for it is then free from all cognition, having nothing to
cognize."
GK.3-32.
[Everything being an appearance of Atman, the only
Reality, the mind will have become one with Atman, when one has
realized the truth of the Sruti 'tat satyam sa Atma' (That is real,
that alone is Atman)]
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15. CONCLUSION
146. It is now time for retrospection. We may try
to have a resume of what we have learnt about the
Upanishads so far.
The word Upanishad itself primarily means
Brahma- Vidya, the knowledge of Paramatman or the
real Self of all the universe, internal and external
including the enquirer of truth. The word is sometimes
used in the sense of a secret. Brahmatma-Vidya,
however, is secret only for those who dare not look at
things as they are. Being the very Self of the enquirer,
as of all other beings, its knowledge cannot be kept as a
secret by anyone. It only requires the proper way of
looking at It.
147. Brahman is the subtlest principle and is the
essence of all things, animate and inanimate. It is the
only Reality in the strict sense of the word, and is the
very Self of the seeker of Truth. The human mind in its
present state, is not capable of knowing It because of
its tendency to look outwards, and desire for gross
objects which, it imagines, are the only source of
happiness in life. Moreover, Brahman is devoid of all
specific features, and can be never objectified by the
senses or the mind, the usual instruments for
observing and determining the nature of phenomenal
things. This is an additional reason why Brahman is
not comprehensible by means of any concept. Yet it is
the inmost Selfofthe enquirer. It is the only entity that
is undeniably real.
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148. Brahman is eternally pure, essentially
conscious, and ever free. Being the only Reality, It is
the All. One who lrnows It as his very Self, becomes
Brahman by that very knowledge. As Brahman is the
All, the knower of Brahman also becomes alL The word
'all' here does not denote quantity or number, for
Brahman has no specific adjunct such as quantity or
number. It is the only entity that ever existed. It is a
Whole without parts, One without a second beside It,
Infinite not to be contrasted with something finite. It is
fearless, for there is no second for It to be afraid of, and
there is nothing in Its intrinsic nature about which it
could be afraid. It is immortal by nature, is Allpervading, entire in itself, but. should not be thought of
in connection with something else which is pervaded,
or with something else which is broken and decayed. It
is changeless and eternal without reference to time,
Being not opposed to non-being, Consciousness
without an object, Bliss underived from any object. In a
word, It is the Absolute Reality. So soon as one knows
It as his real Self, he becomes Brahman Itself with all
these characteristics, if they can be called
characteristics at all.
149. Brahman or the Real Atman being all that
really is, it goes without saying that there can be no
one to teach it or to be taught, if the truth of this nonduality is once admitted. But from the standpoint of
the common unphilosophic mind, it seems to be absurd
to maintain that there is only One Absolute Reality
without a second. This view contradicts all experience
and denies all canons of knowledge which loudly
proclaim the existence of a universe of manifoldness,
variety, constant change and novelty.
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How can the Upanishads make such a selfcontradictory statement like that? And how are they
going to teach anybody an Absolute without features,
which can neither be described by words nor thought of
by the mind?
150, Students of Vedanta as taught by the
Upanishads, should first of all acquaint themselves
with the Method adopted therein to present the truths
of the system. The distinction between the empirical or
the vyauaharic view restricted to the phenomena of the
waking state, and the sastraic view, or the Paramiirtha
(real) view of Vedanta taking cognizance of the whole
of life, should be carefully noted; for the Upanishads
are treating of Brahman or Reality underlying not only
the entire universe (both internal and external)
experienced in waking, but embracing life in all its
aspects in our waking, dreaming and sleeping states.

The language and style specially devised for
suggesting the nature of Brahman which is
unobjectifiable by word or thought, and the negation
method called the Adhyaropiipaviila-Nyiiya adopted to
lead the inquirer to the intuition of Reality, by
sublating all not-self, must be thoroughly understood,
if the study of the Upanishads is to yield any tangible
and beneficial result.
The aspirant to the intuition of Vedantic Truth,
should be prepared to undergo the necessary
Spiritual discipline to travel inwards and make a
diligent search till he lands at Reality which is his
inmost Self. In any case, he must be forewarned that
success in mastering Vedantic truth, is never possible
to attain through a mere intellectual game.
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151. The Upanishads, the Bhagavadglta and the
Vedanta-Siitras, are the three standard sets of
literature that help us to understand the traditional
way (Agama) and the peculiar course of reasoning
(Tarka) to be followed in understanding the Vedantic
truths. We have shown in these essays how a qualified
seeker can follow the application of the method of the
Adhylir6papavada Nyiiya in all its details. It is hoped
that the earnest student who has gone through these
specimen modes of application of the method, would be
able to see how Vedantins who seriously hold to the
Upanishadic teaching of Advaitic Brahman or the
Absolute without the slightest tinge of any specific
feature, can talk in the same breath of avidya and
may if, of being and becoming, cause and effect, God and
creatures, the universal and the particular, the
individual soul and the universal Atman, states of
Consciousness and Pure Consciousness, bondage and
freedom, discipline and the goal, and such other
distinctions which can apply only to a pluralistic
Universe.
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About AdhYiitma Prakasha KaryiiJaya
The Karyalaya was founded by Sri Sri
Satchidanandendra Saraswathi Swamiji in the year 1920. This
Institution was nurtured and developed by the revered
Swamiji and it became recognized as the very fountain head
of pristine pure Vedanta as propounded by Adi
Shankara.
The objectives of the Karyalaya were set by the
Swamiji and accordingly to this day it is engaged in the
interpretation of Indian Culture by stimulating the study and
practice of the Adhyatma Vidya- Philosophy and Religion
in its universal aspect - especially as revealed in the
Upanishads and allied literature.
The Karyalaya has so far published more than 235
books in Kannada, English and Sanskrit. It has arranged for
frequent discussions, discourses, public lectures, Vedanta
classes and Vedanta camps in Holenarasipura, Bangalore and
other places. It is publishing a monthly magazine called
'Adhyatma Prakasha' from the year 1923 and a quarterly
magazine called 'Shankara Bhaskara' from the year 1988.
The Karyalaya runs a Vedantic College for imparting
Vedanta knowledge to students ill the traditional Gurukula
manner, and train them to later engage themselves in the
dissemination of the same.
The Karyalaya has been made a Public Trust in the
year 1990, and it has carried out all its activities always in a very
transparent manner. The public patronage and generous
donations are solicited as they are the chief source for all the
activities'of the Karyalaya. The donations to the Karyalaya
are exempted under Section 80G of the Income Tax Act.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, PLEASE CONTACT

ADHYATMAPRAKASHAKARYALAYA
# 68, (New No.6), A.P.K. Road,

Holenarasipura 5732] 1
II Block, T.R. Nagar, Bangalore-28
Karnataka. India.
"'~ Ph: 080-26765548
Ph:08175 - 273820
• •
visit us at www.adhyatmaprakasha.org

}l6out Swamiji
Sri Sri Satchidanandendra
Saraswathi Swamiji (1880-1975),
the Founder of Adhyathma Prakasha
Karyalaya, Holenarasipur, was the celebrated authority on
Shankara Vedanta during the twentieth century. He researched and
worked with profound dedication and a missionary zeal throughout
his life for bringing out and present to the seeker the pristine pure
Advaita Vedanta according to the tradition of Gaudapada, Shankara
and Sureswara. He is reverentially hailed as Abhinava Shankara
of the twentieth century.
Shankara who appeared more than a thousand years ago
recovered the true spirit of the Upanishadic Texts and the
Vedantic Tradition from the multitude of wrong interpretations
prevailing at that time. Sri Sri Swamiji who appeared on the scene
during the last century devoted his life time to recover the pristine
pure Vedanta of Shankara and the tradition of Adhyaropa
Apavada Prakriya of the past Masters by cleansing the
distortions and misrepresentations of Shankara in the post-Shankara
sub-commentaries, collectively known as Vyakhyana Prasthanas.
Sri Sri Swamiji was an erudite scholar, a prolific writer and a
great organizer. He wrote over 200 books in Kannada, English and
Sanskrit, including Kannada translations of all the original and
genuine works of Shankara. All his writings are characterized by
precision, lucidity and erudition. Many of his independent
books like Vedanta Prakriya Pratyabhijna, Mandukya Rahasya
Vivriti and Kleshapaharini (commentary on Naishkarmya
Siddhi) in Sanskrit, Essays on Vedanta and Salient Features of
Shankara Vedanta in English, Paramartha Chintamani and
Shankara Vedanta Sara in Kannada are real master pieces.
Sri Sri Swamiji's life is an inspiration and a model and his
writings are a real boon for all the earnest seekers.
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